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Engagement key for Ribeau
By Angela L Sorter
MANAGING ED 110R

sin his welcome address Friday, President
Sidney Ribeau strayed from his usual
high-spirited delivery.
Though he stressed that the University
has met and exceeded greatness in some
areas, he stood in front of the large crowd
with a sense of urgency.
This being his 10th year as University
president, Ribeau called for many changes that he felt could turn the school's
financial situation around.
"If we continue to do things that we
have done in the past in higher educa-

tion, we are not going to be able to
meet the call - help our state and nation
address pressing concerns that will redefine the character of who we are and
what we do," he said.
To begin making these changes, Ribeau has set out to create an
"Organization for Engagement." This
organization will include a task force,
an Engaged University Council and a
Faculty Research Committee.
I lowever, the catalyst for this urgency
was the CHEE report.
CHEF, an acronym for the governor's
Commission on Higher Education and

has made public a poll, which
the Economy, was developed by
ranks Ohio's 15 state universipresent Ohio Governor Bob Tart.
ties for contracts and grants,
CHEE's purpose is to assess
external funding and supways in which higher education
port.
can contribute to the economic
Bowling Green has placed
growth of the state of Ohio.
in the bottom tiiird of the
Ohio is facing a dilemma,
pack, only above colleges that
according to the commission's
Web Site. As a result of the stale's Sidney Ribeau Ribeau said, "are not our peer
institutions."
staggering economic recovery, "it
President
As a result of this poll, (he
is imperative for the state to estabUniversity is in a place where
lish policies that secure a maximum return on our public investment it may lose a significant amount of its
state funding, thus raising cost of tuition
in higher education."
Recently, the Ohio Board of Regents and reducing funding for graduate and

doctoral programs as much as 15-20
percent. The money would then lx* reallocated towards economic deveiopment and/or programs that have a direct
connection to die community and states
economic growth.
"Funding for higher education will be
tied to certain outcomes relating to how
|we] work collectively to create economic well-being and social equality in lour]
community," he said.
To attempt to quell this potential
disaster, President Ribeau said he will
RIBEAU, PAGE 2

Housing dilemma solved
swiftly by Residence Life
By Carrie Whitaker
EDITOR IN-CHIEF

Photo Provided
TANZANIA: Nicole Harmon spent net summer with a host family In
Tanzania. Here she is shown with the family's children and friends.

Student learns life
lessons abroad
By lanell Kingsboroogti
SENIOR REPORTER

We've all seen the heartwrenching, poverty-stricken
infomercials of children running through din streets wearing little or no clothing. The
image though, became a part of
a BGSU student's real life.
Nicole Harmon, 22, spent her
summer in Tanzania, a small
village in Fast Africa that was a
45 minute walk from the nearest city of Aruslia
It wasn't the 25 hour trip, or
being viciously anacked by a
dog on only her second night,
that made her want to pack her

Iwgs and come home. As she
set foot on the turf of Tanzania,
she entered another world.
"I was so overwhelmed at
first. The poverty of the people
hit me hard. It kills you to look
at these children who run and
swarm around you and beg for
food," Hannon said. "It's even
harder because we are told not
to give it to them. We are told
that they depend upon the
Americans to feed them and
don't know how to go out and
get food for themselves."
Harmon stayed with a
ABROAD, PAGE 3

WELCOME BACK

What happens at the
University when the number
of applications for admission
are up, the number of deposits on fall housing arc up and
cancellations are down? The
answer, according to Linda
Newman, executive director
of Residence Life, is think fast
This is why 284 students will
live in University apartments
this fall, Newman said.
the students, who were
required to have at least 25
credit hours, will reside this
fall in 514 N. Enterprise, 1929
and 1935 Columbia Courts
and 516 East Merry apartments.
To Newman, this was a way
for the University to cover
costs and keep its promise to
students.
"We had made a promise to
them and the University needs
to provide housing for all the
people who wanted housing,"
Newman said. "So it was up to
us to find a solution."
Two weeks into June,
Newman said indicators
pointed to the low cancellation rate unlike the historical
precedent of a higher rate.
"We were about 400 smdents above capacity and at
that point I decided we had
to do something," Newman
said. "It was entirely possible
we could get 400 cancellations
... but we didn't know and
couldn't wait until August."
So Newman and other
members of Residence
Life began looking at their
options

Ben Swanger BG News
NO PROBLEM: Members of the new off-campus housing community, (from left to right) Matt Rapier. Tim
Phillips, Scott Hanes and Josh Tash hang out in their new living room. All students, none of which are freshmen, are content with the change in scenery. As shown, they have decorated their apartment the same as
any on-campus resident would, though they have much more room to fill.

If the overflow had been
small they could have put
students in lounges, Newman
said. Or they could have begun
asking students if the)' wanted
to move off campus, she said.
But, the overflow seemed
too large and two months
seemed like too short a time
for students to find off-campus housing Newman said.
When Newman worked at
a university in Soudi Carolina,
she was responsible for a large
area of university apartments,
she said.
"This University hasn't
owned apartments and doesn't
APARTMENTS, PAGE 8

WHAT FACTORS LED TO ON-CAMPUS STUDENTS LIVING IN
APARTMENTS:
MID-MAY: The number of informational packets sent out to potential students had increased
LATE MAY: Residence Life realized the number of deposits had increased
MID-JUNE: Residence Life estimated they were 400 students over housing
capacity
JULY: Letters were sent to all on-campus students with 25 credits or more
asking if they would like to live in an apartment.
JULY/AUGUST: Students were chosen for the apartments by time and date
and also it they could get a group of six or four together

STUDENTS PAYING?
• Each student is being charged the standard room rate (like living in
McDonald or Kreischer) equaling $1,800 per semester
• Are not charged a Residence Technology fee of $92, but get wireless Road
Runner in their apartment.
• Are not required to buy meal plans, although many have opted to buy one,
according to Linda Newman, executive director of Dining Services.

Record enrollment focuses on student quality
Angela L Gorier
MANAGING EDITOR

MnSnntar BG News
CONVOCATION: Students were welcomed back to school yesterday
by President Sidney Ribeau and Alex Wright, president of USG. The
audience of mostly freshmen and their parents, were treated to
lunch afterwards.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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This fall semester, the University
will officially be home to a historical number of students.
Following the trend of last year,
when registered students totaled
around 20,000, this fall will bring
in nearly 20,500 making this
semester's class the largest in
University history.
The focus of these numbers
however, is die freshmen.
With higher-than-ever ACT
scores and a greater diversity in
cultural backgrounds, the pro-

jected class of 2009 proves that
the University is on its way to
become nationally known for
more than its learning communities and football team.
"Most of the time, when you
look at a University like us, when
your numbers go way up, it is
because you've compromised
on the quality and you've lowered the expectation of studentl,"
Gary Swagen, director of admissions said.
At Bowling Green, this is not
the case.
According to President Ribeau
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Partly
Cloudy

High: 83"
Low: 65"

in his welcome address Friday,
this is going to be the largest
class in University history. To
add to these record highs, there
will be more students with an
ACr score between 27 and 36
than ever attending
Also, about 175 incoming students received a 25-31, 32 on
their exam as well.
Moreover, the campus will
also be home to 65 high school
valedictorians, according to
Swagen.
As a result of a more concentrated effort by recruiters to

T-Stonns

High:82"
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make the campus a more culnirally diverse one. this year will
also bring in a record number of
minority students.
Like enrollment, these numbers too are following a trend
upwards.
Though the exact number
of students from diverse backgrounds is still slight, Swagen
is optimistic that this is still a
major improvement on the part
of Rowling Green.
In comparison with 2001.
ENROLLMENT, PAGE 3
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Visit held a month too soon for student attendance

Kerry's voice heard on Main St
By Carrie Wbitakef
IDIIOR-IN-CHlIF

I < n dhose following the race fix
the White House iliis year, ii is
>iano secret thai Ohio la coraM
ered an important state up
forgrabs,
That poinl was made
locally this summer,
when Senator lohn
Kerrj visited downtown BpwHng Green
fur a political rally.
I le traveled with his running male lohn Edwards, former Ohio Senator lohn Glenn
Edwards' wife Elizabeth and an
entourage of democrats from the
area
It was estimated that 12,00015,000 people came to the rally
thai last four hours in 90 degree
temperatures, Man) more were
turned away because of space
When Kern and Edwards took

the Stage — which sat on the corner of Main and Court Street —
the) expressed a message of optimism and the need for change.
oI lizabeth Edwards introduced her husband,
who she said, "wants
to improve the
lives of regular
people who do
not have a voice
sometimes in this
country."
P.dwanls then spoke,
Idling the crowd that
America can do better. The two
have a plan to make it better, he
slid.
We believe in hope over
despair, possibilities over problems, optimism over cynicism,"
Edwards said. "We believe in
doing what's right."
While Edwards introduced
Kerry he spoke of his leadership

4hoo4j£
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In Vietnam and in the Senate.
"When others stood by, lohn
Kerry fought," Edwards said.
"When others stood by, this man
stood up ... now it's time for us to
stand up for him."
When Kerry finally stood to
speak to the crowd, he said Ohio
is an important state to him.
commenting on the short time
he lived here as a child.
"I want to remind you it was
John Glenn and Ohio that put me
over the top of the nomination,"
Kerry said. "Ohio has had eight
presidents, ladies and gentlemen
... Ohio knows a president when
it sees one."
Kerry spoke about lowering
prices on prescription drugs for
die elderly, keeping after school
programs and not privatizing
social security, all ways to value
KERRY VISIT, PAGE 6

Mike Mtttter BG News
KERRY ON MAIN: Kerry signs autographs and shakes hands after his speech Aug. 1, in a visit to Bowling
Green (left). The rally was held on the corner of Main and Court Streets (upper right). Supporters and protesters alike attended the political rally (lower right). An estimated 15,000 attended the event.

VELCOME BGSU STUDENTS

Both parties focus on
Ohio, nearly tied in polls
By Carrie WMaker
EOITOR-IM-CHIEF
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k store|
@ the Bowen-Th< jmpson Student Union

Serving BGSU & the community for over 70 years
Fall semester hours
Monday-Thursday, 9 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
Friday, 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday, 12-5:30 p.m.

(419)372-2851
Web site: bookstore.bgsu.edu
email: bookstore@bgnet.bgsu.edu
WE BUY BACK BOOKS EVERYDAY
AND PAY THE MOST MONEY!

• All New and Used Textbooks
• All Required & Recommended Course Materials
• Largest Selection of Used Books at 25% Savings
• Online Textbook Reservations
• Largest Selection of BGSU Clothing
• General Reading Bestsellers
• Reference Books
• Computer Books, Accessories, Software
& Hardware
• Art & School Supplies
• Music CDs, DVDs & Electronics
• Greeting Cards & Gifts
• Special Order Services

last week Al Baldwin, director
of the Wood County Democrats,
received two letters in the mail.
Both had return addresses from
Maryland and each contained a
check for $100.
The letters both explained the
money was sent in support for
the Democrat's fight in Ohio.
To Baldwin, the checks verily
what many already know—Ohio
is an important state in this year's
election.
In the last month Democratic
candidates lohn Kerry and lohn
Edwards made an appearance
on Main Smed Republican Vice
President Dick Cheney has been
in Ohio and First lady Laura
Bush visited Toledo.
Baldwin said he wouldn't be
surprised to see all of them back
in Northwest Ohio soon.
The two largest states in the

nation, California and Texas, are
basically decided, Baldwin said,
so the candidates are focusing
on the states that could go either
way.
Right now those include
Missouri, Florida and Ohio,
according to the Gallup polls.
Uhat'shappeningisbothsides
are writing off the Mississippi
and Californias and every last
penny is going into the target
states," Baldwin said. "And prinio
on the list, on both sides, Ls Ohio
— no its, ands or huts."
But why is Ohio so important? According to Baldwin it is
because Ohio is almost evenly
split between Bush and Kerry
supporters.
The Gallup Vote tracker this
week showed Bush with 45 percent of the vote, Kerry with 47
percent, Nader with 4 percent and
another 4 percent undecided. Hie
OHIO, PAGE 6

you
can make all the
difference
in the life of a new
freshman.

the

PEREGRINE
shop

Fall semester hours
Monday-Thursday,* a.m.- 9 p.m.
Friday, 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday, 11 a.m.-7 p.m.

(419)372-9500
• Food, Beverages, Snacks
• School Supplies
• BGSU Clothing & Insignia Gifts
• Commencement Products
• Greeting Cards & Gifts
• Health & Beauty Aids

Register for

UNIV 411
Springboard Coaching
n couki be
the most rewarding credit hour
you've ever earned!

y

Springboard
X Btm l'n|i (ireeu Stale Uni\cisii\

Coniaci us at 2-V304 or spring*) bgrm

Share your knowledge of BG while
performing a great
COMMUNITY SERVICE!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE BACK TO CLASS

We train you each week.
No experience necessary!)

EXTENDED HOURS:
Saturday, 8/21

,

9 am - 7 pm

Sunday, 8/22

9 am- 7 pm

Monday 8/23

8 am - 9 pm

Tuesday 8/24

8 am - 9 pm

Wednesday 8/25

,

8 am r 9 pm

Thursday 8/26
Friday 8/27

8 am - 9 pm

,

8 am - 5:30 pm

Saturday 8/28

11 am - 5:30 pm

Sunday 8/29

12 pm - 5:30 pm

Total commitment is about
2 hours per week.
Sign up for ONE CREDIT HOUR of UNIV411
(2.5 GPA required)
MONbAV
8:30 - 10:20
9:30-11:20
10:30-12:20
11:30-1:20
12:30-2:20
1:30-3:20
2:30-4:20
4:00-5:50
5:30-7:20
7:00 - 8:50

TulSbAV
9:00- 10:50
11:00-12:50
12:30-2 JO
2:00-3:50
3:30-5:20
5:30-7:20
7:00 - 8:50

WEbNEUAY
8:30-10:20
9:30-11:20
10:30-12:20
11:30-1:20
12:30-2:20
1:30-3:20
2:30-4:20
4:00-5:50
5:30-7:20
7:00 - 8:50

9:00- 10:50
11:00-12:50
1:00-2:50
2:30-4:20
4:00-5:50
5:30-7:20

THANKYOU!

Visit our website for more information!
http://www.bgsu.edu/officcs/springboard

All proceeds from the University Bookstore support the campus community
Methods of Payment Accepted: BIG CHARGE • VISA • MASTERCARD • DISCOVER • CASH • CHECK

Or contact Pam Pinson at spring@bqnet.bgsg eel"
or (419) 372-9504
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University's diversity fueling class size increase
receive their higher education at
a reduced fee.
"We created a programs this
when there were 179 freshmen of
a minority background, this year year that has allowed students
the total number registered will to learn half-off of the Michigan
out-of-state fee, in the way of a
be near 290.
"As you start to build a sort of scholarship," Swagen said.
The number of freshmen stucritical mass of students where
it is not like I'm the only one in dents from this program alone,
every class,' it becomes a more will total near 120.
Detroit specifically, is an area
inviting environment," Swagen
said. "Then students of every where the University has grown
race can feel more welcome and in popularity, Swagen said.
Threeyearsago, theThompsonthen they have a better experiMcCauley Foundation (as in
ence."
Student
Similar to that of the University Bowen-Thompson
of Toledo, Bowling Green has Union) began. This foundation
developed a program that allows chooses 10 students, not all necstudents from Michigan to essarily of minority background,
ENR0UMENTJROMPAGE2

this year 11,177 freshmen
requested to become part of the
Falcon family.
"We are at the height of our
popularity right now," Swagen
said.
Moreover, after offering
admission to about 90 percent of these applicants, the
ADMISSIONS PLEASED
University then fell back onto
The University's enrollment its most recent numbers, statnumbers can be attributed to ing that less than 40 percent
a higher than average reten- of these students will actually
tion rate and to more Students choose to register.
The retention rate however,
applying to the University, Gary
Swagen, director of admissions has been the at an-all time high.
Historically, during the transisaid.
In comparison with last year, tion from freshmen to sophowhen 10,281 students applied, more year the University antici-

from the Detroit area and fully
supports them through scholarships to the University.
"We arc benefiting from the fact
that we have more students to
start with, that are having a better
experience," Swagen said. "We
have grown intentionally."

pates that 15 percent of its students will cancel their rooming
contracts.
This summer, Swagen said, of
those 15 percent, only 10.:» pel
cent actually backed out of their
$200 room payment. This then,
lead to the unexpected increase
in students who were going to
live on campus.
"What has created a scenario
where housing has been tight
land the enrollment seems
to have sky-rocketed] and the
apartment option has been
offered, was that the expected
cancellation rate was off."
This is actually good news for
us, he said.

IMPORTANT NUMBERS
290 Minority students
enrolled this year
20, 480 students
number of total enrolled
3,850 Freshmen class total
The final count is not officially given until after the
first day of classes.
4,300 Target number of
students tor each freshmen
class
300 Total number this
semester's enrollment
increased by from last year

Student travels to sub-Saharan Africa, tells of cultural exposure
ABROAD, FROM PAGE 1

Taiizanian family that had six children.
She had her own room; her host-parents had their own room and the children shared.
A local stream was the only supply of
water. Women carry buckets on their
heads to and from the stream and do
laundry there.
"I was too embarrassed to ask how
everyone showered with no running
water so I'm sure I looked ridiculous
dunking my head in a bucket trying to
figure it out," 1 larmon said.
A nearby small grocery store called
"Shop Rite" helped her survive the dif-

ferent food and culture. She could buy
a bottle of Coke for 50 cents, bottled
water. M&M's and FTingles — all the
essentials to keep her from being too
homesick.
Each day 1 larmon walked the 45 minutes to Ariisha to meet the rest of her
group, who were involved in the same
program. lach day they taught older
children about HIV and AIDS. It was
this education that drew her to Invest In
this program adventure.
"I have met many people—other Students—from Africa that have lost their
families to AIDS. 1 had been working
in the Education Abroad office, and
began looking over the Internet for
something like this," I larmon said. T

| Siaskinp fOKKfty Prices

Campus Tanning

just wanted to do something."
Harmon worked with 15 other volunteers from all over the United States.
Bach lived in different villages around
the dry.
Since English was very limited, most
of the host families had someone who
could help translate. It was I larmon's
24-year-old host brother who was
attending college to become a teacher
that helped her.
" V\fc had to leam the language to teach
these people. We had guides that helped
and became very familiar with greetings
and phrases, but it was sometimes very
hard to communicate," Harmon said.
Preparation for the trip began about
five months before take-off. Harmon

JBR

Only $29.50 per month Unlimited!
$65 per semester Unlimited!

Automotive
& Towing

(tifflf7

ConteVtell 1 - \i
Our NcH Location

•You can book through entire year
Check Engine Light on?
W* CM, Fix It!
Computer

$29*

only
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'
«»*^Z£^££o£,-10 2M. !
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"We try to do everything we can to make
it work financially for the students."
Over 300 students each year studyabroad.
Recently, the General Education
(omraittee passed a rule to allow "all
academic study abroad experiences
bearing three or more credits to count
as fulfilling the International Perspective
requirement."
This means tliat non-BGSU programs.
transfer students with study abroad
experience, experiences before this new
rule was passed; all can be counted.
For more information and questions
students can contact Sallv Ravmnnt at
saDyr@bgSU.edu or419-372-0309.

Colonial Barbers

17745 N. Dixie Hwy.,
Bowling Green. OH

Come In and Get your haircut Today!
Hours:

Bl UC I Btft ■■■■ -•"" Ml'

Service Center Open
Monday - Friday 8-5

/Booths and Beds can be used
unlimited at no extra charge

•isE.wooiter 352.7889

419-353-7222

Towing 24 Hours
7 Days Per Week

lowestprices /'n town/

10AM to 8PM Mon. thru Thurs.
Friday till 6PM Saturday 10-4PM

had to get Immunization shots, passports and Visas,
"I would love to go back to Africa. I he
safari is beautiful, the people are the
nicest and so helpful," Harmon said. "I
think, in general, that people from Africa
arc the nicest people I have ever met."
Even though the program Harmon
participated in was not a BGSU program, she still gets credit for it.
According to Sally Raymont, director
of the University's Study Abroad program, there arc more and more scholarships available for students who want to
pursue this experience.
"We can work with Financial Aid and
maybe be able to make adjustments to
student aid packages," Raymont said.

Mon., Tue., Thurs., Fri.
8:30 am - 5:30 pm

Lube, Oil & Filter

Sat.

$18.95 Up to 5 Quarts
With Filter
jT\ Plus Top OH All Fluids
™' And Complett Inspection

8:00 am- 1:00 pm
2 Barbers • No Waiting

Any Automotive Repairs
Receive

15% OFF
$100 00 or more
CEW-.0—..«*»

• Walk - ins Welcome
205 N. Prospect
(419) 354-0303
(3 blocks west of the Administration Building
on the corner of N. Prospect & Court St.)

Qperiiha S66r\ at Levis Ctfwme'ns!

•new frieiods
is just
part 6{ cur
its

SAY CELLULAR
900 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419.353.2355

You'll find u/5urself actually enjcu>a the idea of ocina to work
at Max & Erma's! Our special blend of quality food and an
excitina atmosphere make for a aecd time for all - ifewt and cur guests.

f

A^Hosts/Hostesses

^Servers >®Cooks
/•Dishwashers J^Bussers
j^Curbside Carryout
• Immediate health insurance! • 401(k)! • Flexible Schedules!
• Raid Vkatiens (FT)! • Oinina Discounts!
Visit us at cur fiirina site located inside the Rt. 25 main entrance to
Levis Gammons behind the Bob Evans restaurant,
M-F 9a-6p cr Sat 9a-Neen, or Call Jasen or Stephanie at
419-931-0220 arid get in en the excitement buildina at our new location!
Or appluj online at www.max-ermas.ccm

*Restrictions apply.
Pricing subject to change.
See store for details.
While Supplies Last!
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AUTHORIZED AGENT
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OPINION

"How does it corrupt the tradition of the
Last Supper? It's just rice versus wheat."
ELIZABETH PELI.Y-WALDMAN. whose daughter Haley's first Roman
Catholic communion was deemed invalid by the Diocese of Trenton, N.J., because
her water contained rice and no wheat, which church doctrine mandates. Haley is
allergic to wheat. IASSXUUIPRX)

Ribeaifs honesty is appreciated
University President Sidney
Kibeau delivered a rather unusual
speech Friday in front of a crowd
of faculty and staff.
The speech typically welcomes
back the University as a whole.
However, the tone for Friday's
speech was not as upbeat.
Ribeau stated his concern over
the University's funding problems. He said the University is
currently in "troubled times" — a
sentiment we did not expect to
hear from him.
After all, the University seems

YOU DECIDE
Should President Ribeau have
focused his speech on Friday
solely on funding issues? Send
an Email to thenews@bgnews
com and tell us what you think, or
post feeback on our web site.
to be more popular than ever.
Enrollment is at an all-time high.
In fact, it is so high, die University
has resorted to housing over 280
on-campus students in off-cam-

pus apartments. The success of
Falcon athletics, most notably
that of the football team, has also
helped boost morale and popularity throughout the University.
Ribeau didn't echo diat feeling.
He announced diat he will
create an "Organization for
Engagement," which will help
mend the financial problems the
University currendy faces.
The timing for this announcement is very peculiar. Normally
the speech celebrates the advent
of the new school year. The con-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Some great
Republicans
are ex-Dems
I am a good Republican. I
work the election polls as a
Republican judge whenever
needed.
I laving watched lohn Kerry's
campaign promos on TV personally I don't think they have a
lot of positives to campaign with.
Watching both auididates'
campaign promos, I have
noticed they both use the disclaimer, "I approve this message,"
except maybe it should be, "I'm
lohn Kerry, and 1 approve these

lies!"
Seems to me Kerry is shadowing the same promises made by
every Democrat since limmy
Carter. Democrats keep believing the same lies.
A while back when the Rudy
Guiliani 9/11 Biography movie
aired on TV, I taped it. In diat
movie, a reporter tried to nail
Rudy by asking him about his
parry change from Democrat to
Republican. Rudy merely stated,
'One day I took a look at the
Democrats. They only talk about
doing great things. Then I looked
at the Republicans and noticed
they talk about doing great
tilings — and do "em!"
Some may call it muckraking,
but it is the truth. I don't know
too much about Ronald Reagan,
but he switched parties too.

JO ELLEN MARR
Kingston, Ohio

Defense budget
continues to
increase
Before George W. Bush's father
became President, one invulnerable submarine could destroy
any country on Earth.

The Cold War ended over 10
years ago. The former Soviet
Union split into 15 countries.
There are about 300 million
people in the United States For
each of the past 10 years, the U.S.
has been spending over $300 billion for defense. In other words,
the U.S. has been spending over
SI 000 per person per year for the
last 10 years.
It would take about 17,000
New York City-sized terrorist
attacks to equal die total death
count of Wbrid War II. About
3,000 people died in New York
on September 11,2001; WWII
killed about 50 million. One U.S.
submarine now has more firepower than all of WWII.
According to page 164 of the
2004 Worid Almanac, the U.S.
defense budget is 5 times larger
ilurn the Russian budget. All
Western European nations are
allies of the U.S.
Still. George W. Bush has
obtained large increases in nonterrorist related defense spending.

TOM KENNEY
Cincinnati

Don't sacrifice
humanities for
technology
Friday. President Ribeau
addressed the University community and eloquently outlined his vision for the future
of this institution. He charged
University administrators and
faculty to maintain a commitment to forging a stronger relationship between the University
and economic development in
Ohio.
The way universities operate
is changing with the demands of
our technology driven economy.
It is obvious that universities
need to strengthen their ability to teach technological skills
to students and form working

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
How do you feel about on-campus students
living in off-campus apartments?

BG»s

CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

relationships with business to
develop new technologies that
stimulate economic growth in
our community.
However, I caution this
University, and other universities around the state, against
sacrificing humanities programs in favor of programs that
foster technological advancement. As Ribeau has suggested
many times, universities have
a responsibility to educate
students to be productive, conscientious and informed world
citizens. While technology programs have the potential to create jobs and stimulate economic
growth in Ohio, they do not
necessarily teach civic engagement or appreciation of diversity
in our society — two essential
elements of citizenship in our
democratic society. Science and
technology will produce economic benefits for our state, but
economic growth is worthless
without first strengthening the
humanity of our citizenship.
Please Dr. Ribeau, do not fall
victim to big business' interest in dictating the direction of
higher education for their own
gain at the expense of teaching
our students citizenship and
diversity. In our rapidly changing society, I urge you to respect
the demands of business and
economic growth in Ohio, but
do not lose track of the core values you have established for this
institution.
If you are as genuinely concerned with the economicdevelopment of our community as you conveyed to
the University today, consider
keeping Starbucks, Subway and
other major non-Ohio based
corporations out of our institution. Instead, encourage local
companies and entrepreneurs
to utilize this University to
develop businesses consistent
with your vision.

tent of his speech dealt with
problems beyond the control of
University students.
Of course, if Ribeau took this
time to address the current situation, it is probably of the utmost
importance. Funding is the basis
for the quality of higher education. After all, if the situation
worsened and we—the students
and faculty — were unaware of
anything, we might feel left out. if
not outraged.
The current state of economics
has been felt by students — just

ask any student who conrinues
to pay more for tuition each year.
However, tuition alone will not
cover the cost of being a competitive educational institution.
According to Ribeau, money
that goes into the University will
eventually result in money going
into the city of Bowling Green. A
poll released by the Ohio Board
of Regents states that BGSU is
in the bottom third of 15 state
colleges in Ohio. The poll ranked
state colleges by amount of external funding and grants.

Everyone associated with
the University does not want to
see this place suffer financially.
Ribeau seems to be handling the
situation upfront and honestly.
We are proud to have a president
fighting for our funds.
Honesty is an important quality, especially for a University
president. After all, ignoring
issues like this is not smart.
The coming months (and
years) will indicate whether or
not Ribeaus words on Friday
were strong enough.

Ads are just shadings of reality
RUSS
ZIMMER
Asst. Opinion
Editor
As the presidential election
rolls closer — just over
two months away—we
television viewers in Ohio are
treated to a barrage of ads from
both candidates, both parties
and political action committees
("MoveOn.org" or "Swift Boat
Veterans for Truth" for example).
In fact, Ohio is not alone.
About 20 states are seeing a
similar frequency of TV ads.
These states are known as
the "battleground" states. The
other 30 states apparently are
already decided. What should
bother Americans is the type of
influence these 30-second ads
may have on the voting public.
Obviously both campaigns
believe it to be significant since
they are spending hundreds of
millions of dollars.
Hopefully, the college-age
voting public will seek out more
information than the little that
is given in these commercials
shown in die middle of their
favorite programs. If they are
not double checking diese ads
for validity, they may find themselves misinformed.

Everybody knows President
Bush has had a credibility problem ever since the WMDs (or
"BUS," as Ali G. would call them)
controversy. Indeed he remains
true to form with his political
ads, accusing Democratic candidate lohn Kerry of wanting to
raise taxes $900 billion dollars.
1 lowever, the Kerry campaign
contends that the $900 billion
dollar figure is completely false.
It is false, but not completely.
Kerry wants to set up a health
care plan that wiH cover over 25
million Americans who don't
have coverage currently. He
also wants to reduce the deficit.
The Bush ad refers to this as
"government spending." I lealth
care and the rising deficit are
two major concerns for the
American people, yet Bush's
campaign has found a way to
spin Kerry's plan to remedy
these problems into a weakness
for Kerry.
The truth is Kerry has not
released any budget estimates
but many independent studies
have pressured Kerry to explain
where the money will come
from.
Many have accused Kerry's
tax plan of not adding up and
there may be some truth to that.
Outsourcing — moving operations overseas — is a hot \u ml
nowadays and lohn Kerry loves

to use it in his TV ads. Kerry
claims he will end tax breaks for
companies that outsource jobs.
The problem is many economists think that there is little
reason to believe that Kerry's
plan will end the problem of
outsourcing — not that it is
even the problem it is trumped
up to be. Only 2.5 percent of
the jobs lost in 2004 have been
because of outsourcing.
Also, tax breaks are nice for
big multinational corporations
but it might be cheaper to set
up shop in Guatemala and pay
much less for their labor and
maybe be closer to some other
international markets.
The point is these two men
are spending a lot of other people's money to get into office, or
to stay there. They will leave out
some important facts or change
the context of statement to win
and they won't think twice.
Personally, I'm sick of looking at these guys every time I'm
watching "The Price Is Right."
Hush is a horrible actor and his
commercials are so transparent
in dieir subde messages, such
as Sept. 11 th and God. As for
John Kerry—let's face it, the guy
looks like a goblin.
E-mail Rtiss with comments
tit zimmerrtNtgiiet.bgsiLedu.
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RYAN SCHROEDER
Instructor, Sociology
NEWS ITEM: SOV DeSiGrteRS BeGiW ADDReSSiMG RoLlPVER PRoBUJM

CHRIS CORBETT
SOPHOMORE,
PSYCHOLOGY
It sucks."

ANGELA GORTER MANAGING EDITOR
TIFFANI MCKENZIE CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
NICOLE DELISIO CITY NEWS EDITOR
KARA HULL NEWS EDITOR
MIRANDA BOND FEATURES EDITOR
PATRICK MAYNARD ONLINE EDITOR
ELLIOT SCHREINER SPORTS EDITOR
BOB MOSER COPY CHEF
MATT SUSSMAN OPINION EDITOR
SEAN CORP PULSE EDITOR
BEN SWANGER PHOTO EDITOR
KEN EDWARDS WEBMASTER

ERIN MCKINNEY
SOPHOMORE,
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

"It's awesome, because
I am one of them."

STEVE DRAKE
SOPHOMORE, FINANCE

DUSTIN BRANDT
SOPHOMORE, TC0M

"I wish I was one of
them."

"I don't really care."

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green ana.

POUCKS
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induded for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" oi "Guest Column." Only
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Real men keep their hair nice and short
morning? Five minutes? Ten
dry. Ihat's valuable time saved,
minutes? Are you constantly
my friend.
late for your pedicures because
Here's the thing, you starryyou lose yourself in the mirror
eyed college visionary. In the
AssWpinionlUiilor, with your comb and hair gel? It
real worid, men are supposed
Spring 2004
sounds like you want to audito have short hair. It is a sij;n
tion to be a cast member for
of respect for authority — so
I can't believe we're having
"Queer Eye For the Straight Guy.' I'm told. Walking into a job
this debate.
Granted, some macho men
interview with long, flowing
I don't care what era this is, will exfoliate when no one's
Jand presumably greasy as all
short hair belongs on men, and looking, but you look like the
getup] hair does not impress
men should only have short
kind uf guy that tells other guys an employer. 'Ihat kind of hair
hair—case closed.
to exfoliate. Metrosexuality was belongs in coffee shops with
Look at that longhaired freak. trend)' in 2003, but the fad has
the rest of the unemployed
He thinks that's a good look
gotten old fast, kind of like gay
("freelance," as they call it)
for him? Lei me give you two
intellectuals
marriage as a hot topic.
teaspoons of reality, you hippie:
While you spend all that
Why don't you quit kidding
no amount of hair will cure you time in the bathroom in the
yourself and get that mop top
of being ugly — that's a fact.
morning prettying yourself
lopped off? You'll be doing
lust how much time do
up, I'm out of the shower, and
everyone a favor, especially
you spend on your hair in the
thirty seconds later my hair is
those hard-working editors in

MATT
SUSSMAN

the BG Newsroom. They talk to
me when you leave for the day,
and they're sick of looking (and
smelling) that nasty do.
But perhaps the most farcical (and truthful) motive for
growing out your hair implies
that you ate the ultimate poser,
because now you look like a
pothead. Hut I know you, you
lesus-haired vvuss. You won't
come within ten cubits of
marijuana. You're afraid of the
law. There's nothing wrong
with staying away from weed
— in fact it's probably a good
idea — hut that luscious head
of brown is an attempt to show
Others what a rebel you are.
Well, I got news for you: rebels don't moisturize, < Ms do.

How do you feel about the University's decision
to house registered on-campus students into off-campus housing?
Let us know.
E-mail thenews@bgnews.com.

No, long hair is better
MATT
SUSSMAN
Opinion liditor,
M2004
Poor, naive Mart.You might
not have a lot of hair, hut
you sure have a thickenough skull to hide yourself from
the tnith.
My hair looks good, spelled with
eight O's. Clearly you are jealous.
You know how much time it takes
to gel your hair this length.
You say you save time in the
morning? Well, I save money
year-round. Ihat place you go to
get your hair cut — it's about 15
dollars a visit, right? And if you go
roughly once a month, that's $180.
Talk about valuable money saved.
Besides, so what if the long hair
is an attention-getter? It works,
lust look at Boston Red Sox outfielder Inhnny Damon. He came
into this season sporting extralong hair and a beard. I'ans and
fashion experts gave him mixed
reviews, but at least diey were
taDdng about him more than if he
wore a crew cut.
My long hair is a result of being
lazy, I )i)ii't kill yourself either,
Shorty McShorthair — you procrastinate just as much. And you
call me a poser. The nerve.
1 lowever, I have grown to

love this new haircut. Maybe it's
because of the way it feels in the
wind. Maybe it's because I don't
have a girlfriend whose hair I can
play with instead. But you know
something? My cowlick is no longer a problem.
Yours is obviously bugging the
heck out of you, however. Sure, it
may not be noticeable after a fresh
cut, but in a couple weeks the
back of your head is causing you
hell. Dennis the Menace you're
not.
Plus, in five years we'll both
probably have receding hairlines.
In fact, if you look closely, the top
of your hair is already showing
some thin spots. Of course, it's
even easier to see when you cut
your hair every month. My gorgeous locks conceal it.
Yes, I tnay need short hair to
get a well-paying job. That's in
a year, however. Right now, you
work at a newspaper and a dusty
warehouse. There aren't any regulations that limit the length of your
follicles.
Enjoy it while you still have
it. Long hair isn't just for girls
anymore, and at least it's not in a
ponytail. What would you rather
have, an extra S180 a year, or a
head that gets cold in the winter?
You said some very hurtful
things to me today, and I don't
think 1 can forgive you for that.

A to Z Data Center
We Do Shipping & A Whole Lot More!
vegetarian Cafe &
Health Food Store

(419)352-5042

248 S. Main Street, BG

L
Ji-WV

Inside of Cycleworks

iHBOttHOOD

175 N. Main St., Bowling Green
354-7000
Store Mrs Mon Ttuirs 10am 8pm Frt isar 10anv9OOpm
Sun l2Dm 8pm

Products -Organic Produce & vitamins & Herbs -Specl;
Diets •Envlro-Frlendly "Cleaning Products & Cosmetics
■Smoothies 'Fresh Juice "Lunch & Dinner Specials
•Special Orders Welcome*

20% off Dine-in only
Good till 9/20/04

PACKING • SHIPPING • COPYING
• LAMINATING- FAXING

CIGAR
STORE
Smoking I ounge

DHL/FedEx/UPS Services

425 E. Wooster (behind Dairy Mart)
419-353-6001

Competitive Prices
Safe & Reliable Service

Photo Processinj
Film and Digital
Photo Reprints
Enlargements

Canon Nikon Fuji Minolta Crumpler
Quality Products

Retouching

sk about Student Discount

RECYCLING
in Bowling Green

ON CAMPUS

OFF CAMPUS

419-372-8909

419-354-6227

419-354-9297

BGSU collection containers
are provided in:
• Residence Halls
• Cafeterias
• Classroom Buildings

Red bins are for those
with CITY CURBSIDE
trash pickup. Call or ask
your landlord for details.

Blue bins are available for
free to assist with your
recycling. Call for details.

Bowling Green Recycling Center
"Free Pool*
SI Well Drinks
$1 Bud Light Drafts
$2 Money Shots

High Energy Techno Dance Party
-featuring 2 Drag Shows
52.50 Long Islands

umestms-

WEDNESDAYS-

S1.50 Captain Morgan
SI Coors Light Drafts

TMIRiDAf"Jager Bombs with the Captain"
S2.50 Jager Bombs
51.50Captain Morgan
SI Bud Drafts

52.50 Corona bottles

SATUHWr/SMMV-NCAA and Sunday NFL Ticket
on 18 TV's and 3 BIG Screens!
Happy Hour Everyday till 9 51.50 Domestic Bottles

Recyclables not accepted by red bin curbside pickup or on campus collection can be
dropped off at the 24 Hour Drop Off.

TUESDAYS-

T*«wn'earns-

52.50 Twist Long Islands
51 Miller Lite Drafts

"»*»>»■

MONDAYS•New Wave/Alternative Night
Dollar Drinks and Dollar Drafts

'Industrial Gothic Underground Night*
-featuring DJ's Gothfather,
Darkschoir, and Pleasure Kitten

THIJRSDAYS52.50 Jager Bombs
51.50 Captain Morgan
51 Bud Drafts
•'Party Favorites with DJ BAM."

The 24 Hour Drop Off accepts:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aluminum Cans
Steel Cans
Plastics #1 A #2
Glass Jars & Bottles
Corrugated Cardboard
Mixed Office Paper

•
■
•
•
•
•

Magazines
Catalogs
Newspaper
Phone Books
Scrap Metal
Scrap Aluminum A Foil

Go to www.bgrecycling.com for details.

FRIDAY/SATURDAYThe Best in Top 40, Dance,
Hip-Hop, and R&B

•Under 21'
S3 after 11pm

For more information, contact the Wood County Solid Waste District at 419-354-9297
or go to www.wcswmd.org.
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MmM I Kerry, Edwards 'America can do better'
BRIEFING

Choral Society holds
annual auditions tonight
[HE BG HEWS

Auditions fbi the University
Choral Sodet) will be held
tonight from 7-ftM in 1040
Moore Musical Arts i enter,
( reated in 1999, the choral
society provides an opportunity
lor anyone high school age and
older to be in an ensemble.
Las) year, the group performed
Mozart's "Requiem with the
ii>lrdo Symphony Orchestra
and Martlet's "Resurrection"
Symphony with the Bowling
Green Philharmonia.
rhe group will rehearse weekly
at 7::i(i p.ni. on Mondays beginning Aug. (().
i inIV Interested arc allowed
in sing a prepared solo In art]
language, ui accompanist will !><•
provided, li" more information,
and to set up an audition time,
call 119)372-2181.

(heck mil Hie BG News
online addition at www.
bgnews.com

KERRY VISIT. FROM PAGE 2
American families.
"lohn and I think real values
are taking care of all members
of the American family, equally" Kerry said. "We are going to
tell the truth to the American
people."
When ii came In issues and
Iraq, Kerry and Edwards commented on the war.
"It's not a Democratic message, it's not a Republican message
ii's an American message," Edwards said. "You cannm
run. you cannot hide. Wc will
destroy you."
In thai line, Kern said he and

Kdwards would not be afraid to
fight but promised the crowd we
would "never go to war because
we want to. only go to war when
we have to."
Kerry said America needs a
president that asks, "What if?"
I le said the possibilities are endless and he is willing to look
into things like new research for
Alzheimer's, AIDS, cancer, stem
cell research and alternative
energy sources.
"We don't control our own destiny if we only have three percent of the world's oil reserves
and get 53 percent of cur oil from
other people," Kerry said. "I want
America's energy source to depend

been completed.
"1 like that he told us his plans
instead of talking in general
terms, he actually talked about
specific issues," Vogel said. "The
message was very positive and I
think as long as it stays positive,
people will respond."
And Kerry sure hopes Ohio
will respond. History shows that
a Republican candidate has
never won an election for president without taking the state of
Ohio.
During the speech, Kerry
pulled out a buckeye he said
had been given to him on the
campaign trail. I le said it will sit
on the desk at the White House.

an honor to speak in front of so
many people.
"It was astounding to get up
and speak and look out at the
crowd. I wish everyone could
have seen the view," Weirauch
said. "Seeing the sea of people
all excited and hopeful — it was
an amazing sight."
"1 just hope they can retain
that energy through the election
and stay committed to change,"
she said.
Karl Vogel, a senior at the
University and one in the crowd,
said he was thrilled Kerry is
focusing on small towns instead
of big cities on his Believe in
America Tour, which has since

on American ingenuity."
Another plan he presented was
rolling back tax cuts for wealthy
Americans and rewarding companies that keep and create jobs
in America."
Previously, while waiting
for Kerry to arrive, a few local
Democrats spoke, including U.S
Rep. Marcy Kaptur (D- Toledo).
Also at the rally was Robin
Weirauch, who is running
against Paul Cillmor for the 5th
District seat in the U.S. House of
Representatives. She said if she is
elected, she will be an active and
caring voice in Washington for the
5th District
After the event she said it was

Numbers so close, students have real chance to impact election outcomes
OHIO, FROM PAGE 2
margin of error is »/- 5 percent.
Baldwin thinks in the end the
deciding issue in Ohio is jobs.
"IVe always told candidates
there are three issues in Ohio —
jobs, jobs and jobs," Baldwin said.
'Don't get me wrong, there arc
other issues thai will come Into
play, but jobs have always been

important in Ohio."
Security issues, like national
security and the war in Iraq are
also hot topics, Baldwin said.
Because the election polls are so
close, Baldwin said it is the perfect
time for students to vote in larger
numbers.
"I know that if there's ever been
a year where students can impact
— not only what happens here

or not may rum on this, whether
there's a tuition increase may turn
on this."
One of Baldwin and the Wood
County Democrats' goals this year
is registering as many snidents as
possible, he said.
In Baldwin's opinion, the state
could still go either way. but he is
hopeful that Kerry will win.
"Do I think Kerry can win the

but how Ohio goes and how the
election goes — it is this year,"
Baldwin said.
rhe number of student voters
has been disappointing in the
past, Baldwin said.
"I think the most students that
have voted were a few thousand
but thereto at least 15,000 students
here. Baldwin said. "They are students who whether there's a draft

ELECTION POLLS
BUSH: 45%
KERRY: 47%
NADER: 4 % OTHER: 4 %
i«o com™ rmn nun tour mu
state? Yes. Do I think he will win
the state? Probably." Baldwin said.
"But it's not a sure thing at all."

■CtUPOH1 MONTH TANNING

THE
TANNING
CENTER
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BEDS
6,

BOOTHS
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4 Locations
▼ ('ServiMi 36 Since flto*)
REOPENING AUGUST 23rd
TMWASHHOUSl
10 Beds, 2 Booths
248 N Main ■ 119 3541559

THCHUT
5 Beds, 1 Booth

AB0VI DAIRY QUICN
6 Beds, 3 Booths

SOUTHSIDt LAUNDROMAT
5 Beds, 2 Booths

SXME.WoosIer • 419-352-3588

424EWO0Ster • 419 153 2844

993S.Main • 419-3538826
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Something £>eautifu(
for you...
Something 9eautifu(
Tor Keeps!

"My CheckCard is totally
convenient . I don't even worry

'Bring in this ad and save
20% off one item)

For Keeps
144 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH
419/353-2232

about carrying cash anymore."

[exmidts Tnonuu KtntuuU AftvwrfS, txdt tarns, «*r special onttrs)

Qijts * Collectibles • Candles * Jewelry ♦ tfome T)ecor

2 0 0 4

bfg welcome f
MONDAY, AUGUST 23
3:30 - 4:30 p.%.

Winning the Study Game
314 Bown-Ihompion Student Union

Free Student Checking

Q.OO pM.

Judson Laipply, Comedian

No minimum balance

202 Bowen-Thompson Student Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom
• This BGSU graduate will make you laugh and think at the same time.

Unlimited transactions
No CheckCard transaction fees

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 25

Convenient access to National City ATMs and branches

Free Online Banking - check balances daily, transfer funds

10.00 -11,00 a*.
Academic Myths

between accounts and view online statements and check images

• learn how college differs Irom high school and how to be successful at B6SU.

whether you're at home, school, or on the road

114 Bowtn Thompson Student Union

Free Online Bill Payment

Q,00 p.%.

Bari Koral
Falcons Nest
• Kick back and hear this acoustic performer.

Open any Free Student Checking account
and get a free backpack

THURSDAY, AUGUST 26
6,00 p.*,

Getting Involved On Campus
207 Bowen Thompson Student union

8.00 p.%.
Dale K, Hypnotist

National City

202 Bowen-Thompson Student Union Lenhait Giand Ballroom
"Explosive humor, frenzied hypnotic tendencies,and unpredictable physical comedy." Dale K's

Stop by any National City bank branch, visit NationalCity.com or call 800-347-5626.
BOWLING GREEN
735 South Main Street
419-352-2S38

BOWLING GREEN OFFSITE ATM
434 East Wooster

PERRYSBURG
100 West Sooth Boundary

419-874-9568

"adrenaline-induced excitement" and "twisted and crazed interaction" with the audience will
leave you laughing hysterically!

FRIDAY. AUGUST 27
Q,SO p *.

Some promotional offers may not apply. Accounts inactive for over 180 days convert to Regular Checking with applicable fees assessed.
Online Bill Payment requires Online Banking Gift offer applies only to new free Student Checking accounts opened with money not on
deposit at National City. Limit one gift per household while supplies last. National City reserves the right to substitute an item of similar
value Member FDIC • O2004. National City Corporation*
CMMII-MU

UA0 Movie Series- Starsky & Hutch
8ov*n-Tnompwn Student Union Theater
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National act
to perform in
Falcon's Nest

0' Say Can

Yon
Poll!
THE NATIONAL

PUISE WRITER

TRACTOR
PULL
CHAMPIONSHIP

BenSwanjer BGNews

WHAT A SHOW: (Lett to Right) Three-year-old Jarrett
Sloan of Piqua. Oh., watches while the heavy-duty
tractors drudged through the mud at the Wood County
Fair Grounds this weekend. Dave Laura of Swanton, Oh.
waves his American Hag proudly as a symbol of celebration both for his country and for the events of the day.

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
BSU presents Back
to-School event

Project Excellence will Ix1 hosting the Back 2 Schix)! Xplosion

today from 5-9 p.m.
Operating out of Toledo,
Project Excellence acts as a
mentoring program that provides tutoring services to help
promote academic excellence
for the students of Bowling
Green State University.
The event will be sponsored by Pepsi, limmy Johns,
Domino's Pizza and Varsity

I aneSi as well as Howling
(ireen's NAA< 'P representative
branch and the University's
Black Student Union. "We
would like to help build a
community for AfricanAmerican students here at
BGSU," said Sharonda Glover,
President of IISII.
I he event will be held on the
i (inklin Basketball Courts

located behind Kreischer
Quadrangle, with the Perry
Held House acting as an
alternative venue in case of
rainshowers.
Free food and pop will be
provided, as well as random
prize giveaways and live
entertainment.

Mm hark! 'Hie Mi \ms w te MTVON mi lurk in (Mr itas this mm\K

U

Need Another Credit?

Low-Cost

Orientation Skate - BGSU students
FREE with ID, Tues., Aug. 31 (8-11 p.m.)
Come to Our Public Skates
Check our Web Site
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/icearena
Public Skate Schedule
Admission Rates & Skate Rental Info

High-Quality

Internet Access

Unlimited
dial-up access

Broadband DSL
Not all DSL is created
equal...ask us why

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

154,218,253,260,261. Select Ice Skating
or Hockey as your Preferred Course

PEG

Call 419-372-2264

WCN et

• Heinz Apartments Ltd.
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments
• Bentwood Subdivision
• Plus Many Other Locations

It's Bursarable
Broomball
Curling
And More

Ask about specials for students

Welcome Back
Students!

Don't SLIP UP & Miss The Fun
SKATING IS Not
Just For Kids
Relax & Bring A Friend

ICE
SKATING

one thing I can't get out here is
nature I miss it. Standards are
Independent singer-songwriter high for performers in New York.
Ban Koral has performed with It knocks you around and can be
such juggernauts as Lenny a little bit Intimidating,
Q: What has inspired you to
Kravitz, and will perform at 9:00
p.m. Wednesday in the Falcon's write? Is there a specific creNest.
ative process you follow?
Ban is coming off finishing her
A: Art is expressing a desigthird studio album tentatively nated time. Sometimes I'll show
tided "Confessions of an Indyglrl," up and start writing, the music
and will play a handful of shows starts to talk to me, different
on college campuses
chords bring out difthis fall.
ferent words.
Her unique mix of
Q:Ilowdidyouget
organic acoustic rock
started writing and
with sassy pop meloperforming music.?
dies has carved her
A: I was studya niche with ncofolk
ing film and TV. at
audiences.
Syracuse University
Q: When will your
when I pulled out a
new record be findusty acoustic guitar
ished?
from under my bed
A: I am done trackand started playing it.
ing.We are mixing it
My musical influencright now, it should
es are Ani Dcfranco,
BARI KORAL
be done in October.
the Beatles, people
Q: Why did you
who have done busichoose to perform on college ness wisely and are well crafted.
campuses this fall?
Q: What drives you to become
A: The college circuit is a really a better person?
good age group. It's a good fit for
A: Everything drives me. I walk
my style of music. It rewards me outside and see the suffering
around me, I want to help out.
as weu as the audience.
Q: You are writing a novel I am involved and would like to
at the same time which you continue to he involved politihope lo publish around the cally by backing a presidential
same time your record comes candidate. It's unbelievable to
out. Talk a little about the see how far I've grown and have
double i i 11 e "Confessions of an a platform to affect change. Vote
consciously and research. Be
Indygbi."
A: It's about a rock star in train- informed and make an informed
ing. It's based on fiction about decision.
Q: Your sound and lyrics have
a character named Luci whom
I can hide behind. It's a soulful evolved from your first record
comedy along the same lines to your last, Cloudwalking, in
as Spinal Tap. Confessions of an 2002, what do you attribute it to?
Indygirl is just a working title. It's
\: When 1 WTote Joy things
good for the book but maybe just kind of fell out. Writing it
a little bit too splashy for the was easy. IForl Cloudwalking
album. I write a monthly col- the songvvriting and music are
umn for www.womenrock.com ,t little different. A funny thing
based on my hook.
happened, I cut my finger and
Q: Tell me about performing couldn't play guitar for a while
in New York City.
so 1 was forced to play the piano.
A: It's the greatest city in the I don't play the piano but I wrote
world, then is two of every- some songs on my new record
thing hen', it's incredible. The because of it.
By Brian Pauline
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• 30-40% faster download
overV.90
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•Quicker connects

annum
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Call us for more information

419-354-6013

GREENBRIAR, INC.
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445 E Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402
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Saturday 9 a.m. -1 p.m.

www. wcnet.org I
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Committee set to
execute initiatives

Student numbers
up fall semester
APARTMENTS, FROM PAGE 1

own apartmenls, so nobody here
is familiar with Universily-nin
apartments," Newman said. "I
am personally familiar with the
typical nuances with living in
apartments instead of residence
halls."
Now, to find apartments
that worked. Talking with local
Realtors, the University looked
for a landlord who had property
adjacent to campus and could
consolidate the buildings for the
students. The University chose
Greenbriar.
Greenbriar asked all the current residents in those building!
to relocate.
"Everyone wanted to move
except one apartment — which is
fine, Newman said.
One issue that has been raised
about the apartments is the loss of
community off campus. Newman
said Utis has been an issue.
"I wouldn't say 1 am worried
[about the lack of community],"
Newman said. "I will say I recognize it won't be the same —
which is why I didn't want to put
freshman students out there."
But, as with the residence

halls, one hall director. Sheila
Coressel, will be in charge of all
four buildings and each building will have a resident iidvisor.
Newman said.
The hall director and ItAs will
create programs for the students, Newman said. Goressel
is also working on creating the
Apartment Association, similar
to hall council.
As for next year, Newman said
time will tell what the University
will do, but the apartments may
be used again
The option for the apartments
will be important until we can
sit down with admissions and
discuss what they think the class
uill look like nod year," Newman
said.
Many of the students moved in
today and Newman said she now
sees lliis as a positive situation
and a win-win for the University
and the students.
"I think overall it is very exciting that the University is so popular this year,'' Newman said. "It
s|x>aks well for the entire institution that so many people want
to be here."

Angela Conar BGNem

Check out the out Web site at:
www.bgnews.com

WASHA

PREPARING: University president Sidney Ribeau gave his annual
convocation speech Friday. Ribeau covered issues of funding while
citing historical challenges.

Convenient hours
Outstandingly clean
& spacious
Plenty of parking

In addition to straying away
from the prepared speech he
was given the night before,
President Ribeau found himself framing his welcome-back
address around a Dr. Martin
Luther King's speech regarding "troubled times."
"We live in troubled times,"
Ribeau said, reiterating the
same sentiment of Dr. King,
although in another era as
that of the original address.
"He was talking about the
Vietnam War, and poverty and
the people that were forgotten
... trying to describe to the citizen's a situation that required
a response," Ribeau said
Today, we are being called
upon to respond because we
too live in troubled times. We
too live in an environment
where there is a greater disparity between the rich and
poor.
"There is still a response
required. A response by higher
education."
"We need to build an infrastructure to do things that are important
for the University," Ribeau said.
"We've accomplished a lot, but the
job is not done."

^ of Summer Blues Fest/^,
Bull Creek Paintball Park
A Division of RSB Games - An action packed tdvMbirt!
30 Acre Paintball Park • Ten Playing Fields S Speedball
Private Group Outings & Parties • Paintball Gun Rental. Sales S Repairs
Largest Paintball Selection in the area

Shop RSB lor all your paintball needs! www.rbgamaa.com
ALL DAY BASIC ADMISSION S3.99
FOR OPEN PLAY SUNDAY ONLY

Helping you get
from this....

Exp. 11/26/04,

Bull CrMk Paintball Pant - Portage 419-266-4799 • RSB Games - Bowling Green 419-353-2176
RtB Carnal - Flndtay 419-427-2176 • MB Garas - FoMofla 4194SS-422S
Bull Creak Indoor PaftiDeJI, 1(021 MenMI Rd.. Rudolph. 419-268-4799

MQUOAV - SVA/OAy P AMTO It PM

Bull Creek Paintball « 9703 Greensburg Pike. Portage • {4191 266-1799

Show Your BGSU ID For
after

develop a "Task Force on the
Scholarship of Engagement."
This group of faculty members
will aid in "developing recommendations for various ways of
recognizing, rewarding, promoting and supporting the scholarship of engagement on our campus."
The scholarship of engagement
is that of recognition towards faculty members that go beyond teaching and research, to improve the
quality of well-being for those in
their community.
The task force will begin its work
on October 1, 2004 and submit
its recommendations by midlanuary.
%
Additionally, the Engaged
University Council - consisting of
group leaders from organizations
such as the Undergraduate Student
Council, the Graduate Student
Senate, Administrative Staff
Council and the Faculty Senate will be involved in the execution of
Ribeau's initiatives.
Further plans to establish a
committee of faculty to research
strategies for increasing funding
and grants in basic and applied
research areas over the next two to
three years will begin this semester
as well.

owl It's Do or Dye

1045 North Main St
(Across from Kroger & The Pharm)

FFCC PhOllC*

SPEECH WAS INSPIRED

RIBEAU, FROM PAGE 1

5130 Mail In Rebate
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12701 S Du-eHWY Bowling Green. OH 419-352-9203
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Professor of 50 years
dies of heart attack
Givens gave much to
the University during
his time here.
By Kara Hi*
NE*S FDIIOR

Even after Smart Givens retired
60m the University in 1997, colleagues say he just couldn't stay
off campus.
A combination history professor
and University historian with 50
years at BGSU, Givens "represented the very best of what professors should be," said Ed Danziger.
distinguished leaching professor
of history at the University.
Givens died Thursday at St Luke's
Hospital in Maumee from complications after a heart attack. He
was 80.
"(Givens has| done a yeoman's
service here at the University,"
Danziger said. "He didn't just
hang out here at Williams Hall. He
was always looking for opportunities to serve. And when you gave
him a job you could forget about
it because you knew it would be
done and done well."
Bom in Honolulu and raised
in California and Washington,
Givens was drafted into the U.S.
Army in 1943 during his sophomore year at George Washington
University. During Wtorid War II,
he served as a paratrooper and
was in the Battle of the Bulge.

After earning his master's, Givens With an interest in neighbors to
came to the University in search the north, Givens often taught
of his first job and a chance to Canadian history and is credteach.
ited with helping to create the
Hired in 1952 as coordinator of Ohio Association for the Study
student activities and a part-time of Canada and the University's
history instructor, Givens
Canadian Studies Centre.
became a full-time hisBut even with all he did
at the University, Givens
tory instructor four years
never boasted about
later, said Florence, his
his accomplishments,
wife of 57 years.
said Christine Drennen,
While at the University,
Givens chaired the hisassistant director of
the Canadian Studies
tory department from
Program.
1965-1969, served in various positions on Faculty
"He was such a humble
STUART GIVENS
Senate, including presiman," she said. "He
dent from 1975-1976 and
always wanted to give
various positions on the Arts and credit to somebody else."
Sciences Council, including chair But service for Givens didn't
stop with work at the University,
from 1972-1973.
The author of "The Falcon Soars," Danziger said. Givensvolunteered
which chronicles the University's with the local Kiwanis Club and
history from 1963-1982, Givens Meals on Wheels.
was the first faculty member "(Givens! was a pillar of the comto receive the Hollis A Moore munity," he said. "Everywhere he
University Service Award and went, he rolled up his sleeves and
became an honorary University went to work."
Alumnus in 1983.
A memorial service for Stuart
Though its easy for some to get Givens will be held at 2 p.m. Sunday,
restless in the same place for so Aug. 29 at the First Presbyterian
long, Givens never dreamed of Church, 126 S. Church St.
leaving the University, Florence
said
"He just likes what he is wherever he is," she said. "I think people
do move a lot ... but he got his
movement with his students Each
(semester) it was something new."

Mart Wilson ffnmi

SECURING THE BORDER: The defense table in the courtroom of the Commissions building where on
Tuesday preliminary hearings will begin for four detainees.

Guantanamo hearings set for tomorrow
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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say the broad restrictions, which
include the military's right to
monitor conversations between
attorneys and clients, will make
it nearly impossible to win their
cases.
"I've never gone into a hearing
with so little information," said
Li. Crude Charlie Swift, a military
defense attorney representing
Salim Ahmed I lamdan.
When many of the prisoners
arrived at this U.S. outposi in
eastern Cuba in January 2002, the
Bush administration was quick
to declare them guilty: "These
are killers," President Bash said.
Attorney General lohn Ashcroft
described them as "uniquely
dangerous"

While the maximum sentence
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, the four men face is life in prison,
Cuba — One man allegedly the military commissions — the
worked as an al-Qaida accoun- first in nearly 60 years since the
tant. Another, a poet, is accused United States tried German sabof crafting terrorist propaganda. oteurs — will have the power to
A third drove and protected sentence others to death, and
Osama bin Laden. A fourth, a there is no independent appeal
baby-faced Australian, fought process.
with Afghanistan's ousted
Significant challenges already
Taliban. None are accused of kill- eodst ahead of the first hearing
ing Americans.
scheduled for tomorrow.
These Guantanamo prisoners
One defense attorney hasn't
will be the first suspected ter- seen his client in four months
rorists arraigned in preliminary because of a government delay
hearings this week before their in giving clearance to a translator.
cases go to military commissions, Another defense lawyer has withor trials, in an unprecedented drawn from the case after acceptjudicial process that foreign gov- ing another job, leaving her client
ernments, lawyers and human with no representation. Others
rights groups have criticized.

Wednesday
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Night Praise A Contemporary
Celebration

Bible Study

7:00 p.m.

9 p.m.

& Worship
Mondays

9/30'04 I
315 S. College Drive - 3 block* south of campus

2 Convenient Locations:
1107 s. Main St.
1062 N. Main St.
Bowling Green. OH

(419) 353-9305

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org

Rev. Dale L. Schaefer

•

Rev. Chris Young
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Use Your BGSU ID Card For Off Campus Purchases
New Account—Just in Time for Fall Semester!
By placing funds into the City Bucks account associated with
your BGSU ID card, you will be able to use your ID like a
debit card at your favorite off campus merchants!
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My roommate used to do it all the time.
Finally, she talked me into it. I was a little
nervous at first, but it was really easy. It
didn't hurt and only took two hours. Then,
we found out that plasma was used to
make
medicines
for
people
with

W

hemophilia and other illnesses. I felt even
better. The money didn't hurt either...it
helps make ends meet when money is tight.
But even after I'm out of college, I'm still
going to give plasma. Because it's a way I
can help other people...because it's the
right thing to do.

You can help save someone's life by giving plasma. You'll receive $20 per visit.

BIOLIFE PLASMA SERVICES

419 425 8680

1789 E. Melrose Avenue • Findlay, OH 45840 • www.biolifeplasma.com
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Famous artwork stolen abroad
By Kristun Kahrs
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

OSLO, Norway — Armed,
masked thieves burst into a
lightly guarded Oslo museum Sunday and snatched the
Edvard Munch masterpiece
"The Scream" and a second
Muncfa painting from the walls
as stunned visitors watched in

shock.
It was the second time in a
decade that a version of the
iconic "Scream," which depicts
an anguished, opened-mouthed
figure grabbing the sides of its
head, had been stolen from an
Oslo museum.
The thieves, who fled by
car, also grabbed "Madonna,"
another priceless painting that
along with "Scream" is part of
Munchs "Frieze of IJfe" series
painted in 1893-94, depicting
themes of sickness, death, anxietj and love.
The two or three thieves,
wearing black masks, threatened an employee of the Munch
Museum with a handgun before
grabbing the paintings, easily
snapping the wires mat attached
them to the wall, witnesses and
the police told The Associated
Press and local media.
Many museum visitors panicked and thought they were
being attacked by terrorists.
"I le was wearing a black face
mask and something that looked
like a gun to force a female security guard down on the floor,"
one witness, Marketa Cajova.
told the NTB news agency.
"What's strange is that in
this museum, there weren't
any means of protection for

the paintings, no alarm bell." a lithographs of a similar subject.
Munch made four versions
French radio producer, Francois
Castang, who saw the theft told of "The Scream," an image that
has fascinated experts and the
France Inter radio.
"The paintings were simply general public for decades. Art
attached by wire to the walls," historians and amateurs alike
he said. "All you had to do is pull have pondered the meaning of
on the painting hard for the cord the enigmatic, seemingly bleak
to break loose — which is what I image, which over the years has
found fame in the popular culsaw one of the thieves doing."
A photo taken by a wilnessout- ture in serious reproductions
but also cartoons
side die museum
and novelty items.
appears to show
"It is not a
The
Munch
three
blackclad
robbers, pleasant experi- Museum had two
of the "Scream"
two of whom
ence to enter a pictures; a private
are walking to a
small, black getmuseum where collector owns a
third version; and
away car with
the paintings in there is a guard the fourth is on
hand. The third
at the entrance display at Oslo's
National Gallery.
robber appears
with a gun."
That version was
to be opening
stolen in Fcbniary
the trunk. The
CHRISTIAN GETHER
1994 but recovwitness who took
ered three months
the photo did not
later.
want to be identified.
"They were all painted by
Police spokeswoman I Hide
Walsoe told AP that no one was Munch, and they are all just
injured during the robbery and as valuable." Munch Museum
lorunn
that police had found the escape spokeswoman
car — an Audi A6 — and frag- Christoffersen told AP "Still,
these painting are not possible
ments of the paintings' Dames
Munch,
(pronounced to sell, and it is impossible to put
"moongk"! a Norwegian painter a price tag on them."
I lowever, Knut Forsberg,
and graphic artist who worked
in Germany as well as his home manager of Blomayist Fine Arts,
country, developed an emotion- Norway's oldest auction house
ally charged style of great sig- since 1870, estimated the value
nificance in the birth of the 20th of "The Scream" at between
century Expressionist move- $59.6 million to $74.5 milment, lie died in 1944 at the lion. But he agreed it would be
impossible to sell eidier painting
age of 81.
The stolen "Madonna" depicts on die open market because of
an eroticized virgin with a blood- their notoriety.
"Most likely, (he thieves will
red halo in a dark, swirling aura.
Munch later produced woodcut demand a ransom to deliver die

paintings back," he said.
Forsberg also refused to censure the museum for any lack of
security.
"You could fasten the picture better, but then the thieves
would just cut the picture from
the frame and damage the
painting," he said.
Christian Gether, curator of
the Arken museum of modem
an in Ishoej, a Copenhagen suburb, where "The Scream" was on
exhibit in 2001, also said he was
against having armed guards
and metal detectors in museums.
"It is not a pleasant experience to enter a museum where
there is a guard at the entrance
with gun," he told Denmark's
public radio.
The French radio producer
said police arrived at the scene
after 15 minutes. Visitors were
ushered into the museum's cafeteria. But police claimed to have
made it there within only a few
minutes after they were notified
of the theft, at 11:10 a.m. The
closest police station is only a
half-mile from the museum.
By 1 p.m., police had cordoned
off the area around the museum
to interview 25 witnesses.
The "Scream" stolen in
1994 was a work on paper.
Police recovered the fragile
work undamaged in a hotel in
Asgardstrand, about 40 miles
south of Oslo. Three Norwegians
were arrested.
At the time, investigators
said the trio tried to ransom the
painting, demanding $1 million
from the government. It was
never paid.

FOfBipi SlllHCrilKf AP Photo

ART ROBBERY: "The Scream" shown at top by Edvard Munch was stolen
al the Munch museum In Oslo, Norway, bottom.
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Bowling Green's Only Modern Laundromat!

www.almarlanes.com
almar300@dacor.net

Located at 111 Railroad Street - Next to Kinko's
• Card System - No More Quarters!
• Megatouch Video Game
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• Pool Table
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■ Air Conditioning
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• Security Cameras
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Students and Faculty receive a 10%

is located
inside
Barney's
At North Main
and
Greenwood
Centre on
Wooster St.

diSCOUnt W/BGSU ID (not valid with other offers)
FREE
Local Shuttle Service
to and from campus
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TAKING GOLD: MICHAEL PHELPS IS WINNING IN ATHENS. PAGE 18

BRIEFING
Ross-Shaw set for
five more seasons

MONDAY
August 23,
2004

HE BG NEWS

\fter guiding the Bawling Green
oftball team to a 2004 Midtmerican Conference title, head
:oach Icigli Ross-Shaw tliought
t time to find a home.
BG Director of Athletics Paul
Crebs announced recently that
toss-Shaw signed a five-year
:ontract extension that would
un through June 30,2009.
Ross-Shaw will get a chance
o continue her success which
aw the Falcons finish the season 34-30 and advance to NCAA
tegional play. In her six seasons
it BG Ross-Shaw has compiled a
71-145-2 record.

Falcons' athletics
show new identity
The Bowling Green athletic
lepartment has introduced a
lew graphic identity program.
Rickabaugh Graphics was choen to lead the design process
vhich will feature a more consisenl image that will represent the
■mire program.
The new identity will be seen
>n uniforms, facilities and staionary among other things.
But worry not Falcon faithful,
he traditional brown and orange
olor scheme will remain.

Football
in for a
strange
season
ELLIOTT
SCHREINER
•

Old Blue Eyes

1 nonnally never pay much
attention to what is going on
around me, but for some reason it seems like this year has
brought more changes for the
Bowling Green football team
than in any of my previous
three years at diis school.
The first chmiges many will
notice for our Sept. 11 home
opener is the new scoreboard.
Now, I'm not so sure what the
point of a new scoreboard is so it
is time for a bit of speculation.
Judging from die team's performance since switching to a
spread offense, the best bet for
a new scoreboard would be to
add extra point slots, to allow
score keepers to take the Falcons'
scores into the hundreds, and
maybe even into the thousands.
The second noticeable change
for the football team will be their
new uniforms. From the looks
of things, the uniforms have a
more aero-dynamic look. While
I'm not a rocket scientist by any
means, I am nearly certain that
this will allow for more team
speed, causing wide receivers
Charles Sharon and Cole Magner
to be nothing more tiian a blurry
blur and giving defensive lineman Mitchell Crossley a chance
to be a cover corner.
The next, and possibly most
dramatic, change in the football
STRANGE, PAGE 14

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

New depth to help volleyball
Team is hoping to
improve on last season's 12-19 finish.
By Jason A. Oixon
SENIOR REPORTER

There is something to be said
for the competition when six
new faces - five of whom are
freshmen - are challenging for
significant playing time on the
floor.
Once a perennial weakness on
a team which finished 12-19
and 4-12 in the Mid-American
Conference a year ago the depth
on iliis season's Bowling Green
State volleyball team figures to
be one of it's greatest strengths,
according to head coach Denise
VanDeWalle.
"We may have been lacking
some depth, because if a certain individual was having a had
night we weren't able to move
someone into that position that
played at the same level,'' said

Van De Walle. who is entering
her 22nd season at BG as the
MAC's winningest coach with
380 victories.
"Right now, we have depth ...
we have solid performers at
each position," she said. "These
freshmen are coming out of very
solid programs and their skills
are pretty good. So, they're not
holding us back like I had in
year's past, where we've kind of
had to go slow and bring some
people along."
The additions of Elizabeth
Simon. Stephanie Swiger,
Margie Karges, Ashlei Nofzinger,
Madeline Means and Kendra
Halm will undoubtedly boost
the spirits of a program that has
suffered through three consecutive losing seasons.
But it's the return of six letterwinners, including seniors
Taylor Twite, Amber Mareski,
and Melissa Mohr, that give the
Falcons an identity and a reason
to be optimistic.
After losing four seniors who

started a total of 112 games last
season, Van De Walle is looking for die trio to lead the team
and help restore the winning
attitude.
"I know they're looking forward
to the opportunity to being the
catalyst on such a young team,
because all of diem are tremendous leaders," Van De Walle
said. "We didn't perform like we
should have last season, but I
think this group of seniors is
readv to help the team bounce
back."
Twite, who is expected to be die
team's No. 1 offensive option,
was named to the All-MAC
Team and compiled more kills
than any junior in school history
with 460. and Mareski finished
12th in the conference with
1,061 assists.
Van De Walle said Mohr, the only
senior to have played all four
years at BG, will have a breakout
VOLLEYBALL. PAGE 18
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... SET, SPIKE: Freshman Corrie Mills does a bump during an August 17
practice. Mills and several other freshman will look to give the Falcons
some depth on the volleyball court this fall.

Jacobs looks to wide Blend of youth
and experience
receivers for relief
featured by BG

By Kevin Shields
SENIOR REPORTER

The Falcon football team will
return all five starting receivers
from a year ago on a team that
finished ninth in the nation in
passing offense (300.4 yards per
game).
Cole Magner, Charles Sharon,
James I lawkins, Cornelius
McGrady and Steve Sanders all
return to help in the transition
from Josh Harris to new quarterback, Omar Jacobs.
"The receivers are going to
have to help Omar, because
Omar has very little playing
experience," head coach Gregg
Brandon said. "We have some
quality, veteran guys coming
back at the position in Cole
Magner, Charles Sharon, lames
Hawkins, Cornelius McGrady
and Steve Sanders. They've all
played a lot of football for us
and hopefully Omar can draw
on their expertise."
Magner, the leading receiver
from a year ago, will return as a
senior captain and will be the go
to guy. He caught 99 passes last
season for 1,138 yards and 10
touchdowns. He became only
the second Falcon receiver to
eclipse the 1,000 yard mark in
a season and his 99 receptions
was a new single season school
record.
"I not only want to be the
leading receiver on this team, 1
want to be the leading receiver

Coming off a MAC
West title and a Motor
City Bowl title, BG is
hungry for more.
ByAdamHritzak
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Ben Swanger File Photo BGNews

ALL EYES ON ME: Bowling Green quarterback Omar Jacobs takes a
snap against Ball State last season. Jacobs has the unenviable job
of filling the large shoes of Josh Harris this season.

in the nation. That's what drives
me," Magner said. "I grew up
with a very athletic family and
it was instilled in me to be very
competitive. I just want to be die
best at whatever I do."
"Cole is a captain and he is
just a warrior. He's a true football player in every sense of the
word. He's a competitor and a
never say die guy that will fight
you tooth and nail," Brandon

said. "He's a very instinctive
player and just a natural football
player. His dad coached him and
he has a great knowledge and
awareness of the game. People
look at him and think he's an
unassuming guy that is slow and
can't move, but he has one of the
fastest 40 times on the team and
RECEIVERS, PAGE 14

Coming off a Mid-American
Conference West Division
Championship and Motor City
Bowl victory, the Falcon football
team is attempting to build on
the success of their 2003 season.
With 16 players returning
from the Motor City Bowl starting lineup, the 2004 Falcons are
loaded with talent and have
seasoned leaders to guide this
team.
The major question all offseason has been the quarterback position. With the departure of Josh Harris, who was
drafted in the sixth round of
the NFL Draft by the Baltimore
Ravens, BG will turn to Omar
Jacobs to lead its high-powered
offensive attack. Jacobs has
impressed the team early on in
camp with his passing skills.
"Omar is more accurate than
Josh was," senior receiver Cole
Magner said. "1 think that will
help him a lot with keeping the
chains moving, losh had those

intangibles (to win games) and
I think Omar will get those."
Despite the difficulty Jacobs
faces of having to replace
Harris, he is confident in his
abilities and is comfortable
with the players around him.
"lust from sitting back and
watching (as a backup), now iiS
all on me," Jacobs said. "I've got
to take the reins and step up.
I've got big shoes to fill, but with
the supporting cast, I'll be OK."
Thai supporting cast, led by
Magner, who set single-season
BGSU records for receptions
(99), receiving yardage (1,138),
and all-purpose yards (1,592)
last yean will be counted on to
bring this offense to a top-notch
level once again, loining Magner
in the highly touted recefv
ing corps are Charles Sharon,
James Hawkins, Steve Sanders
and Cornelius McGrady, all of
whom caught at least 29 balls
in '03. Sharon and Magner each
had 10 touchdown receptions
last year, becoming the first
tandem to have double digit
touchdown receptions in the
same year in school history
The receivers have grown
through their years at BG
together and are fully prepared
FOOTBALL. PAGE 16

At 77, Paterno hopes to return to glory days
ly Ralpti D. Russo
HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Next to the bronze statue of
oe Patemo that greets visitors
o Beaver Stadium is a wall of
ilaques proudly displaying the
esults of a 38-year reign that has
lefined Penn State football.
On the first 34 plaques, the
ong rows of Ws are only occa.ionally interrupted by Is. Then
>ou get to the newest plaques,
ind the Is start piling up.
Patemo is the personification
if his program — tough and
insistent, a no-frills winner. His
oiled-up pant cuffs and blackramed, Coke-bottle'-thick eyerjasses are as distinguishable as
he Nittany Lions' plain blue and
vhite uniforms.

With 339 victories, Paterno
is second only to Florida State
coach Bobby Bowden's 342 in
major college wins But over the
past four seasons, the Nittany
Lions haven't been what they
used to be, causing some to
wonder if the same can be said
of their coach.
At 77 years old, Paterno is
determined to see his oncemighty program reclaim a place
among the nation's elite. And
armed with a new four-year contract extension, he's not about
to let someone else rebuild his
empire.
"i worked too hard to get it up
there. I'm not going to back away
now," he said. "It's another challenge. It's going to be tough."

The creases on Patemo's forehead are more pronounced
these days and the grays have
finally started to overtake the
blacks in his head of wavy hair.
Otherwise, Patemo doesn't look
much different at 77 than he did
at 67 or even 57. Nor does he
act much differently. He's still a
hands-on coach.
"Anything that goes on on that
field, I know what's going on," he
said. "I know what's going on in
the weight room. I know what's
going on anywhere, whether
it's academic supports or what.
Discipline...."
He still puts in long hours,
starting his days around dawn,
and mixes it up with his players
at practice.

"He still runs around. He still
gives you shots under the shoulder pads if he feels like he has to
show you something," said fullback Paul Jefferson, a senior who
has never even considered the
possibility of playing for anyone
but Patemo at Penn State.
"You can't beat the clock, but
in a sense when he's on the field
he's almost tuneless."
Safety AndrewGuman learned
about Penn State football from
his father, Mike, who played running back for Patemo in the late
1970s. As far as Guman can tell,
there is no difference between
the coach his father reveres and
the one he now plays for.
"I don't think Joe's a lot about
change," Guman said.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT VVWW.BGNEVVS.COM/SP0RTS

That aside, the Nittany Lions
have gone 22-26 with just one
winning season over die past
four years, and the idea of changing coaches at Happy Valley
doesn't seem quite so outlandish
anymore.
The move to the Big Ten in
1993 hasn't worked out so well
since the Nittany Lions won the
league and the Rose Bowl In
their second season. Penn State
has finished no better than tied
for second in the Big Ten since
1994, and after years of being the
power of the Northeast, aligning
with Midwest schools seems to
have taken a toll on recruiting.
As beloved as Patemo is in
PATERNO, PAGE 23

Carolyn kistw AP Photo

IN BRONZE: A statue ot Joe Patemo
in State College, Pa. shows the
amount of respect he commands.
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PS2 tells future for BG
then a I leisman 1 rophy is not out year and Charles Sharon, who
of the question for Jacobs, who finished with a team record for
unfortunately beat my monster highlight reel plays (which isn't a
linebacker alter ego out for the stat, but he had quite a few).
The team also returns much
prestigious trophy en route to
winning a national title for the of their defense, which was one
of the best in the Mid-American
l-alcons.
And the same way things are Conference. The Falcons lost
changing, they are staying just defensive leaders Mitch Hewitt
and lanssen Patton but return
the same.
Most noticeably, the Falcons sack master Mitchell Crossley
reccving corps is as strong as ever. and tackle master Keon Newson.
When taking scoreboards, uni
One of the top receiving teams
in the nation last year returns forms and NCAA Football into
all of their receivers including effect, this looks like a good year
Magner who finished with a to be a Falcons' fan.
team record 99 receptions last

STRANGE. FROM PAGE 13

team la die absenae of last year's
star quarterback losh Harris.
1 larris led the team to their first
bowl victory in over a decade and
to their first ever ranking.
While many fans may see this
as a cause for concern, I see this
as a chance for sophomore Omar
Jacobs to prove himself.
In EA S|M>rts' NCAA football
2005. 1 gave Jacobs a chance
to prove himself and he did in
prime time fashion.
If everything plays out in real
life like It did in NCAA Football.

Intramiirals a chance to be
in shape and make friends
Miranda Bond
FfATURtS tOIIOR

bound 6,000 students get active
on campus, competing for the
coveted intramural champion tshirt each school year.
joining an intramural team
elves student! a chance to be
physically active, make new
friends and win a t-shirt if they
win their division.
"I or freshman it's a really nice
opportunity to take to get to know
people," Rob Cramer, Associate
Director of Intramural Sports,
said. 'We have a lot of teams that
sign up that are just composed of
people from a particular floor of a
residence hall. Maybe they don't
know each other very well but
they sign up for a basketball team
or .i Softball team and they get to
know each oilier pretty darn well
because they have to play as a
team every week."
"I thought playing intramurals
was a good experience, I didn't
meet any one new because I
played spring semester of my
freshman year, but' it was still a
good experience," Junior Matt
Seckelsaid.
Playing intramural sports can
also help students avoid the
freshman 15 and points them
in the right direction to better
physical health. Cramer said

that intramural sports students
often become familiar with the
rec center and continue to come
back on their own to worts out.
For these reasons the program
is popular with just under 30 percent of all students directly participating.
'Between a fourth and a third
of every student on campus is
involved in our program at some
point," Cramer said. "When you
compare that to other universities it's a lot, it's a very stout number which we are proud of."
There are a variety of sports
offered by the program and
many students play more than
one sport. Students can choose
from sports that may be familiar
to them such as volleyball or flag
football or they may try something new like ultimate frisbee or
innertube water polo.
Flag football always has the
greatest number of teams. Out of
the 1,195 teams involved last year
180 of them were flag football
teams. However, Cramer encouraged students to get involved in
the lesser known sports if they
have even a slight interest.
"I have a feeling that a lot of
students, freshman especially,
they might look at these sports
and never have heard of wallyball
and are not interested," Cramer

said. "I have met very few people
who have signed up for the lesser
known sports and are not happy
with them. They almost always
have fun."
While freshman are encouraged to join a team to get better
acquainted with the University,
students living off-campus often
form teams.
"The huge marjority of Bowling
Green State University students
live within easy access of the
University itself even if they are
not on campus, so we do see
plenty of participation from both
people on campus and off-campus," Cramer said.
"Even though I am living off
campus I'll probably still play,"
Seckel said. "It's something fun
and fat' to do where you come
and hang out with your friends."
Si udenis living off campus who
are playing with a familiar group
of friends may want to sign up for
a competitive division. Freshman
looking to have fun and meet
people may want to join a non
competitive division.
Students wanting to sign up
for an intramural team in either
division can fill out a hard copy
or sign up online. Sign up sheets
can be found in residence halls or
at 103 Perry Field House.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Sharon and crew should
help Jacobs' adjustment
everyday or every other day to
get that feel back."
Coach Brandon sees a tot in
Jacobs so far and feels he may be
ahead of his predecessor at this
point of his career.
"Omar is probably faster than
Josh was and is more accurate
at this time in his career than
losh was when he was a sophomore. He also knows the offense
better than Josh did when he
was a sophomore, so we have a
lot going for us," Brandon said.
"Josh didn't play a lot his sophomore season, he didn't start till
the ninth game of the season.
Then he played all his junior
year and all of last year, so he
didn't play a lot of football for us
and Omar has had two years in

schedule. Against Ohio State,
Sanders made six catches for
55 yards. Then in the Motor City

RECEIVERS, FROM PAGE 13

that's why he's good because he
can get open in space."
Sharon was the second lead"Omar is probably
ing receiver on the team with
59 catches for 887 yards and 10 faster than Josh was
touchdowns. The 6-foot-l inch
and is more accureceiver had the longest touchdown catch of the year against
rate at this time
Kent State on a 91 yard pass
than Josh... he also
play. Then his 32-yard touchdown catch from losh Harris
knows the offense
on a fourth down play late in
better
than Josh did."
the game at Purdue gave the
Falcons one their biggest wins
GREGG BRANDON, HEAD COACH
in team history.
"Charles Sharon is a very talented, athletic receiver and has Bowl against Northwestern, he
great ball skills," Brandon said. had five receptions for 74 yards
"He's a playmaker where you get and scored his only touchdown
the ball in his vicinity and he'll on the season.
"Steve Sanders is a kid that
find a way to make the play."
Another big playmaking really came on late in the seareceiverforthe Falcons, Hawkins, son. He had a touchdown catch
finished with 31 catches for 525 in the Motor City Bowl last year,"
yards and 3 touchdowns. His Brandon said. "He's really a raw
31-yard touchdown catch in talent and I think he's just startthe first quarter of the Northern ing to blossom."
Now with Harris gone, Jacobs,
Illinois game gave the Falcons
an early 14-0 lead in one of their a 6-foot-4 inch, 224 pound redshirted sophomore will step
biggest wins of the year.
"lames Hawkins is a big, phys- into die number one spot. last
ical receiver and a great target season he played in four games
across the middle." Brandon and completed 19 of 28 for 345
said. "He's a strong kid that yards with four touchdowns. He
weights 230 pounds and is an also rushed for 89 yards and
had two rushing touchdowns
excellent blocker."
McGrady, a 6-foot-3 inch, 205 with an average of 4.9 yards per
pound receiver was also a key carry.
His playing ability and style
guy for the team and provided
them with a big target. He made is real similar to that of Harris,
29 receptions last season for 262 who he locked up for three seayards and one touchdown. His sons. He worked hard during
touchdown catch came at Ohio the off-season to get his self preBm Snivel FM Ptwto BG ten
State where he caught a career- pared to take over full-time, but
is thankful to have a returning SEE YA: BG wideout Charles
high six passes.
Sharon makes a break lor the
"McGrady is a great blocker cast around him
"It's great to have a lot of guys open field against UT last year.
and a steady guy that made
some really key catches for us coming back to help me out
last year." Brandon said. "He being a new quarterback, but the system, knows what we're
made a fourth and three at also getting experience behind doing and now is his time."
Fox Sports is calling the
Purdue to keep the drive alive so losh Harris, a great quarterback
that I learned a lot from." lacobs Falcon receiving core the third
that we could win that game."
Another big target was said. "In the off-season I worked best in the country, which is
Sanders, who caught 43 passes hard in the weight room. You making this team real optimistic
for 466 yards and a touchdown. got to work hard in the weight about the upcoming year and
Ihe6-foot-3 inch player had his room. We had all 105 guys here they hope will also make the
biggest games in two of the more for the summer and after weight quarterback transition go ;i lot
important contests of last year's training we'd go out and throw smoother.
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US. B-ball troubles
Lithuanian coach
explains why U.S. is
having problems.
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A big surprise in Athens
for United States, Hamm
Paul Hamm makes
a comeback for the
ages to win the gold
for the United States

By Chris Sheridan
[HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Folks back in the United States
are searching for an explanation to their basketball team's
misfortunes.
An American from Dallas,
working for Lithuania, has
offered an answer.
Lithuania assistant coach
Donnie Nelson sees the U.S.
team's struggles as symptomatic
of a breakdown that begins at
the developmental level and is
exacerbated by America's fascination with dunks, sneaker
contracts and the pursuit of the
almighty dollar.
"This team and this group of
OsmanOrsal AP Photo
coaches shouldn't take the bullet for our lack of development," OVER EVERYONE: Team USA's Tim Duncan grabs a rebound over two
said Nelson, the general manag- Turkish opponents August 10. Duncan and Team USA have struggled
er of the NBAs Dallas Mavericks. to keep up their "Dream Team" status with three losses this year.
"Other countries ... have a lot
Allen Iverson.
Monday against Angola.
less in the way of emphasis on
Brown has never been one to
The United States is currently
the sport, the numbers of ath- in a four-way tie for second place make wholesale changes on the
letes that gravitate to the sport, in Group A with Puerto Rico, fly, and he's not about to start
money, educational periodicals Greece and Australia. Angola (0- now — even with observers
and tapes.
wondering why he isn't making
2) is last.
"So there shouldn't be any reaThursday's other games arc more use of full-court pressure
son that our guys are not capable Italy-Spain. l>uerto Rico-Angola, or half-court traps that can cause
of doing certain things," Nelson Argentina-China,
Greece- turnovers and lead to open-court
continued,
Lithuania and New Zealand opportunities.
"We've been seeing this for a against Serbia-Montenegro.
"Whatever he feels is die best
long time, and again, then.' isn't a
Despite his team's struggles, thing to do to win, that's what
better teacher in basketball than Brown said he will stick with we're going to do," said Stephon
Larry Brown. But you're got to what makes him comfortable Marbury. who has played fullhave receptive students in order
the same starting lineup, same court man-to-man defense
for a team to l>e effective.... You subs and same tactics.
against opposing point guards
can't just shuttle out gear, and
Tin not smart enough to but hasn't been all that disruphave the best Nikes, and not be change," Brown said with a smile tive
able to shoot a jump shot."
Brown believes winning or losWednesday. "1 don't have enough
The American team shot just time. ... We've just got to play ing will be determined by effort
7-for-45 from 3-point range in with the same energy we played — players diving on the floor for
its first two games, ensuring the with last night" in a win against loose balls, boxing out underplayers will continue to see more Greece.
neath for defensive rebounds
rightly packed /one defenses
That likely means that Richard and making the extra pass to
until they prove themselves lefferson, who shot 0-for-7 open up mid-range scoring
capable of beating an opponent against Greece and 3-for-l6 opportunities.
daring them to shoot from out- against Puerto Rico, will remain
the starting small forward. And
side.
Next up is a game Thursday LeUron lames, whose defensive
against Australia and its veter- energy produced three breakan marksman Shane Heal, fol- away dunks in the second quarlowed by opening-round games ter, will continue to come off the
Saturday against Lithuania and liench at shooting guard behind

By Eddie Pells
IHE ASS0CIHED PRESS

Paul Hamm couldn't stand the
view — lying flat on his back,
staring at the lights in the ceiling.
Then he caught sight of
something even uglier: the
scoreboard. With one sickening stumble on a vault he had
never botched before, I lamm
dropped from first place to
12th with two events left in
Wednesday night's Olympic
all-around.
"1 was very upset and
depressed," he said. "I felt I let
myself down."
Champions rarely give up,
and Hamm didn't. He strung
together the two best routines
of his life and, when he looked
at the scoreboard at die end of
die night, he had a much different view.
His name was on top.
(kild medalist.
Olympic champion.
It was, almost everybody in
the gym agreed, the most dramatic comeback in the 108year history of Olympic gymnastics.
"Totally unbelievable,'' USA
Gymnastics president Bob
Colarossi said.
"I've never seen anything
like it," coach Miles Avery concurred.
"The greatest I've ever seen,"
said Peter Vidmar, who won
silver in 1984 and is now one
of two American men to win a
medal in die all-around.
Hamm added this gold to the
one be won at world championships last year, along with
the Olympic silver he and his
teammates took Monday night.

Kevork Diansezian AP Photo

IN THE AIR: American Paul Hamm performs during a floor routine
during the men's gymnastics individual apparatus finals at the 2004
Summer Olympic Games in Athens. Sunday. Hamm finished fifth in the
competition.

He joined Mary U>u Relton as
just die second American to win
gold in an Olympic all-around.
As with any great comeback,
Hamm needed some help, and
got it.
He followed the vault debacle, where he scored a 9.137, on
the parallel bars. And after bis
straight-line routine there netted a 9.837, no fewer than a halfdozen of the gymnasts between
him and first place faltered.

r.fj.TajBPl.'.ffli
Located on South Main St. in "Big Lots Plaza'
Cold Beer at State Minimum Prices! 419-352-9159

"You look around and watch
what's happening on the floor,
and you start to think about
what could happen,'' Colarossi
said.
When Hamm got ready to
close the meet on the high bar
— his signature event — indeed
any thing seemed possible.
He went through the routine
HAMM. PAGE 17
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Bowling Green defense will be put to the test
FOOTBALL. FROM PAGE 13
to continue their excellence on
the field.
"We are wry confident," said
Magner. "We have an old group of
receivers that know what they're
doing. It's the same offense we've
run for four years and everyone's
getting smarter each year."
At running back, the Falcons
bring back both R|. Pope, who
led the team last year with 1,005
yards rushing, and B.J. Lane,
who has the highest yards per
carry average in BGSU history at
6.4.1""!*' was named First Team
All-MAC a year ago and will be
looked upon to establish the running game in order to open up
the passing game, lane brings an
rxplosiveness to the field when
he spells for Pope, which is a nice
change of pace to throw opposing defenses off.
The offensive line is led
by sensational center Scott
Ben Swanget File Pnoto BGNews
Mruczkowski, who is entering his final year at BG and has TAKING A HIT: Purdue's John Standeford looks on as a teammate takes a hit from two Falcon defenders. BG's defense is looking to be one of the
already been receiving attention most intimidating in the Mid-American Conference with most of the front seven returning and key defensive backs coming back.
as a possible AU-American and a
candidate for die Lombardi and
Rimington Awards. He has start- before he is done."
les and five sacks a year ago, to loss last season. Piepkow emerged at safety or Keon at comer, that's a
ed all 37 games he has played in
On the defensive side of the apply pressure to opposing pass last year to record 76 tackles and work in progress," said Brandon.
Much of that depends on the
his career, beginning at left guard ball, BG returns eight starters attacks.
four pass breakups
before being switched to center from a year ago, including the
BG's secondary will be closely play of new starting corner Terrill
The linebacking core is sealast season.
soned and understands what it watched in the early going this Mayberry. If Mayberry is able to
entire defensive line.
Andrew Mart returns at left
Defensive end Mitchell takes to be successful in defen- year. With the loss of Janssen step in and play well at comer,
tackle, along with Andy Cirubb Crossley, who led the team with sive coordinator Tim Beckmans Patton, who's seven interceptions the Falcons will have no probat right guard, and Rob Warren nine sacks last year, anchors the system. Senior lovon Burkes is a a year ago was a team-high, Jason lem leaving Newson at safety,
at right tackle. Redshin freshman experienced line. Nose guard leader at middle linebacker and Morton, and Michael Malone, the Brandon said.
Kory Uchtenstelger has been Mike Thaler brings stability to led the linebackers in tackles (78) Falcons will look to senior Keon
Senior T.J. Carswell brings conimpressive and is penciled in at the line after recording 62 tackles and sacks (4) last year.
Newson for leadership. Newson sistency to the free safety spot,
the starting left guard position.
"With the team this year, we started five games at comer- where he recorded 76 tackles
and two sacks while stuffing the
"1-ichtensteiger has emerged middle last season. Tackle Matt have a lot of guys who have start- back and nine at safety last year, a year ago. lelani lordan also
and is doing a great job playing Leininger is a force teaming up ed, so we have a mature defense," while leading the MAC with six played some safety a year ago,
guard," said Falcons head coach with Thaler in the trenches, but said Burkes. "Coach Beckman forced fumbles and the Falcons but is currentiy expected to start
Gregg Brandon, now entering his will miss a yet to be determined does a great job with game plan- in tackles with 121. He is slated at comer. Last year, Jordan played
second season leading the team. amount of games to start the year ning so if we ever slack at any- to start at strong safety for now, solid in the secondary and record
"He's a real talented athlete. He for breaking a team rule. Brad thing, he knows how to lit the but depending on how the rest of 83 tackles, with one interception
was an excellent high school bas- Williams anil Monty Cooley are schemes to stop the offense."
the secondary plays, He could be and six pass breakups
On special teams, senior Shaun
ketball player and is very light on expected to fill in for leininger
Daniel Sayles and Ted Piepkow moved back to comer,
his feet for a 300 pound kid. 1 le's until he returns. F.nd Devon Parks will play on the outside. Sayles
"We need to get our four best Suisham is back at kicker and
like a dancing bear out there... brings a quick rush from the out- quickness allowed him to have players in the secondary on the Nate Fry returns as the punter.
Kory will be a special player here side, where he recorded 47 tack- three sacks and nine tackles for field and whether it's with Keon Suisham was up and down last
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year, hitting 14 of 20 field goal
attempts and struggled some on
kickoffs.
"Suisham needs to haw a
better season and Shaun is very
capable," said Brandon. "He's an
outstanding kicker. 1 le just needs
to get back to the form he had
two years ago."
Fry averaged 40.2 yards per
punt on 49 attempts last year.
He had a long of 71 yards, while
booting sewn punts inside the
20.
"Nate Fry, 1 thought, had a
decent year last year. We could
do some things with him as far
as trying to place the ball," said
Brandon.
Sharon will take care of punt
return duties, where he can make
things happen with his quick
burst and agility with the ball in
his hands. Lane and Magner will
be on kickoff returns, where lane
steps in to take owr for Patton.
The team is shaping up well
for the tough season that faces
them. Game one is on the minds
of everyone as the Falcons haw
the daunting task of trawling to
play Oklahoma on September 4.
BG will play six games on the
road this year, while hosting five
at Doyt L Perry Stadium.
Coach Brandon is well aware
of the difficult schedule that lies
ahead.
"I think the biggest challenge (this seasonl is we haw
some tough road games. We go
to Northern Illinois on a Friday
night, and a lot of these kids were
here two years ago and we got
ambushed... we've got to be ready
to play that game. F.wrybody in
the MAC is tough, but to get back
to where we want to be, we need
to win the (MAC) West and then
we've got to take it from there."
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Hamm stuns all on Hamm and family happy
way to winning gold and surprised about win
HAMM, FROM PAGE 15

By Jim Litke
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The rest of the floor was empty.
His twin brother was in the
stands, his coach off to one
side.
And at the moment he
wrapped both hands around
the high bar, Paul Hamm knew
that if he was going to write a
new chapter in the long and
not-always-distinguishcd history of U.S. men's gymnastics,
he was going to have to do it all
by himself.
"1 dug down deep and fought
for everything," Hamm said.
"I thought 1 could win silver.
maybe bronze. I didn't think 1
could win gold until Miles said,
"You're the Olympic champion.'
"And all I could think to say."
he added", "was 'No way."'
The featured move in the routine that produced the sport's
equivalent of a walk-off home
run in Game 7 of a World Series
is called a "Tkalchcv," named
for the Russian great who performed it the first time. It's a
swing that required Hamm to
release his grip and fly blind
back over the liar before grabbing it again. He did it to perfection not once, bin three limes.
each time to a growing roar
from the crowd.
There are 15 moves named
after U.S. gymnasts, but only
two performed on the high bar
have merited that kind of recognition. And until Wednesday
night — until Hamm landed
ramrod straight with both feet
stuck into the mat like a dart,
and his coach, Miles Avery,
kicked off the celebration by
leaping high Into the air — not
even one American man had
ever been good enough to win
the gold medal in the all-around
competition.
"The last guy. the last event
a perfect routine, and then he
sticks the landing. It's fairy-tale
stuff," USA Gymnastics president Bob Colarossi said
Left out of that brief narrative
was a fall at the end of 1 lanim's

vaulting routine that practically
landed him in the laps of the
judges and appeared to end
any chance he had of winning a
medal, let alone the gold.
But Colarossi can be forgiven
for looking past that now. The
ending was that good.
"If there was ever anybody
who was going to be able to do
something like that," Colarossi
added, "it was Paul"
There were 102,000 participants in USA Gymnastics' various development programs last
year — a healthy number, to
be sure — but a very troubling
trend exists at the top. Up to
age 6, almost half the kids in the
gyms are boys. But by the time
you reach the age groups from
which U.S. officials cull Olympic
prospects, six out of every seven
are girls — in large part because
most of them stick around with
designs on becoming the next
Mary Lou Retton.
The picture is even gloomier
when you look a) the Division
I programs that used to be the
bedrock of the men's teams,
There still were almost 80 around
when former UCIA gymnast
Peter Vidmar won the last U.S.
medal in the all-around, a silver
at the 1984 Games boycotted by
the Soviet Union, then one of
the sports superpowers.
Today, there are 20 schools
competing in Division 1, with
nearly all die rest of diem victiras of the economic realities brought on by Title IX. the
groundbreaking federal legislation enacted in 1972 to create
equal opportunities for women
in college spoils.
Nowadays, the ratio of schol-

arships for women gymnasts
to men is nearly 2 to-1. While
most men's teams scramble fol
recruits, some women's teams
have their managers on scholarships,
"We've become like pond
scum," Vidmar said, grimacing, "and Ibis is a guy with two
daughters talking.
"Look, I understand gender

equity and I love the opportunities lille IX opened up for
them. But now the pendulum
has swung pretty far, maybe too
far the other way. We're getting
rid of gymnastics and wrestling programs everywhere you
look/'
Into thai void charged I lamm
and his twin brother, Morgan,
determined to bring die buzz
back to their half of the sport.
Raised in Waukesha, Wis.. and
nurtured by the club system
diat replaced college programs
as the feeder systems for U.S.
men's gymnastics, both made
People magazine's list of "50
Hottest Bachelors" and were
primed to become cover boys
for a program that desperately
needed front men.

But then a career-threatening
shoulder injury limited Morgan
to just a few events, forcing Paul
to step forward by himself. He
responded by winning three
straight national titles and the
first all-around world championship by an American man
last year. And if anything, Paul
appeared to be getting even better while leading die U.S. men
to a silver in the team competition Monday night.
After three rotations on three
different pieces of equipment in
the all-around, he was first: alter
the fourth, and his fall, Hamm
slid all the way down to 12th.
With only the high bar remaining, lied scrapped his way back
Into a three-way tie for fourth.
I hen came a routine tantali/
ingtj close to perfection.
And altei that, the man who
runs I ISA I iymnastics can't wait
to see all the little boys who will
stick around lung enough trying
!o follow in I lamni's footsteps.
" [he snuggle hasn't been gelting them into the gym — it's
been keeping them there,
Colarossi said. "They always
wanted to know, 'What was at

the end of the rainbow?'
"I think." he said finally, "they
goi a glimpse of that tonight."

without a flaw, flying up and
backward across the bar and
grabbing it three straight times
with ease. 1 le needed a 9.825 to
tie Kim Dac-eun of South Korea
for the gold, but he didn't know

that
His score, another 9.837,
flashed on the board. He hugged
Avery, thinking he had secured
the bronze, which was all he was
really hoping for after die tumble
a half-hour earlier.
"He looked at me and said
'You're an Olympic champion,"*
1 lamm said. "I said 'Oh.' It was
the best performance of my life."
He defeated Kim by 0.012
points.theslimmest margin in the
history of the men's all-around.
The previous closest was 0.017 by
[con Stukelj of Yugoslavia over
Robert Prazak of Czechoslovakia
in die 1924 Games.
Another South Korean, Yang
Tae-youtig, took the bronze.
Kim and Yang looked stunned
sittingal the medalists'news conference. Maybe it was because, as
they admitted, they didn't really think they would be on the
medal stand at all on this night.
Or maybe it was because, once
they knew they would be there,
I lamm came back and practically ripped the gold off their necks.
"I thought maybe I could get
first,"' Kim said. "I'm rather disappointed and angry in a way."
Those were the first two medals for South Korea in die men's
all-around, but outside their own
country, they'll be the answer to
a trivia question, at best. Hamm's
comeback was that special.
Another American, Brett
Met lure, also had a special evening. He was in third after five
rotations. But he finished on
rings, which is his weakest event,
and wound up ninth.
I took a picture of the scoreboard after five events, because
I knew I was going to drop," he
said.
That scoreboard kept looking
better and better for Hamm. who

Anja Niedringhaus AP P*ioto

ON THE BAR: Team USA's Paul Hamm competes on the high bar during
the men's gymnastics finals in Athens. Hamm made a miraculous
come from behind victory to capture the gold.

part to a decision to scale down a
routine that used to include five
release moves — four in a row,
then another one a few seconds
later. Avery and Hamm changed
the routine to make it more
dependable, and die change
didn't diminish the value of the
routine.
"He knows he's going to hit
"[My brother/ looked that high bar routine no matter
what is going on," Avery said
at me and said
(inching the bar three times
'you're an Olympic is one thing. Nailing the landis another. But Hamm did it,
champion,'... I said ing
and Avery started jumping up
'Oh.'It was the best and down, having watched his
come through under the
performance of my student
most intense pressure.
life."
I he wait for the score was agonizing. This time, though, that
PAUL HAMM, GOLD MEDALIST
scoreboard looked beautiful,
nothing like it did after the vault.
Hamm sat down, and a look of
the gold.
"It has been a dream of mine," exhaustion — bodi physical and
he said after diat one. "World emotional — came across his
champion is as high as you can face.
get, except for maybe Olympic
champion."
He's now both, thanks in large
learned what it was like to win on
a big stage last year at worlds.
At that meet, he needed a 9.712
on the high bar to defeat Yang Wei
of China. Hamm came through
under pressure that time, hitting
the release moves on that same
routine to get the score and win
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Phelps takes easy gold,
Peirsol wins after DQ
Aaron Peirsol wins
the hard way while
Phelps wins easy.
By Paul Newberry
!H£ ASSOCIATES PRESS

Viion Peirsol waved liis aims
in disbelief, then ran the race
through his mind, trying to figure out what he did wrong.
I he most dominant badtstroki'i in the world had somehow
made a mistake that cost him a
sure gold medal
on a night Americans dominated .ii the Olympic poo),
Peirsols disputed victory in the
200-meter backstroke was the
most memorable—and convoluted. First, In was disqualified
lui mailing an illegal nun. I lien,
his win was restored, |usl In time
for him to have the gold draped
around his neck
Hours aftei he look a triumphant lap around the deck,
swimming officials were still
debating the whole mess.
I inaUy, the word came down:
Peirsols victor) wouldstand.
No one disputed another victory by Michael Phelps, who
secured his legacj as one of the
greatest swimmers in Olympic
historj by winning his fourth
gold medal Ihursday
For good measure, Amanda
Beard captured the first individual gold of her iUusafous career,
in the 200-meter breaststroke.
Only .i victory by Australian

«G

lodle Henry in the women's
100-meter freestyle prevented
an American sweep,
Peirsol cruised to an easy
win in his signature event — he
hasn't lost in almost four years
— but was shockingly DQed.
About a half-hour later, the
decision was overturned and
he walked out to receive his
second gold medal
Alan, it was a lollcrcoaster,"
said IVirsol. who earlier won
the 100 backstroke. "I feel bad
for everybody in that field. It

VOLLEYBALL FROM PAGE 13

was a weird call. I'm happy it

was overturned, though.''
Austria's Marcus Hogan.
who finished more than two
seconds behind Peirsol, was
briefly feted as the gold medalist When the decision was
changed, he didn't seem too
upset about settling for silver.
Aaron is a very honest person I am sure he swam lairh,"
Mark Baker AP Ptwlo
said liogan. a close friend of
the American. "For a moment, FOR THE GOLD: Michael Phelps, of the United States, swims to a gold
I I bought about gold and the medal in the 200-meter individual medley. The win was one of four
Idea was just beautiful but,
gold medals Phelps has won thus far.
after all, it's lair like this."
But the Austrians protested
going into the wall. The sport's niglu for the Americans, who
the ruling, as did Britain after its governing body announced that vceived five medals in all. Ryan
swimmer, lames Goddard, was the judge did not adequately
ichte's silver In the 200 medbumped from third to fourth. explain the alleged violation "in <ey was part of a 1-2 finish with
About 21/2 hours after the race, the working language of FINA" Phelps, the bronze going to
11\ \ rejected the appeal, giving — English or French.
George IVvell ofTrinidad.
the bronze to Romania's Razvan
', 11'1: .atalie Coughlin held on
Peirsol was baffled by the
Hurra.
KM ironze In the lOOfree, finishwhole ordeal.
According to American assis"I tried to rememba what I
tant coach Dave Salo, the judgein had done wrong," he said.
SWIMMING, PAGE 19
I virsol's lane apparently applied
Otherwise, it was a smooth
an old rule that involves kicking
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and a 32-2 record in the MAC.
"He's been with the program
before, so that helps us out a
lot," Mohr said. "We're all really
excited about him being here and
he brings a lot of head coaching
experience."
The Falcons will begin the 2004
season on Sept. 3 at the Miami
Invitational where they will face
the 1 lurricanes, Illinois, and Rice.
"This Ls probably the toughest
tournament we've been in in the
last few years, but my thought on
that was we have three talented
seniors. 1 like our freshmen and 1
wanted to see what we could do
early on," she said.
We know the level of competition
is going to be very good and those
three teams are coming off banner years, but we have nothing to
lose and everything to gain."

1096 N. Main Street
(Next to KROGER)

419-354-5060

Qnify Owned & Ope[»l2

with 3 month paid
membership!

No Enrollment Fee!

as

Don't Despair, We Repair

DENISE VAN DEWALLE, COACH

iv Hour

Big Screen TVs - NFL Sunday Ticket
Hours 11:00 am-2:30 am
.
Kitchen open til 1:30 am
C
Wireless
^*tf
\\S*
Wireless Internet
internet
Si,f/%
•0 ."3"
(carryout available)
^SQ

866-295-7012

"We look a lot better taHn we have in
previous preseasons,
We have great team
chemistry and
everything is good."

! 1 Month Free

Monday-Frida)
I Iam-7pm

419-353-6420

58 23T

season.
"Last year was her first year in
the middle and she did a great
job. She's blossoming ... she's
improved a great deal," she said.
"1 look at Mel for a lot of reasons
... not just for her play on the
floor, but her leadership skills.''
lunior Emily Manser, sophomore
Chrissy Gothke, and redshirt
freshman Corrie Mills are also
expected to challenge for starting
spots Van DeWalle said.
Twite believes the mixture of
young players and veteran leaders will ignite a complete turnaround.
"We look a lot better than we have
in previous preseason's," she said
during Tuesday's practice. "We
have great team chemistry and
everything is going good."
The addition of assistant coach
Mark Hardaway may not mean
much as far as how the team
performs on the floor, but players say his pedigree for winning
has aiready had an impact on
the team.
Hardaway served as the head
coach at Western Kentucky
from 1993-95 and coached at
Evansvflle from 1995-2002.
In 1991 and 1992, Hardaway
teamed with Van De Walle to
O nidi IK! to a 59-13 overall record

Weekly Specials

1011 S. Main St.

MM

Falcons look
better than in
prior seasons

Must present ad to
receive free month
Exp. 9/6/04

354-2000 • 1720E.Wooster

WAL.^ Ml ART

ALWAYS LOW PRICEES
SJVl

Offering ygu th*
Pharmacy
Vision Care
Quick Lube Express

• School Supplies
• One-Hour Photo
Processing

1120 SOUTH JVIAIN STREET
STORE HOURS:
Monday-Saturday7am- 1 1 p
Sunday
^am-1Opm
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Momentum helps U.S.
Wie and LPGA hit
Dublin in tour action
SWIMMING, FROM PAGE18

After a delay of 1 hour, 29 minutes, play resumed briefly Iwfore
a second storm washed out the
round.
The remaining 66 players will
complete their rounds early
Friday, with the second round set
to follow.
The hard winds, heavy rain
and lightning created chaos in
the scoring. It took more than
an hour after play was called off
before the tournament leaders
were officially confirmed.
Wie, the tall, long-hitting 14year-old amateur with the effortless swing, was 3 over through

By Rusty Miller
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Krisli Albers turned her day
around with one swing. Michelle
Wie's round ended when she was
barely halfway through.
Albers had a hole-in-one on
the 17th and shot a 5-under67 for
a share of the lead with defending
champion Hee-Won Man in the
rain-delayed opening round of
the Wendy's Championship for
Children on Thursday.
A violent storm rocked Tartan
Fields Golf Club late in the day
after half of the 144-player Odd
had completed the first round.

10 holes — and was not happy
about it.

She douhlc-bogeyed her last
hole, flying the green after a perfect drive. From weeds and rough
behind the hole, shechipped back
across the green, then chipped to
15 feet and two-putted for a 6.
Her father, B.J. Wie, said she
would not speak with reporters until her first 18 holes were
completed. She also declined to
answer questions as she came
LPGA, PAGE 24

ing behind Henry and defending champion Inge de Bruijn
of the Netherlands.
"A very good night for us,"
Coughlin said. "We're a team
that gains momentum and
it's only going to get better
the next two days. At first, we
were a little nervous for Aaron.
Then we realized it was an old
rule that doesn't apply."
Beard won her race in
an Olympic-record time of
2 minutes, 23.37 seconds
— 0.23 seconds better than
Australian Leisel [ones, who
was under world-record pace
for the first 150 meters. lones
took silver, while Anne Poleska
of Germany earned bronze.

Name AP Photo

A TENDER MOMENT: Aaron Peirsol celebrates with Lenny Krayzelburg
after winning the gold medal in the 100-meter back stroke

JIM'S AUTOMOTIVE
Home of the State of the Art Car Care
Specialzing in Today's High
Tech Automobile

WELCOME BACK

Over 40 Years
Of Automotive Experience

Bee Gee
Book Store
NEW

419-352-8245

BGSU's
PHOTOGRAPHY
HEADQUARTERS

RUSH HOURS
Starting Aug. 22

USED
TEXTBOOKS
We pay cash
for your books
year round!

Sunday, Aug. 22
11 am-6pm
Monday, Aug. 23 &
Tuesday, Aug.24
8:30am-8pm
Wed. Aug. 25 &
Thursday, Aug. 26
9am-8pm
Friday, August 27
9am-6pm
Saturday,
August 28
9am-5pm

Large Selection of BGSU
Imprinted Sportswear and
Other BGSU Imprinted Items.
Large Selection of Posters, Dorm
Supplies, School & Art Supplies,
Greeting Cards & Gifts, Computer
Supplies and Much, Much More!!!

^s^

Sunday, August 29
12pm-5pm
9am-7pm
Tuesday, August 31
9am-7pm
NOW ACCEPTING
CITY BUCKS
BGSU

1424 E. Wooster Street • Across from Harshman Hall

(419) 353-2252
i

i

Monday-Friday 9am - 5:30pm • Saturday 9am - 5pm
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Class Ad
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1051N. Main St. <£

S7000

— Extra long 6i 1/2.8 fujinon optical zoom
6.1 million effective puels
— Advanced eiposure and focusing control!

Canon
Digital Rebel Kit
with 18-55 Zoom
7-point AF coters a wide image area
Fast AF lea you capture high-impact
action shots
Auto exposure bracketing

379"

*L
3Smm SLRs
Digital Cameras
Darkroom Supplies
Photo Accessories
Inkjet Supplies

Film Developing
Digital Printing
Lenses
Him Scanners
Digital Accessories

Fuji S5000
I0x fujanon optical zoom
— 3.1 million effective ptwls
— Continuous auto-locus mode

^J FUJIFILM
Ask about our student discounts
Daily 9-9 Sunday 12-5
www.castlephoto.tom

-
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Arrowhead Shops, Maumee — Dussel al Holland 419-482-7077
5829 Monroe St, Syhania — off U.S. 23, next to Tony Packo's 419-882-7077
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Sabathia has trouble, Cincinnati wins blow
out
over
Arizona,
11-1
Tribe falls to Twins
IH£ ASSOCIATED HISS

1H[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Minnesota Itoins completed a three-game series sweep
against the Cleveland Indians,
and then hoped the win didn't
prove to be costly
First baseman lustin Momeau
— who put the Twins ahead for
good with a sacrifice fly in a 7-3
victory Sunday — left the game
after he was hit in die left hand by
a pitch in the sixth inning.
He was taken to a hospital for
X-rays, which were negative, and
the team said he is day to day.
"When he came off the field, it
didn't look good," Twins manager
Ron Gardenhire said.
"I'll ice it some more tonight
and we'll see how it feels
(Monday)," Momeau said.
Corey Koskie homered and
Torii Hunter had three hits,
including a three-run double,
for Minnesota. The first-place
Twins, who led Cleveland by only
a game last Sunday, took a sevengame lead in the Al. Central.
The Indians have lost seven
straight, including four to the

Twins.
"They played well and took it
to us," Cleveland manager Eric
Wedge said. "We need to clear
our heads and get a fresh start at
home."
Brad Radke 19-6) allowed two
unearned runs and seven hits in
seven innings to win his fourth
straight decision. He struck out
four and walked one, and hasn't
lost since July 16 — going 4-0
with three no-decisions in that
span.
"We needed to play these guys
tough," Radke said. "They kind of
got to us a little in Cleveland, and
we gave them a little payback."
C.C. Sabathia (9-8) gave up
seven runs and 10 hits in 5 23 innings, leaving after hitting
Momeau.

Brian Peterson WPhoto
NOT TOO HOT: Cleveland Indians pitcher C.C. Sabathia reacts after
Minnesota Twins' Torii Hunter hit a three-run double in the sixth inning
yesterday. The Twins won the game, 7-3.
"I'm disappointed in myself
that I couldn't get it done,"
Sabathia said. "The definition of
an ace is a guy who continues to
win a game that the guys need....
I wasn't that at all today."
With the game tied at 2 in the
fifth, l£w Ford walked on a full
count widi one out and Hunter
singled to right to put runners
on first and third. Momeau hit
a sacrifice fly to center, scoring
lord with the go-ahead run.
Matthew LeCroy followed with
an RBI single to make it 4-2.
The Twins led 4-2 In the sixth,
when they loaded the bases with
Ml1l mtsagainst Sabathia. I lunter
lined a double off die right-field
wall, clearing the bases and making it 7-4.
"C.C. dirows the ball 97 miles
an hour," Hunter said. "I was just

trying to make something happen. I didn't want to be the giry
who struck out with the bases
loaded."
Hunter ran into the fence
on Thursday night against the
Yankees anil had to leave the
field on a cart. He sat out Friday
night's game against Cleveland,
but returned Saturday and hit a
solo homer.
Momeau, the next batter, was
hit on the left hand by a pitch
from Sabathia. Momeau walked
to first base, where he was treated by a team trainer. He stayed
on base until die inning ended,
then was replaced defensively by
Michael Cuddyer.

D'Angelo limenez hit a threerun homer and Sean Casey
added a solo shot and an RBI
double to lead the Cincinnati
Reds to an 11-1 rout of the
Arizona Diamondbacks on
Sunday.
Adam Dunn also hit a runscoring double, and Darren
Bragg and Ryan Freel had RBI
singles for the Reds, who won
their second road series since
die All-Star break. Cincinnati
has won three of its last four
games overall.
Brandon Claussen (2-3)
allowed one run and four hits
in 5 1-3 innings, snapping a
personal three-game losing
streak. He walked one and
struck out diree.
Stephen Randolph (2-4)
lasted only three innings in
his second start for Arizona,
which has lost 13 of its last 16.
He allowed four runs — three
earned — and four hits. In his
first two career starts after 89
relief appearances. Randolph
has given up five earned runs
and eight hits in six innings.
RoyDatmer AP Photo
The Reds took a 1-0 lead in
the first when Freel led off with CONGRATULATIONS: Cincinnati Reds' D'Angelo Jimenez is congratua double and scored one out lated at home plate by teammate Adam Dunn after hitting a three-run
later on Casey's double down home run in the seventh inning yesterday.
the right-field line.
Cincinnati added three
... Randolph threw 41 of his
more in the second on just
next 10 Arizona hitters.
one hit lason LaRue and Juan
The Diamondbacks broke 80 pitches in the second. ...
Castro walked, and Bragg sin- the string with three hits off Claussen's last win was luly
gled to score LaRue. Claussen Claussen in the sixth, including 20 against Milwaukee. He has
pitched past the sixth only once
sacrificed die runners over and Andy Green's RBI single.
limenez hit a three- run homer, in seven starts.... Gil became the
Freel walked. Felipe Inpez hit
an RBI grounder to make it 3- his eighth; off lance Cormier in second Diamondbacks player
0, and Bragg scored when sec- the seventh to give Cincinnati in as many days to single in
his first major league at-bat. C
ond baseman Scott Hairston an 8-1 lead.
Casey's 20th homer off Mike Chris Snyder singled in his first
dropped Casey's line drive for
Fetters in the eighth put the on Saturday. ... Gil is the duban error,
record 48th player Arizona has
Claussen walked Shea Reds ahead 11-1.
Notes: Reds reliever lohn used this season.
Hillenbrand to lead off the second and gave up a two-out sin- Ricdling hit the first two batgle to Jerry Gil before retiring die ters he faced in the seventh.
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24 Hour Self Inking Rubber Stamp Service
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Golf Course
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0NEST0P...D0ESITALL!
Serving Faculty and Stall at BGSU I .I ovei 30 yean!

frttDtttvtry!
Ho job too big or too small!

t
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Students:

$12.00 (9 holes) weekend
$16.00 H8 holes) Weekend
510.00 (9 holes) weekday
♦14.00 (18 holes) weekday

FALL PASS $90.00
* Tee time required
* Must present valid BCSU ID
372-2671

Counseling
Center
a division of .Student Affairs

Coping with Change
Stress Management
Problem Solving
Self Esteem
Crisis Intervention
Improving Relationships
National Testing Program

419-372-2081
320 Saddlemire Student Services-

SELECTED CLOTHING i BICYCLE TUNE-UP

Fall Hours:
^
Mon.Thurs: 8am- 7pm
Tues.Wed, Fri: 8am- 5pm

UPT0

1A0/

-

AC

IJ©fc$20.°°
lit^J)

BASK TUNE-UP

|

$35.°° i
COMPUTE TUNE-UP

70% Urr!>?J££E j^rrsrj

15% OFF |
ALL MARIN BIKES I
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Big Ten experimenting with OSU prepares
to face Cincy
instant replay this season
better."
U-WIRE
The conference's system,
The Big Ten will implement col- with unanimous support of the
lege football's first-ever instant- coaches, only allows the "techreplay system this season in nical adviser" in the press box
hopes that if the campaign is a to determine if a play is reviewsuccess, other conferences will able, not the game officials nor
the coaches. When the adviser
join their lead.
The idea of instant replay observes "indisputable video
has been tossed around by the evidence" that a mistake has
league's coaches since the early been made, he or she will hit
1980s, but after gathering data a button sending a message to
from the 2003 season, the NCAA officials on the field.
"If there's any question, any
Football Rules Committee gave
approval for a one-year trial in doubt, the play call will stand by
the official," Parry said. "It has to
the Big Ten.
"It will be a little anomaly for be the type of play where if 100
us to be experimenting, certain- guys were looking at it, 100 of
ly," said Big Ten Commissioner them would say, 'Hey, that's not
Jim Delany on Aug. 4 at the con- a touchdown. That guy stepped
ference's kickoff luncheon. "But out of bounds.'"
The technical advisers will
1 think that we're a conference
that takes pride in participating be equipped with two 22-inch
LCD monitors with instantain change."
The Big Ten's instant replay is neous digital video-recording
a "tweak" of the old NFL system capabilities - think TTVo. Their
- adopted in 1986, crossed with video feed will be provided by
parts of the new NFL system the broadcast and be limited to
along with the conference's own what is shown on television, and
ideas mixed in. While instant the advisers will be the "gods
replay does not guarantee that in the sky," Parry said, meaning
all officiating mistakes will be their decisions are final.
Instant replay will be used In
corrected, errors that are "clear
and obvious" will be over- all 44 conference games this fall
and will be available for home
turned.
"It's not a perfect world. It's nonconference contests upon
not a perfect system," said Dave prior approval from the visiting
Parry, Big Ten coordinator of team, for Iowa, Kent State has
officials. "We just hope it will be given approval for replays, while
By Jason Brummond

Iowa State lias declined, said UI
Sports Information Director Phil
Haddy.
The total cost of the program
- including equipment and
personnel -- is about $100,000,
according to Mark Rudner, an
associate commissioner of the
Big Ten.
In conference games that are
not televised, the conference
will pay approximately $20,000
to provide cameras for the
instant replay, Rudner added.
The league has had 90 percent
of its head-to-head conference games televised in the last
five years, and Rudner expects
almost all if not all will be picked
up this season.
"I have no qualms about
instant replay," said Iowa coach
Kirk Ferentz. "We are all in
agreement as coaches, administrators, and officials, and the
objective for all of us is if there is
an obvious error made that it is
corrected."
While the system earned
praise from the majority of the
conferences coaches in Chicago
earlier this month, Ohio State
coach Jim Tressel said the list
of reviewable plays may be
incomplete. Under the Big Ten's
format, "hard, physical fouls"
arc judgment calls and cannot
be reviewed. For example, an
obviously missed holding or

pass-interference call cannot be
examined.
"I do have some reservations, but not that overrule the
thought that we ought to look
at linstant replay]," said Tressel.
"I do have a little reservation in
that when we are looking at the
component of a game we are
only going to try to correct some
of the human errors."
The Big Ten collected data
from 68 televised games and
10,800 football plays in 2003 and
found that 42 of those games
- 65 percent — would have had
replay opportunities. Despite
the "indisputable" evidence
required to issue a replay, the
rate of reversal was only 54 percent.
One concern the conference
has'is that it will add time to
the game, but Parry insists each
review should last less than a
minute.

The Episcopal
Church
Welcomes You!
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laybisPrete HP Photo

PREPARED: Linebacker A.). Hawk
and the rest of the Buckeyes will
be ready for Cincinnati.

NEVER WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

MoDUHf

OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE®
1I7 Cliy Street

1505 E. Wooster

across from the

'Harsliman Qyatf.

Planned F&renthoocf

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers 6
Hosts/Hostesses

Bowling CrccD, Ohio

Wide Selection of
Specialty Yarns

V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
<f Paid Vacations
v Health/Dental
Insurance

■ Bamboo Needles G Hook;
• Patterns 6 Books

SUNDAY WORSHIP:
Arc \ttii looking f<»« thil

of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

10:00 amTraditional
(with Communion)

FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS
Sexually Transmitted Infections
(Screening S Treatment)
HIV Counseling & Testing
(Free & Anonymous)

Emergency Contraception
Birth Control
Gynecological Exams
Pregnancy Testing

Once again - the Buckeyes will
face an excellent quarterback
to open the season, and once
again die Ohio State defense
will be chasing down Cincinnati
Bearcats' senior quarterback
Gino Guidugli.
During the opening game
of last season, the scarlet and
gray defense shut down the
highly-touted Heisman hopeful
quarterback Cody Pickett from
Washington, who couldn't muster a touchdown pass against the
Buckeyes and had his Heisman
trophy dreams squashed like a
bug on the Horseshoe's grass.
In just over two weeks, OSU
will kick off the 2004 campaign
against another highly-regarded quarterback and old nem-

St. John's
Episcopal
Church

On The corner of
'Mercer or Wooster,

P

By Edward Mairfer
U-NIRE

11:30 amChristian Edu.
An Anglican Church with
a Pentecostal Leading

1039 North Mam Slreel
1301 Jelierson Avflnue
3401 aendale Avenue
Findlay. Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
419-385-6778
4194324611
419-2S5-1115
Call toll tree tor an appointment
t-800-230-7526

(419) 353 - 0881

Bowling ( IM in

www.ppnwo.org

"Specul" Back i<» School Accessor)'

Scarves & Ponchos

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

How about i scarf m .out school
I colors1 Wc i- JO nuke icarves in ihr
i.vJe6coforoi xour-*—

Apply in person
Mon. - FrL 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537

Shoppe Hours:
Monday - Friday Warn - 6pm
Saturday 10am 4pm

I Just a taw minutes Irom BG!
Take 1-475W to Dussel-turn right.)

419-354-8700

rCiklc
r v\

su
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Health Center Building
■ All Prescriptions Filled

• Immunizations-Routine & Travel

• Care for acute illness/injury

PostOfftcv 1

• Translers from other Pharmacies

Washington

• Women's Health Clinic

• TB Testing

• Men's Clinic

•Anonymous HIV Testing

• Urgent Care & Emergency Room

• Lab & X-ray Services

• Nutrition Counseling

• Student Health Service

• Physical Therapy

• Wellness Connection

■ Low Competitive Prices

1

• Well Check-up

• Full Service PHARMACY

• Convenient Location

|

• Allergy Injections

• Most major Drug Cards Accepted

• Private Physicians

Chu'ch

Hours:
Mon Tues. Thurs. Fri.: Bam - 5:30pm
Wed: 9:20am - 7:30pm
Call for appointment: 372-2271 •Pharmacy: 372-7443

]

Cycle
Werks

1

to
e

Bicycle Sales & Service

352-9375

1

1
si

Woottte. SI

*
VISIT US AT 248 South Main St.

shopcyclewerks.com
• We work on all makes & models
• We Welcome your Warranty and Maintenance work for your Chrysler,
Dodge, Jeep, Ford, Lincoln and Mercury

BODY SHOP

SERVICE

ft We Repair All Makes & Models
ft Free Estimates
ft Quality Workmanship

All Insurance Estimates
Welcome!
Give us a call at

10

Before

OFF
PARTS &
SERVICE

w/stuHent l.D.

After

Excludes prior repairs aid any
other offers or coupons.
With $50 up.

419-352-2553
i
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%

Exp. 12/31/04
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Bowling Green Lincoln Mercury
1079 North Main Street.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Phone: (419)352-2553
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Starter
Ham. Salami. Pnivuhne Cheese
Hurdler.
\vw\-.V I'n'wltme.
Sprinter ...Turkey
JoBBet
. .RtHisl Beet
Runner
Ham. Swiss (Vice.,'
Paeer
Walkaway Salami, Turkey, Veppemni, I'mvolone <lu<\<Marathon Ham. Salami. Turkey: Swiss. PmoloM I 'NVM
(iold Medal Honey Mesquite Turkey Breast
Relay
Roast Beet. Ham. Turkic. Piwolone Cheese..
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.<:.' ...J.7S
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.'<n ,SM
JJ3

.5.75

} 21

I '
19)
SM
iW
6.30

I. JO
I 50
...3.95.

• \hovcsub* with your choice ol mayo, lettuce, tomato, onion, hot pepper* nd QM
creamy Italian drMsing Served hot or cold. Please specify when ordering

352-4663

. PASTASpaghetti

5,»

Rotini
5 5"
( rwcscTortcllini.VW

• Free Datively
S5.50 nun. llam-.'ptn
- 1432 I-: Wootfcr.BG
I lam-Vpm Monday -Saturday
Closed Sunday

p**?^ i p*f&S
FREE COKE

FREE COKE

» Anv 12* Sub or Pasta
I Ipfctf. M I MM

i tfkm u i>tw

I2" Sub or Pteiu
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Better Ingredients
Better Pizza.
Bowling Green & B.G.S.U.
826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)

We Accept Visa & Mastercard H n
Try our
NEW Better Wings!
Papa John's Welcomes B.G.S.U. Students with Great Deals.
|
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Large 1 Item Pizza

$6.
No Coupon Necessary, No Limit

Not valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.

Pickup or Delivery, No Delivery Charge

826 South Main
(Next to Big Lots)
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Paterno looks to silence critics
PATERNO, FROM PAGE 13

State College, the doubters and
critics grew louder last season
wh-n Penn State went 3-9.
It's not just the losing that
has made Paterno look past his
prime. More than ever before he
has been publicly critical of game
officials. Two years ago, after a
game that Penn State lost in overtime to Iowa, he sprinted across
the field and grabbed an official
by the shoulder to protest a call.
And while his players have
been producing less on the field,
they are getting into more trouble off it. In the past year alone,
almost a dozen players have had
brushes with the law.
Patemo's boss, if anyone can
truly be called that, says anyone
who thinks loe Pa's grip on the
program has loosened is simply
wrong.
"He's very much in control.
That's been one of his strengths
and continues to be one of his
strengths," Penn State athletic
director Tim Curley said.
Paterno ended last season with
one year left on his contract, and

considering the recent record,
Curley's decision to extend the
coach's contract through the 2008
season came as something of a
surprise. Paterno will rum 82 on
Dec. 21,2008.
For Curley, who grew up in
State College and was a walk-on
for Paterno in the 70s, the decision was easy.
"His contributions across the
board certainly outweigh any
things that may have happened
recently," he said.
The reasons for Curley's allegiance to Paterno are obvious.
Since Paterno was hired as a
23-year-old assistant by coach
Rip Engle in 1950, his contributions have extended beyond two
national titles and five perfect
seasons. He and his wife, Sue,
have donated more than $4 million to the university. The library,
not the weight room or practice
field, is named after Paterno.
So the question begs: Can anyone other than Paterno decide
when it is time for a couching
change at Penn State?
"It's so speculative. I really
wouldn't want to address that,"

Curley sakL "We've had a great
working relationship from my
end of it. I just want him to have a
great finish to his career."
Unless he's hiding something,
Paterno appears to have no desire
to call it quits. "I haven't got the
slightest idea what I'd do," he said
of life after football.
If anything, Penn State's recent
struggles have made it less likely
that Paterno would retire. The
Nittany Lions just can't see their
coach walking away from the
team when it's down.
"This past spring has probably
been one of the toughest we've
had," defensive end Derek Wake
said. 'Toe's a winner. I can imagine 3-9 really bums him."
Patemo's not so sure he's any
tougher now than he was 15
years ago. He said he's made a few
adjustments this year to better
prepare a team that he felt lacked
poise and mental toughness last
season.
"How you adjust to them in a
sense of saying, "Well I'm going to
be tougher now'... that just isn't
the way 1 act." he said. "I look at
the situation and try to do things

that are appropriate to make it
better. No magic to it"
There's reason to believe
Paterno already has Penn State
primed for a comeback. A big
part of last year's struggles can be
traced to inexperience as underclassmen saw far more playing
time than any coach would be
comfortable with.
The good news is that talented
players such as linebacker Paul
Posluszny and running back
Austin Scott, who played as freshmen, now have a year of seasoning and three years left in the
program.
Paterno also showed that he
can still recruit. His latest class
was rated among the top 20 in the
country by most analysts. Prized
linebacker Dan Connor might
play immediately.
Plus, there is a sense of obligation among the players to protect
Paterno and his legacy.
"We have a responsibility to
get things back to the way it was
before we got here," lefferson
said. "We owe it to him. We owe it
to this institution."

Iison Ptotkin APPtnto

JOE PA: Penn State football coach Joe Paterno talks to the media during a news conference at media at State College on Thursday August
12. Paterno is trying to bring his team back to the glory days.

Overshadowed Gatlin runs race of life to take the gold
Gatlin becomes the
youngest to win the
100-meters since 1968.
By Rob Stater
IHf ASSOCIATED PRESS

lustin Gatlin was overshadowed
all weekend by a flamboyant
training partner and an illustrious
teammate. So he sped past both
of them, outrunning die fastest
Olympic field ever to snatch the
100-meter gold medal.
Gatlin ran the race of his life
Sunday to become the youngest champion in 36 years, barelv
holding off Portugal's Francis
Obikwelu and defending gold
medalist Maurice Greene to win
in 9.85 seconds.
"It's a new era for young athletes all over the world." said
WELCOME BACK

Gatlin, who at 22 is leading die
changing of the guard in track
and field. "Young guys, young
women, all of us are taking over.
Watch out, we're coming."
Obikwelu finished in 9.86 for
the silver medal. Greene, trying
to become the first man since
Carl Lewis in 1984 and '88 to win
back-to-back Olympic 100s. took
bronze in 9.87.
A third American, Shawn
Crawford, was fourth in 9.89.
Five runners broke the 10-second mark, and another — world
champion Kim Collins — finished in exacdy 10 seconds. It
was the first time in Olympic history that five men broke 10 seconds in a race. Four did it at the
1996 Atlanta Games.
It also was the closest finish
in an Olympic 100 final since

the 1980 Moscow Games, when
Allan Wells of Britain held off
Silvio 1-eonard of Cuba as the two
were timed in 1025.
Gatlin's previous personal
best was 9.92. He finished the
race with his mouth wide o|>en,
then dropped to his knees and
clasped his hands in prayer. Then
he jumped into the stands.
"The race was magnificent.
The only way I knew the race was
great is because I watched it on
TV" Gatlin said. "1 couldn't even
feel the race. I felt that 1 was 100
miles in front of everybody. It was
so close, but that's what I felt."
He is the youngest winner since
lim Hines at the 1968 Mexico
City Games. Gatlin turned 22
on February 10; Hines had just
turned 22 when he won.
Gatlin won six NCAA titles in

WELCOME BACK

his two seasons at Tennessee,
then won the 60-meter title at
the world indoor championships
last year. But the Athens spotlight
had been focused on the swaggering Greene, who was trying
to live up to the Greatest Of All
Time acronym tattooed on his
arm, and Crawford, who ran the
first round with a baseball cap
turned backward, pretended to
spike a football after the second
round and high-stepped the last
20 meters of his semifinal while
jawing at Gatlin.
As Greene wore shoes painted like the American flag and
Crawford wore one black spike
and one white, Gatlin's feet didn't
get a second glance — even
though they proved fastest of all.
Crawford gave Gatlin a huge
hug after his victory. Both are

trained by Trevor Graham, die
fomier mentor of Marion (ones
and Tim Montgomery — who
holds the 100 world record of
9.78, but did not qualify for the
Olympics and has been charged
with steroid use.
Earlier Sunday night, Gail
Devers' heartbreak in the
Olympic 100-meter hurdles continued as she was felled by injury
just steps into her first heat.
I k'vers, 37, who has three world
championships in the event and
the U.S. record of 12.37 seconds,
pulled up short and screamed
as she slid under the first hurdle.
She sat on the track for about two
minutes, rubbing her left leg and
grimacing.
Devers hurt her leg in practice
a week ago and wore a heavy
bandage during three rounds of

the 100 before being eliminated
in the semifinals Saturday.
1 ler failure Sunday may lead to
second guessing about Devers'
decision to ran in the 100 instead
of giving the spot to defending Olympic champion Marion
lones. Devers took the third U.S.
spot when Tom Edwards was
suspended for two years for
accidentally ingesting a banned
stimulant.
Devers has three Olympic
medals in the 100, but she
slammed into the last hurdle
while leading the 1992 Olympic
final and crawled to the finish
line in fifth place. In 1996, she
missed a medal by a hundredth
of a second. In 2000, she injured
GATLIN, PAGE 24
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Albers takes early lead
LPGA. FROM PAGE 19

into the clubhouse after being
brought in by a cart.
Norway's Suzann Pettersen
was a shot back of the co-leaders
at 4 under through 17 holes.
Nancy Scranton, almost 5
months pregnant with twins,
shot a 69 to share fourth place
with Patricia Meunier-Iebouc,
Dottic Pepper, 2002 Wendy's
winner Mi Hyun Kim, Lori Kane
and ii Yeon Lee. All but Lee, 3
under through 12 holes, finished
the first round.
Playing in the first group off
the tee, Albers took advantage
of mild conditions — the wind
picked up midday before the
storm clouds came — to post
her lowest score of the year. She
was even-par through her first
seven holes when she pulled out
a 9-iron on the 135-yard, par3 17th, which slopes from an
elevated tee with the green on
the other side of a large pond.
"I hit it thin and I was saying,
'Get up! Get up!' and it hit on the
front of the green and it rolled.
It was dead on the hole and it
just disappeared," said Albers,
whose only tour victory came
in the 1993 Sprint Classic. "1 said
to my playing partners. 'Please
don't tell people how 1 just hit
that shot.' It was a good miss."
Building on the hole-in-one,
Albers added three more birdies.
After hitting an 8-iron to 2 feet
at No. 2, she hit her second shot
over the green at the par-4 5th

and then holed a 40-foot chip
from the rough.
At No. 9, she chipped to 3 feet
to finish off her lowest competitive round since a 66 in last
year's State Farm Classic.
Han was 5 under through 13
holes when play was suspended the first time. She came back
to play three more holes, birdieing her 16th hole to regain a
share of the lead. She faced a
3-foot putt for par on the eighth
green when play was called off
for the day.
The South Korean won the
2003 Wendy's by rolling in a 25foot birdie putt to edge Wendy
Ward on the third playoff hole.
Asked why she plays so well at
Tartan Fields, Han said, "I don't
know why. I like these greens
and the speed. I like this course
and the course likes me."
Pepper, making a farewell
tour prior to her retirement,
celebrated her 39th birthday
two days late.
"It was a pretty good round.
Even on the first nine, when the
wind was howling, 1 hit some
pretty good golf shots," Pepper
said.
Wie three-putted from the
back fringe for a bogey at No.
14 and then dropped to 2 over
when she three-putted from 18
Keith Stakocic AP Photo
feet at No. 16. She rolled in an
8-foot birdie putt at the par3 17th to get to 1 over before ITS IN THE HOLE: Michelle Wie tries a little body english on the 18th
running into problems on hole hole of match play at the U.S. women's amateur August 12. Wie and
the rest of the LPGA are in Dublin for a tournament.
No.1.

Russian shot
putter under
investigation
GATLIN, FROM PAGE 23

her hamstring in the semifinal
and pulled up after five hurdles.
Also Sunday, Mizuki Noguchi
of Japan won the marathon over
the ancient course that gave the
race its name. Deena Kastor was
diird, giving the United States its
first marathon medal since loan
Benoit's gold in Los Angeles 20
years ago.
Two Swedish men won gold
medals in field events. Stefan
Holm won die high jump —
American Matt Hemingway got
silver— and Christian Olsson was
the winner in the triple jump.
Adrian Annus of Hungary
won the gold medal In the hammet throw. Greece's Fani llalkia
thrilled the sold-out crowd by
setting an Olympic record of
52.77 seconds in her 400 incur
hurdles semifinal.
Befitting this drug-plagued
year for the sport, officials said
die first woman to win a gold
medal at Ancient Olympia — a
Russian shot putter — is under
investigation for a positive test.
Irina Kor/hanenko's backup II

sample also came back positive,
die Russian Olympic committee
said.
Gatlin also has had problems
with drugs
He tested positive for an
amphetamine at the 2001 U.S.
junior championships. The drug
was contained in prescription
medication Gatlin had been taking for 10 years to treat a form of
attention deficit disorder.
The International Association
of Athletics Federations gave
liinr early reinstatement from a
two-year ban in July 2002. But
the IAAF said a second violation
would lead to a life ban.
Gatlin, a Brooklyn, N.Y., native
who now lives in Raleigh, N.C.,
said his victory was just the first
of what he hopes will be many

historic accomplishments,

"I said it was going to be the
most exciting race in the world,
and it was." he said."This is what I
train for, that's why I shoveled the
snow off North Carolina tracks.
That's why I'm here. I'm here to
win the gold medal."

Buckeyes are hoping to lay big hits on Guidugli and Cincy
OHIO STATE, FROM PAGE 21

esis in Guidugli. Guidugli nearly
lead the underdog Bearcats to
an unbelievable upset at Paul
Brown Stadium in Cincinnati
during OSU's stellar National
Championship season.
As a sophomore, Guidugli
threw for 324 yards and a touchdown against the 2002 National
Champion Buckeyes. In that
game, Guidugli finished 26 of 52

in passing attempts. Had he com- ' what we are going to do," Fraser
pleted two of those passes in the said. "He's a very smart quarterend zone which were dropped back - he knows dieir offense in
by his receivers, the game cer- and out. He's going to study us
tainly could have turned out dif- and Coach Dantonio is going to
have him prepared."
ferently.
Pressure, lack of time in the
Defensive end Simon Fraser
said being deceptive on defense pocket and big hits were the
will be the best way to prevent a recipe for disaster for quarterrepeated stellar performance by backs like Pickett, Ken Dorsey of
Guidugli and his dart-throwing Miami (Fl.) and leff Smoker of
Michigan State when they faced
arm.
"We just have to try to mask the Buckeyes' tough defense dur-

ing the last two seasons. Prase!
said the defense will be cooking up the same game plan for
Guidugli.
"We've got to be able to put
pressure on him - maybe get
him moving out of the pocket
here and there," Fraser said.
"Maybe get some hits on him,
get him out of his rhythm a bit
- make sure he just doesn't get
comfortable back there."
Senior defensive back Dustin

I ox said the secondary so far does
not have any special schemes for
Guidugli and said they will take
some time analyzing the Bearcat
quarterback.
"Not any more than any otlici
game." Ran Bald "He's a great
quarterback and they have I
great coaching staff down dicre.
We're just going to take it day by
day as we scout Dim."
Quite possibly the IHM defense
against the Bearcats will be a

good offense. The ability to run
the ball and eat time and yardage is a surefire way of keeping
Guidugli ;md his offense off the
field and on the sidelines.
Senior running back Lydell
Ross said the Buckeyes should be
able to tire up the running game
against the Bearcats despite the
loss of three key offensive linemen after last season.
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Geo course starts hike
By Carrie Whitaker
EDITOR IN-CHIEt

For mosl students, carrying a
small backpack isenoughforthe
first day of school, hut freshman
Liz Chibucos can't pack quite so
liitfit. I ler bags are not filled with
books, but with equipment to
camp and travel for nine weeks.
Chibucos, who is enrolled
in the new program called
Geoloumey, will travel with 19
other students and eight staff
members on a nine-week trip
around the United States.
Geojourney combines four
courses including; GEO 250 and
251, ACS 252 and ENVS 253. At
completion the students will
have earned Hi credit hours.
The courses have'no prereq-

uisite and fit into the Ohio Board requirements. Applications are
of Regents General Education evaluated on a case-by-case
requirements for natural science basis.
Last week, Chibucos and the
with lab (GEOL) and social scigroup began
ences (ACS
at the Field
and ENVS)
"It
will
be
a
lot
of
Museum
as well as
Chicago
the cultural hard work with long in
and are now
diversity in
days;
It's
not
a
nineat
Ranch
American and
A in Bulla,
week vacation"
international
Wyoming.
perspectives
JOEELKINS,
It's a very difrequirements,
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY ferent way to
accordbegin college,
ing to the
Geoloumey Web site, www.geo- Chibucos said, especially for a
music student.
joumey.org.
"Music composition doesn't
This means a student in nearly any major can take this class, really fit in, but I am going to
especially students who haven't study music theory (indehad classes that satisfy those pendently) while I am there,"

Chibucos said. "The professors
are really energetic about me
going ... and I know I will be
making a lot of friends because
we will be out there so long."
Joe Elkins, assistant professor of geology, said he has high
expectations for all the students
involved in the trip.
"I am glad this group is going
to be my first group," Fikins said.
"They are up to the academic
challenge."
It was also important the students in this class were up to the
physical challenge, Elkins said,
because the trip will take them to
24 states and 29 national parks.
"It will be a lot of hard work
GEOJOURNEY, PAGE 26
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WHAT A LONG JOURNEY IT WILL BE: Here is a map of the trek so far,
that the 27 participants in GeoJourney have covered.

Retiree
helps
library
By Titfani McKenzie
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Alumni gift benefits
'unique' program
I* In Mi

NEWS EDITOR

Photos by Ban Swanjn BG News

DONATION: Donald Nieman (above) dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, and director of the BG experience program, recognizes (from
left to right) Tom, Kiley and Marcy Orchard for a $250,000 to BGeX.

University graduate Tom Orchard wasn't around
to see the creation of the BGeXperience program.
But when he and wife Marcy, also a University
graduate, heard about the values initiatives program BGeX. making what University officials dub
a "unique" gift toward its success was an easy
decision, Tom said.
The Orchards donated $250,000 towards
the program and were recognized for their gift
Thursday at a ceremony in the Union. The money
will pay for stipends for student leaders and training workshops for faculty participating in BGeX.
"Their support for this program is absolutely vital to the success of what I think is a very
unique program," said Donald Nieman, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences. "A program like
this... is a very expensive one. And while it's a very
worthwhile investment in the success of our students, it's something that is challenging to cany off
at a time when state support for higher education
is in decline and continues to be in decline."
In its third year, BGeX is required for any student Irving in McDonald Quadrangle, Chapman
Community at Kohl Hall, Partners in Context
and Community in Kohl Hall, the Arts Village
Community in Harshman Quad, the Honors

Program, the Health Science Residential
Community and the President's Leadership
Academy. Commuter students could also sign up
for the program.
BGeX will expand to include all incoming freshmen next year.
Entering the University in 1970, Orchard
dropped out in 1973 before earning his business
degree because he didn't think he needed Bowling
Green and wasn't so sure that Bowling Green
needed him, he said.
But when he returned to campus soon after he
found the encouragement he needed in faculty
members, he said. It's University faculty that can
make a difference in students, Tom said, thanking
faculty members Thursday who will be teaching
BGeX courses.
"I was befriended by an advisor and a couple of
faculty members who all of a sudden kind of lit a
lire in me, a little passion in what I wanted to do,"
he said. "The amount of support that we can provide is nothing compared to what those of you in
this room are doing. Those of you who are making
a difference... understand the importance."
Albert Dzur, assistant professor of political science, has seen that connection with students
through the program. Dzur taught a BGeX course
in last year's program.

Many faculty and staff members
of the University have retirement
parties when leaving to commemorate their time here.
But, Janet Parks, professor in
Human Movement, Sport, and
Leisure Studies, decided to make
her own retirement parry into a
fundraiser to better the University
and leave something behind after
her 39 years here.
"Over the past several decades,
1 often stated that 1 should have
paid BGSU for letting me teach
here my first few years. When I
arrived in Bowling Green, I was
22 years old, immature, and relatively unprepared for the professoriate," Parks said in her speech
given at the retirement celebration.
The gift Parks has chosen to
give to the University is a $20,000
donation to the University libraries to turn the seventh floor into
a coffee shop and group study
area.
Parks gave her gift to the library
because students from all academic programs of the University
use die library, she said.
This project shows her respect
for the wide variety of students
she has taught throughout the
years, she said.
Also, the library serves the
community and not only the college population.
Parks came up with the idea for
this specific project after consulting Iorraine Haricombe. dean of
University Libraries.
Haricombe told Parks of the
students' wishes to have group
study areas in the library, tales
said.
Haricombe became aware of
the need for group study areas
after participating in UBQUA1,
a web-based survey for libraries
across the country to find out
students' perceptions of libraries,
Haricombe said.
PARKS, PAGE 26

Survey used to decide changes this year in dining halls, student union
By Nicole Oetao
CITY NEWS EOITOR

In response to an online dining
services survey last year, students
will now have more options for
eating on campus.
The survey indicated dining
services should increase their
quality on a more consistent
basis, and one suggestion was to
increase flexfunds for the limited

With this recommendation,
dining services increased the
allotted flexfunds from $75 to
$100 on this plan.
No additional flexfunds will be
added to the other meal plans,
but Gail Finan, director of dining
services, believes the increase on
the limited plan will be best.
"Last year I spent 1 spent a
lot of time working with student

was with the limited plan and
the money amount," Finan said.
"And that is the meal plan most
people buy."
Dining services has also
reduced prices on 327 food items
this year, and will hire a chef for
residence halls. The lower cost
items will include ice cream novelties, bacon, fresh fruit, trench
fries and erilled cheese sand-

According to Finan, these
reductions were made based
on student comments. She
researched food cost percentage
and competitor's prices to j. t
new prices.
"In response to the student
comments we felt we needed to
do that, and we are working very
hard to accomplish that," Finan
said.

Hall will have extra hours to take
advantage of the price reductions. Dining services decided to
open the Garden Terrace earlier
this year, and serve sandwiches
they usually made at night during the day too.
The Garden Terrace will also
have more food optioas, including a deli selection, salad selection and rotisserie.

ing services lias found an agreement for Starbucks in the BowenThompson Student Union. The
Carnation Cafe will be closed for
a short period while renovations
are made.
Students visiting the Black
Swam p Pub can expect additional
menu items there too According
to Finan, these extra items are an

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Travelers will
grow, learn
through trip

Textbook sellers provide tips
According to Kent Kokomoor,
manager of Bee Gee Bookstore,
this increase may prevent students from buying books carry.
"Anymore, a lot of students don't
buy their books right off the
shoe," Kokomoor said. "If you're
taking a business class you could
have a book that's $75. I've seen
a lot of tendency to put off those
purchases."
Waiting to buy books has
advantages and disadvantages.
Professors may switch the book

By Nicole Oelisio
Cltr NEWS EDITOR

Despite the rising cost of textbooks, load bookstore managers s.i\ Students can save money
In knowing where and when to
shop.
A study from the California
and Oregon Student Public
Interest Research Groups and
the OSPTRG foundation found
that students spend an avenge
of $H98 per year on books, 33
percent more than in 1997,

prior to the semester, causing
students an extra trip to the
store.
Students who wait, however,
may find stores are out of a book
when they shop. They may also
incur long lines. In this case,
Maureen Ireland, assistant director of the University Bookstore,
says buying early may be best.
"If you don't want to stand in
line, and the bookstore has a
return poliq', it wouldn't hurt to
get it early," Ireland said. "We

haven't noticed much of professors changing books."
The increase in costs is mostly
due to bonus features such as
CD-ROMS publishers include in
the books.
These -bonus features cause
publishing companies to make
frequent edition changes and
used textbooks then become
obsolete.
These edition changes occur
on average every three years.
Although updated information is

included, edition changes could
dampen a Ixxikstoressales.
Steve Donnelly, manager of
Student Book Exchange, said he
thinks the changes have affected
his business.
"They don't help, but it's an
option the author has." Donnelly
said. "The whole CD gig is an
attempt to curtail the used book
market. Students don't use CDs

6E0-J0URNEY. FROM PAGE 25

with long days," Elkins said.
"It's not a nine-week vacation."
The route for Geojoumey is
based on a similar trip Elkins
took while attending graduate school at the University
of Georgia. When he began
teaching here three years ago,
he brought the idea with him.
This class is not only a challenge, but is an opportunity for
students to learn about geology, biology and culture outside
of the classroom, Elkins said.
"Instead of studying a subject on a spherical world in
a cubical classroom, they arc
learning the subject in natural
context," Elkins said. "It is one
step closer to the truth."
The staff for the trip is made
up of eight members, si\
instructional teachers and two
cooks. Elkins said.
"Everyone — the students
and the staff — are going to
learn a lot about each other
and themselves," EUrins said.
"They are going to grow
together and as individuals,"
Elkins said. "Ijving together
requires mutual respect, while
building a learning community with each other — all the
time."
This opportunity wouldn't
have been possible without
the backing of the Geology,
American Culture Studies
and Environmental Studies
departments, Elkins said. He
hopes to offer this trip again in
the future.
"I am glad BGSU lias the
vision to encourage this idea,"
Elkins said. "It's a special
place."
Editors note: Keep your eyes
on the paper this semester pr
updates on the Geojoumey
class.
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Coffee shop, lounge provides relief to students
PARKS, FROM PAGE 25

Parks came up with the idea for
the coffee shop while studying
at the University of Wisconsin
Madison.
she came across the recreational reading room in the
library, which was being reconfigured into a coffee house.
I was absolutely transported
and, at that very moment. I said
to myself, "We must have one of
these at Bowling Green," Parks
said.
I laricoinlx'.UHll'anVscoiiibiiied
theft ideas and came up with a
two-phase project to take place on
the seventh floor of the library.
first, the group study areas

will be created, then the coffee fessor in the School of Art along
with four of her graphic design
shop, l^rks said.
Alex Wright, Undergraduate students, have come up with a
Student Government President, model for the seventh floor.
The model was
spoke at Parks' retireintroduced at Parks'
ment dinner. "The
retirement
dinner.
need for group study
I tike llughart, Tyson
is very large as teachI Inner. Chris Burke
ers keep assigning
and Steve Fowler are
more and more group
senior graphic design
projects—we need a
students working on
place to do them!"
the project.
Wright said.
The center of the
Parks said she wants
room will contain the
students to design the DR. JANET PARKS
coffee shop, and outproject.
side corners will be
"Janet is very, very
(liar about her wishes to involve designated group study areas.
Hie group study areas will be
students," I laricombe said.
Loraine Young, assistant pro- separated by panels, similar to

£fc
-**fc

Women'A "?it*eM
and rfev>6ic4 (fattvi

the group areas in the ITS lab
in the Union.
Luke Hughart describes tinroom as having a "rippling
effect" with the center being
the louder area and it getting
quieter as it goes outward.
llughart said they are planning on making everything
cool colors with an upbeat
feel.
"We're trying to stay away
from trends because we want

something long-lasting and
a good investment," llughart
said.
The students' next plan of
action is to fine-tune some
things on the model, llughart
said.

After the retirement dinner,
with donations from 250 attendants, the outlook is positive
for the project.
"We're well on our way to
the $50,000 mark," Haricombe
said.
Haricombe hopes to start
this fall with the group study
areas and have portions of the
floor completed by fall 2005.
No name has been decided
on for the area as of right now.
"I like to think of it as heaven
on seven," I laricombe said.
To make a donation, go to
http://personal.bgsu.edu/
- higli/ jparks/ post2.html.
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* Jewelry
# Earrings
* Diamonds * Bracelets

news
Cash or Check

ENGRAVING

Open Monday-Saturday • Corner ol Poe & Haskins (Fairview Plaza)

419-353-6691 • l-80l)or>9-39SS

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses Er Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Homier Street, Bowling (irwn. OH
Located Across From Taco Bdl.

RENTAL OFFICE 1419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Fridav X:30- (o 5:30
Saturda) - 8:30 to 5:00
ww v. ] ohn newloverralesta tr.com

Thayer Chevrolet - Toyota - Scion
Welcomes you to Bowling c//<■<•//
Serving our customers for over 65 years!
tt
Recipients of Toyota's President's Awards ^«^rT0Y0TA
SERVICE
ASE Certified
Technicians, Free

Shuttle Service,
Towing Service,
and Rental
Department
HOURS Ml 7:30-6 THUR 7:30-8 T

I

PARTS

BODY SHOP

Genuine GM and
Toyota Parts.
Daily Deliveries on

306 Industrial Pkwy.

Special Orders.
FREE quotes given.

Free Estimate

ASE Certified
Rental Cars
Frame Machine

HOURS M-F 8G THUR 8 H

We service all GM and Lexus vehicles

*Welco4He....

419-353-5751

1225 N. Main St.
www.ThayerBG.com

Let us provide you with Flowers
for any occasion!
We offer a wide range of floral gifts for
thai special person or event!
Come in today and select a plant to brighten
your dorm, apartment or office!

Smoovies! $*ooftues ujion a Movie tmn

End of Summer Back to School Special

•fr Smoothies: Over 40 flavors!
"fr Two great businesses at one
(Delicious fruit. 100% juice, non-fat)
location close to campus

Select 8" foliage baskets
rS«*Siii#ft
$14.99

it Bubble Tea: 20 flavors
(This drink will make you laugh!)

■fr Iced Coffee Drinks: 10 flavors

BGSU I

•fr Gourmet Stuffed Pretzels
906 Napolean Rd. (End of S, College Dr.)
Bowling Green - 4I9-353-838I
August hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 to 5:30; Sat. 8 to 4.
www.klotzfloral.com
"Northwest OhUtx Most C'nmplrie htorn uliure Shoppinn Experience"

N

t
Napolean Rd.

it Low Carb Smoothies and
Iced Coffee Drinks

"fr Largest movie title
selection in BG

* We are a movie

buffs ftnvfc*/
112 E.Washington
Bowling Green, OH
419-352-4171
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Book-buying woes relieved in off-campus stores
maikcd Internaimemathen there's some books marked
1 \i iiirtl editions.
m lit if in L That's
I li'il L u/it
i'ft nut
tional
not triii
the luuiLbook II've
got
witli texts — very rarely."
reported from the department, so you buy
Despite any bonus features, students can the book but then you can't return it to any
still lessen their overall Spending on these of the oilier bookstores at die end of the
books. Deciding how they will use the semester."
books may determine whether they need Students not buying from a bookstore or
new or used copies, or overall cheaper online also have the option to purchase
copies.
from friends.
Students should also consider the need for Increasing prices have caused students to
optional books. According to Kokomoor, buy from friends for many years. This can
students may or may not need these saw students from paying higher prices,
books.
however, Donnelly says it has not hurt his
"The off-campus stores tend not DO push business.
books that are optional," Kokomoor said.
"It hasn't changed since ISM." Donnelly
TD teB the student, Tne
said. "They do the same
stud)' guide's optional.
thing they did then.
"I think you're
You may want to go to
There's nothing new odier
going to save
class first and see if you
than die Net"
need it'"
No matter what stratemore on textAnother strategy for
gies students use to buy
books.
I
know
students is buying
books, Uiere may be a
books online. Internet
sticker shock upon receivyou've got to go
sellers may offer a biging a several-hundredacross
the
street,
ger used book selection
dollar textbook bill.
and students may find
but go across
Textbooks are free for
good deals on auction
most students before
the
street
and
sites and marketplaces.
reaching college, and
save $80 or $90." buying a few $40 or $50
Amazon.com offers
free supersaver shiphooks may be a shock
ping on orders over $25.
compared to paying $955
KENT KOKOMOOR, MANAGER OF
Barnes and Noble offers
for a paperback.
BG BOOKSTORE
free standard shipping
If students parents buy
on orders over $23, and
their books, they may be
five percent off with a Student Advantage unprepared for tile textbook expenseeat 11
Card.
lenn after paying tuition.
Buying online might carry disadvantages, According to Ireland, this slunk ma] be
however. I Inline return |*>lieies niav vary. lessened if students know ahead of time
and students will likely he unable to return how much textbooks cost. The University,
books to individual sellers. Students must Bookstore's web site oilers Information on
also factor in any shipping and handling.
where each textbook dollar goes, including
"There are some rides you can get cheat [
author Income and freight expenses,
er, however you always haw to factor in "I would hope that if they have already
shipping" Kokomoor said. "There's been researched Uieit college, they would kind
instances whenyoii buj online, the title is ot'know." Ireland said. "Theawrage on this
still the same and the author is the same, campus is S30O-S4O0 per semesta

IEXTBOOK, FROM
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m.n find
Bnd cheaper
Although students may
nnVm online
(iiiliiiii or
in through
trtmi mil friends.
it u >i n li Bowling
\ti ivnuiKi
prices
Green bookstores offer students many
advantages.
The University Bookstore has a massive
buyback at the end of every semester.
When a professor reuses a book, the store
tries to buy back every copy it will need for
the next semester.
Another advantage at the University
Bookstore is the availability of the Big
Charge.
"We have the Big Charge here, which is
only used in our bookstore and tiirough
dining services," Ireland said. "It is our
commitment to cany everything the
professor or instnictor asks us to ^^
carry."
A receipt and identification an
required for returns at the
University Bookstore. New
textbooks must not be
marked in or damaged to get
a full refund. Pre-packaged
items must remain
unopened. Pull refunds
are given on used and
unmarked new textbooks within three weeks
of the start of fall classes.
Off-campus bookstores
have fought for many
years to bring die Big
Charge off-campus.
For Kokomoor, this
option might bring
more business to the offcampus stores,
"I've had numerous students come in and say. Oh gosh,
I COuldVe saved if I bought
this off- campus.' Hut their
parents wanted to put
it on the Big Charge."

Kokomoor said.
Bee Gee Bookstore tries

to keep used
used book prices
pi ices down and not fix
! In >i r pikes
t \i u «>«. to
tit reflect
rt»(li <i't newpublishei
ni >i \- in IKIIL lim prices
iinnn
their
Kokomoor says he believes off-campus
stores try tO get more used copies, and
allow students to save at least 25 percent
i ill a new book,
"I think you're going to save more on used
textbooks." Kokomooi said.'I know you've

got to go across the street but go across the
street and stive $80 or $90."
A receipt is required for all returns at H<v
Gee Bookstore, and pie packaged Items
must be unopened as well.

Donneih,
Donnett) does
docs not taise
raise prices cm
on art)
any
1» n iL ■ at
ii Student
kh ul.nii Book
Itiml Exchange
tin ■ Imnii either.
fish—
books
He reiterated Kokomoorsstatementaboul
saving money with used textbooks.
"You save 25 percent If you buy used,"
llonnelK slid.'I don't raise pi II cs. I always
stay with the a
Donnefiy said he believes quick tines, a
good return policy and a friendly staff as
other advantages for students at his store.
Student Book Exchange has a n
return policy on textbooks, stalling the
day tail classes begin.
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^HENEDOWN
WITH srtcwa CUf STS

Tickets on sate NOW at *H Tlcketmait er outlet*.
charge by prune 419.474.1J33, online at Hrm.tlcketmaater.com
and available at ail Toledo area AIMED RECORO EXCHANGE LOCATIOAIBI

HEAPLINERS
VMririw.HeadllnertiToieila.cani
PHODLICED BV JIMP COIWCEHTB ai VEH8Q BHOUP

Get Great Prices
and Great Values
at Goodwill for your
Clothing and
Dorm Needs

The UPS
EARN**,
LEARN
Program

goodwill

Get up to
$23,000* in
Bowling Green Retail Store
1058 N. Main St.
Open 9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Monday - Saturday
Noon-5:00 p.m. Sunday
Goodwill Industries of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

College Education
CALL UPS TODAY! 419-891-6820
Foi additional information, please contact: Steve Eich (deltsje@upt.com)
or Jam! Rosier (jamiteei^bgnet.bgsu.edu)

Assistance!

1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537
www.upsjobs.com

"Oogtam guideline* Apply
Equal Opportunity Employer
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BGeX program praised by
alumni, friends of BGSU
Sin, FROM PAGE 25
"University teaching can
become routini/cd. especially
at a large university like Bowling
Green, hesaid.1 Studentscome
into large lecture halls, prate
sors come with prepared lectures—you knovi how it goes.
Bowling Green Experience
shakes thai up a little hit. It's a
wonderful way to have a little
bit of a liberal arts, a little hit of
an honors college feel in a first
semester freshmen class

has given to the University on
numerous occasions, including a $2 million donation in
October for student scholarships and the creation of an
endowed visiting professorship
in education.
"Through the gift, the
Orchards are not only going
to make this fine University
an even better university, but
a place where its students
become better people and citizens for our great country," he
said.

I he program also helps Dzur
to not only see his students as
"people who need to know"
course information, but people
who will have active roles in
society, hesaid.
The BGeX program makes
me see them as ... people who
take up roles that have importanl values attached to them,"
hesaid
This is the core of the program, said (leorge Mylander,
president
of the ' BGSU
Foundation, Inc.
Mylander

Schools shuffle roommates
By Sarah Sabalos
KNIGHT R10 0 [ R NEWSPAPERS

COLUMBIA, S.C — As a college freshman, you
need to learn a pastiche "I new things - auto
maintenance; sleeping through your roommate's
snoring: water Imagery in 19th-century Cnglish
poetry
Bui the most Important skill:' Diking care of your
health.
Most likely, you will get sick during your first
semester, rhe factors working against you —
stress, laic hours, cafeteria food, and the Petri
dish nl dorm living
are a recipe for malaise.
Your mom won't he there with her cold wash
cloth and TV tray, so recovery (and prevention)
are up to you
We gel a lot ot upper-respiratory problems and gastrointestinal illnesses," said Qcet)
lenkins. who's been the director of nursing ai the
University of South Carolina for IB years. The
seasons changing, and in the residence halls,
cine person gets something and it spreads."
She added thai monoiuiclensis an infection
that can keep iis hosi mil of commission for
weeks is another fairly common reason for t is
its to the health center
There isn't much you can do about mono
except trynoi to give it to anyone else (don'l kiss
or share eating utensils) while you're waiting for
it to clear up.
Intramural spoils account lor many student
injuries, so the university offers an orthopedic
clinic twice a week and a sports medicine clinkonce a week,
Baring disorders also are prevalent in university environments-- live percent to 20 percent of

college women are affected, depending on which
study you read.
"Eating disorders are a very secretive thing,"
said Janet Ziegler, a clinical psychologist at USC,
"so usually a friend or roommate or sister comes
in to talk to us. We do consultations on how best
to get help for the person they're concerned
about." Ziegler added that counselors are bound
by confidentiality laws and will not discuss a
Student's personal health care with his or her
parents.
Ziegler said that USC mental-health professionals see two or Uiree schizophrenic students
c« cry year, as well as a few with bipolar disorder.
For unknown reasons, both illnesses often reveal
themselves in early adulthood.
Another rare but serious college health concern
is mcningococcal meningitis, a contagious infection and inflammation of membranes and fluid
around the brain and spinal cord. It's caused by
bacteria or viruses (bacterial meningitis is especially serious).
According to the Mayo Clinic Web site, the incidence of meningitis is increasing among those
I5-2-1, and about 10 percent of cases are fatal. It
usually starts with a high fever, vomiting, headache and sometimes a stiff neck.
lenkins didn't recall any student meningitis
cases during her time at USC, but the Health
Center encourages students to be vaccinated
against it anyway.
"We have 5.000 letters going out about that,"
she said. "It isn't required, but we recommend it,
as well as a Hepatitis B vaccine.
"If there's a vaccine out there for anything and
vou can take it. vou should."

Welcome
BGSU Students!

Ban Swans* BGNews
DINING SERVICES: New changes planned for the semester to help ease cuts that began last year.
Sushi Thursday's" and "Pie in the Sky Friday" are two new additions. Dining halls will also be open
more hours.

Changes in Dining Services
to stay based on reactions
DINING SERVICES. FROM PAGE 25
attempt to draw more service at
the pub.
"We'll be offering a pub burger for one tiling, which I think
will enhance the menu," Finan
said. "The pub is not a well used
space, and we're trying to have
more venues in there to get
some organizations to come in
and have wing nights and taco
nights."
Along with possible theme
nights at the pub, the BowenThompson Student Union will
now haw Sushi Thursday's" to
coincide with the Tuesday even!
at Founders Dining 1 kill. I )ining
services will continue "Grilling
on the green," which was used in
the summer as a Tuesday lunch
on the Union patio, through
August and September.
"Pie in the Sky Friday" will
be a new addition at Founders.
Students will get a personalsized pizza and pick their own

toppings before employees cook
it to order for them.
i very time i mention that I
almost get a standing ovation,"
Finan said. "It seems like something students will really enjoy
doing."
Another change will affect
Students eating at football,
basketball and hockey games,
Students will have the opportunity to use their meal cards for
concessions at these games
I lining services plans to hire
more employees in addition to
their 7(H) In the wake of these
changes. Ihc\ hope to maintain these changes beyond fall
semester.
Finan said the longevity
of the changes will lie based
on student reaction, and dining services is anticipating the
return ot theii customers.
"At this point we're looking
for this as to being more permanent than one semester,*
Finan said. "Hut again, I listen

to what students say If the students say they don't like it, we
review all options. We're very
excited for everyone to come
hack and start eating with us
once again."

R & J Discount Outlet
Located in Kroger Plaza
1070 N. Main, BG 419-352-5542

ianae6

Mon - Sat 9 am - 7 pm Sun 11 am - 6 pm

On ■ none

20% off
ANY Product

20% off
ANY Service

w/select stylists, expires 11/30/04

w/select stylists, expires 11/30/04

Everything Here is
Between $1 &$2

•181 South Main-Bowling Green, OH 43402- (419)352-4101- (419)352-2611

Campus Pollyeyes & Pagliai's Pizza
Your Home Xown Pizza House
Welcomes Students, Parents, Friends & Conference-goers:
Come Enjoy One Of Bowling Green's Best Eateries!!
Campus Pollyeyes conveniently located 1 block from Offenhauer & McDonald!

Great Buffet Everyday!
All you can eat!
Includes Pizza, Soup
Salad and Breadsticks
At Pagliai's South location only

\l Free

/

| bottomless
• drinks with
full order of*
I stuffed breadsticks

■•.

. .-,-■

440 East Court Street
Bowling Green

*H

352-9638
seats 70 people

'
.-, .

i

When you can't come in...have it delivered!

i

11 Free jw^ i

i..,

i ■■■

|

m

| e>pifes315M no OIWdsaxjnB apply!

■

POQUQJ-S
*
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H

945 South Main Street
Bowling Green
352-7571

seats 120 people
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i
Napotoon Road
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• Pagliai's •
945 S. Main St.

;
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I eipres9i5M'r«oMrd'sauftap0y|
■ • Campus Pollyeyes • I
4
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■
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I (dine-in only)

bottomless
drink with
any buffet

X

I 4^^

-^J Gypsy l*r* HoM

Mastercard and Visa accepted

■

-

Candles
Kitchen Towels
Pot Holders
Shower Curtains, Caddys, Liners
Laundry Bags
Tableclothes
Kitchen Utensils
Large Selection of Magnets
Ash Trays
Incense 5 pack
4 pack Light Bulbs
Corkboard
Highlighters 4 for 1.00
Scouring Pads 15 pack
4 Pack Maxell Battery AA, AAA, Cs, Ds
Metal Street Signs
4 Outlet Power Strip

?m

nn

mi

Bring In This Coupon And
Receive Your FREE
Designer Sunglasses!!!

(Limit One Per Customer)
While Supplies Last!
Coupon Expires
9/1/04
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WELCOME BGSU STUDENTS
•

§

•

kstore

@ the Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Serving BGSU & the community for over 70 years
I

1

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS

Available in assorted colors.
Get them while supplies last!

A^fou

Every student must have one!
Customized with info just for BG students

Selected IbSV T-ShA.
Screen printed t-shirts in assorted
designs. Sizes S-M-L-XL

SM*

*§£■&
Reg. Priced $26.

Collect Zb'cYlo^brU
Duo pack in Red, Navy, Black,& Tan
Great for carrying workout gear and more!

l)'Ciiohayu &

4Rb

TWS&JSUS

Choose from:
• Spanish English Dictionary
• Merriam Webster Thesaurus
• Webster's New World Dictionary
(Available in the reference book
department.)

price
Pi\w\ Ifcdssiv^a
Special available 8/23 thru 9/5 in
the Peregrine Shop.

/ -inch size in assortea colors. While supplies last.

All sales are valid through Friday, Sept. 3rd.
* Not to be combined with any other discounts.
* While supplies last.

Methods of payment accepted:
BIG Charge, Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Cash, Check

m<+ *mm*n*mw.
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Laptops out,
Tablet PCs in

By Julio Ojeda-Zapata
KNIC.HI RIODFR NlrtSPAPf BS

SI PAUL, Minn. RorWinona
State University student Dust)
I Inke, taking notes In class used
in he something ol a circus act
Finke carried ,i laptop and
tapped inn tea on his keyboard,
Inn lir needed to sketch oui
charts and graphs, too. So he'd
balance the portable on his knee
while doodling ai his desk using
pen and paper.
Ih.it higgling an ends this
i.ill because I inke has traded in
Ins university-issued laptop for
,i neu kind ol portable tailed a
tablet PC The Windows-based
computers incorporate touchsensitive screens along with penlike siyli for electronic sketching
and hand jotting.
Southeastern Minnesota's
uinona State ibis summer is
handing oul more than 4,000
Gatewaj table) PCs to freshmen
and juniors in what is believed
in be the most extensive such
higher-education deployment
lhe portables, which are to gradu.ilh displace non-lablei laptops

the students have been required
io lease, begin formal use in the
fall term
tablet PCs from the likes of
Fujitsu, Gateway and Toshiba
comprise on!) a tiny fraction ol
I is. laptop sales. Bui on campuses around the country, the
newfangled tablets may be on
the verge of shaking up classroom instruction.
Mayville State University in

Colleges differ in
roommate selection
By Justin Pope
IMF ASSOCIATED PRESS

Mayvflle, N.I).. 20 miles from the
Minnesota border, will issue the
tablets i" all HIT students for use
this lall. Dakota State Uhtvenritj
in Madison, S.I)., will hand out
tablets i" freshmen and sophomores, more than 8(H) students
in all. Several other schools have
tested tables.
Main who have Iried tablet
i'i - say they have the potential
in revolutionize campus computing even in (heir current,
somewhat crude form because
ol portable-computing features
that, the users claim, lend themselves particularly well to higher
education.
[ablet users at Wlnona State,
for instance, aren't giving up
Standard laptop perks such as
keyboards and built-in CUrecording drives but are gaining
new capabilities.
rhe students now have the
option of scribbling nines long
hand on their touch screens
Students also can record lectures
PlKtan M. Ebenluck KRT PHOTO
and synchronize the audio with
handwritten or typed notes for TABLET PCS: Students at Winona state who had traded in their
paper and pen for laptops, will now be using the more portable
subsequent cram sessions,
tablets introduce the concept tablet PCs.
of electronic notebooks, which
work much like physical note- longer types. Tve never been one 2002 and remain works in pro
books bin allow users to colled for handwriting notes," he said. ress. As a result, the\ somriim
digital pictures, audio, movies But now he's thrilled "to be able give student users fits.
Hie tablets are "still bugg"
and animations along with text to fiandwrite and change it over
Students can create a notebook in type. Once you train (the tab
said Howard Sypher, he;
let), it's very accurate."
of Purdue's Department
for each class oi assignment.
Tablet-PC
technologies. ( Dinmunications, which h
lahiets also eliminate keyboard
which include a specialized used them in public-speakii
clatter, which drives some stu
\ ersion of Microsoft's Windows and communication-campaii
dents and professors batty
Mayville junior leremyl mid no operating system, have been i nurses.
only been available since late

BGSU

At Barnard College in New York,
administrators read over lifestyle surveys and even a student
essay in their efforts to make a
successful freshman roommate
match. At Michigan, they separate the smokers but leave the
rest to chance. The University
of Utah lets freshmen find their
own roommates from anonymous profiles online.
Part art, part science, the
roommate-selection process
will have a major impact on the
lives of the hundreds of thousands of new college students
due to arrive on campus in the
coming weeks. For many, it will
be their first time living with
a stranger, and die stakes are
high. If a blind date doesn't fly,
the pair can part ways forever.
But when freshman roommates don't get along, they may
be snick cheek by jowl for nine
months.
"If you want to go to bed and
they're staying up clicking on
their keys, instant-messaging...
it's going to make to make your
college experience miserable,"
said Stephanie Polak, associate
director of residence life of Rider
University in lawrcnccwllc.
N.J.
So how do colleges do it?
larger schools are more likely
to rely on computers, smaller
ones on the human touch.
Almost all ask a few basic
questions, like whether students smoke, stay up late and
consider themselves neat.
Lebanon Valley College in
Annville, Pa. asks students to

marie which adjectives from
a list of 30 describe them.
Since few match up perfectly,
lonathan Wescon, director of
residential life, and an assistant
dive in to the responses and
play it by ear.
"We're not necessarily looking to have best friends develop," Wescon said. "If they do,
that's a bonus. What we're looking for is them to be able to
communicate their needs and
frustrations."
Some colleges have lost faith
in their matchmaking skills.
Many say students often fill
out housing forms with their
parents hovering nearby, so
questions about smoking and
drinking are not necessarily
accurate.
Schools, including the
University of Utah, have handed the responsibility over to
the students themselves, who
can pick roommates after viewing profiles. The school says
requests for roommate changes
have fallen about 40 percent.
The old, paper-based system
didn't work for Utah student
laimes Myers when he arrived
on campus two years ago.
"We were hard-pressed to
keep a friendship or even a
respect between us just because
there wasn't a lot in common,"
he said. But last year, with the
new system, not one of the 36
freshmen he oversaw as a resident adviser had a roommate
problem.
"You could see a specific personality type in each room," he
said. "It seemed like the roommates were friends before."

www.PreferredPropertiesCo.com

student .
»alth service

Preferred
Properties Go.

Division of Student Affairs
Bowling Green State University

H<i"piir} tyou F'nJa P/tti

•■ 0""

• Updated Birchwood
• Triplex
• Mini-Mall apts

Piedmont
Haven House
Fox Run

& other locations!
Models Now Open!

KFlrSI

Extra Large Bedrooms!

i membership privilege to-

CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
• Professional Trainers Available
■ Newly Renovated!
•IndoorHeated Pool

Ministering
with both
Camlnis and
Community
1506 East Wooster Street
at the Southeast corner of the BGSU Campus
Worship
August 29 c\. September S
September 12 and following
9:00 .i.in. Contemporan, Service
11:00 a.m. Traditional Sen ice

IftOOajn.

Church School
10:00 am Classes for all ages
9:004 11:00 am Children's Worship
Come worship with our family this Sunday.
•Van Shuttle service available.
419 153-0682

www.fumcbgo.oqj

Join The ,
Newlove?
Family!
•
•
•
•
•

kUi.

» CHECK *
IT OUT
' TODAY! i
m .

w

Undergraduate Housini U
Graduate & Professiont U Housing!
No Parental Guarantee Needed!
Professional Managemt znt Team!
Pets Permitted in Some Rentals!
NEWL0VE RENTALS
332 S. MAIN ST. (our only office)
(419)352-5620
www. Newloverentals. com
Newloveinfo@Newloverentals.com

• Updated Lighting
• New Equipment
• Sauna

Call 352-9378 foi
709 S. Main St. Bowling Green, Ohio Ph* 419-352-0397

STOP IN AT 530 S. MAPLE, in B.G.
MON-FRhK \?K I 430 SAT: 10 2
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Young Ohio counselor found dead in California

www.bgnews.co
www.bgnews.com/nation

SWE

The bodies of Lindsay Cutshall, 23, of Fresno, Ohio
and Jason Allen, of Zeeland, Michigan were found
last Wednesday on Fish Head Beach. They were missionaries spending the summer as white water rafting
guides at Rock-N-Water, in the Sierra foothills town
of Coloma, about 40 miles east of Sacramento. Their
deaths are under investigation.

Ruling in case favors Boehner
Six-year old
court case settled
between two state
representatives.
THE ASS0CIAU0 PRESS

WASHINGTON — A
federal judge has sided
with Rep. John Boehner,
(R-Ohio), in his six-yeai
old lawsuit against Rep.
lames McDernintt, DWash., over an illegally
recorded phone rail.

Boehner
sued
McDermott after
a
Florida couple, using
a scanner, found and
recorded a 1996 conference call in which
Boehner, then-Speaker
Newt Gingrich and
culler House leaders discussed strategy involving announcement of an
ethics committee finding
against Gingrich.
The couple gave the
tape to McDermott, who
was on the ethics com-

mittee at the time, and
the contents ended up in
news stories.
In his decision Friday,
U.S. District Court Judge
Thomas Hogan ruled
that McDermott "participated in an illegal transaction when he accepted
the tape."
McDermott had admit ted leaking the taped
phone conversation to
reporters. But he argued
that he did not break
the law by receiving the

tape and that punishing
him for making it public
would violate his freespeech rights.
The judge, however,
said McDermott had no
First Amendment protection because he knew he
was receiving a recording that had been illegally
obtained.
Hogan set a hearing for
Sept. 16 to discuss whether Boehner should be
awarded punitive damages and attorney costs.

A statement from
McDermott's office said
the congressman disagrees with the ruling. It
said he believed impcir
tant public issues were
involved, and that he had
a right to release the tape
to the media.
Calls to the office
of Boehner were not
returned Saturday.
Hogan had dismissed
the case in 1998, saying
the charges amounted
10 partisan politics. But

a divided appeals court
reinstated it the next
\ear.
McDermott appealed
to the Supreme Court,
which sent it back to
the appeals court. That
court allowed Boehner
to amend his lawsuit and
argue it again.
The couple who taped
the c all pleaded guilty In
1997 to unlawfully intercepting a phone conversation and paid S500
each in fines.

Pemberville fair holds gross-out competition
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PEMBERVILLE
—
Katelyn Miller shoved her
head into a toilet bowl
full of chicken gizzards,
chicken necks, water,
Worcestershire sauce and
com, removing 16 pieces
of meat with her mouth.
"It was good." the 11
year-old said afterward
"I kept taking bites of it.
It kept falling out of my
mouth."
Miller was one of 20

people competing for
prizes this week at the
Pemberville Free lair in a
contest modeled after the
gross-out NBC TV show
le.n Factor."
Organizers of the fair
about 19 miles southeast
of I oledo call their competition ' Fail Factor."
Spectators gathered
around three seadess. tankless toilet bowls Ihnisclav
night to watch the Bis)
round, in which conies

tants had one minute to
remove as many pieces
of meat as possible with
their mouths. People overflowed from the stands,
and some took seats on
the asphalt.
Adults and high-schoolers competed in separate
categories for SI00 prize
packages that included
compact discs, DVD
movies and gift certifi-

Quite a mouthful:
Samantha
Worthington, 14,
left and other
contestants
compete in "Fair
Factor", a contest
similar to the NBC
television show,
"Fear Factor", at
Pemberville Free
Fair last Thursday.
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Animal House
A Full Line Pet Store & Grooming Salon

StoeWSi^1

Reptiles • Small Animals
mefenw

Locations

Super Jeds I:

2531 S. Reynolds Rd.
Toledo, OH 43614

Super Jeds II: 35 E.Alexis Rd.
Toledo, OH 43612

Dog & Cat Supplies
Feeder Fish

HRS: Mon - Sat. 10am-7pm

Grooming Drop Oft
Monday - Friday 8-9am

Now Booking Appointments For A New You!
Come Experience Our

New Tanning Bed
52 bulbs w/side, Shoulder
& Facial Tanners
The Best BG has to offer!

Services:
Massages, Facial, Waxing, Manicures,
Acrylic Nails, Pedicures, Sunless Tanning

1616 E. Wooster, Ste. 15

419.353.4757

I'UT-IN-BAY, Ohio — Health
officials said yesterday that more
than 100 additional cases of a
gastrointestinal illness have been
confirmed among visitors to this
resort area.
Researchers have identified 630
cases, up from 510 on Saturday,
said lay Carey, a spokesman for
the Ohio Department of Health.
Interviews still need to be done
with 192 people who have reported symptoms, he said.
Most people have said they
suffered from cramps, diarrhea,
nausea, fever and chills within
two or three days of visiting lake
I.tie's South Bass Island.
Carey said tests have confirmed cases of salmonella, norovirus and campylobacter among
the victims.
Most of the people became
ill within the past three weeks,
including as recently as Friday,
but some cases date to June,
Carey said Sunday.
No cause has been found and
nothing has been niled out, he
said.
"What we're looking for now is
other commonalities their visits
may have had," he said.

Vineyard
Church
in Bowling Green

1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green, OH 419.686.8117

CUT-RATE

-^

Full Service Hair Salon
Complete Hair Service
Includes:
• Styling & Design • Perms
• Color & Highlights
• Special Occasion Up-Do's

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere

vj^dir, A -HZ-O^;

^etVAe^otA
10% off with valid BGSU I.D.

More cases of island
illness found in Ohio

Sunday <g> 10:30 am

& Grooming
Insects

BRIEFING

.demonstrating passion for God &
compassion for people..

Birds & Fish Supplies

MOW HIRIN6 SERVERS
Apply at
either
Super Jed's

Exotic PetS (tarantulas, scorpions, corn snakes, etc.)

BG NEWS

^TOBACCO
1 1 80 N. Main Street (next to Ihe Woodland Mall)
(419) 352-5989 Mon-Fri: 9-7 • Sat: 9-6 • Sun: 11-5

Jttf

&
M

Marib* wo
$27." t :tn.

Basic
$23.«ctn.

Parliaments
$3.°* pack

rJ^Hf?Lor>

££°**

V Browse ou r walk-in Humidor for Arturo Fuente, Montesino, Macanudo.
V Padron anc i many more!
^f From value r. xiced to Flavored Exotic, cigarettes- all at absolute state
^f minimum pric es.
^Complete Roll-Your-Own supplies, check Jf out!
V 30 flavored blunt wraps starting as low as 30c
^it Register for weekly $25.°° gift certificates it
Vou won't believe our LOW PRICES!

^MMHjWpPM
PiWiTlfflflifn?

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking.
It's as easy as:
The high-risk drinking rate has decreased 2.3%
since 2000.

STUDENT UNION
WaPiP'sfrbi
THOMPSON

0 Flexible scheduling aroui
around classes.

Almost 99% of BGSU students do NOT drink daily.
Wandy'a at the BGSU Union

When BGSU students drink, most (70%) choose a
designated driver.

Open 7 day* a week
Sun-Thura 10am-2am
Frl-Sat 10am-1am
419-728-0300
BGSU • peflorla.com

Brought to you by Wellness Connection, Student Health Service, and ODADAS.
Data from the 2002 ACHA Health Assessment

MI

050% discount on food while working.
Stretch you Flex Funds!
0 Potential to earn $1,000 scholarship
after working 520 hours.
0Meet new friends on campus while
earning money.
0Start early to get your first choice of scheduling.

Apply on-line at www.pertoria.com
Click on the BGSU link under Locations.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Misinformation stands in way of
college for Mexican community
I y Maria Sacchetti
I MRUS

iHUAYO, Mexico
IWs is a
iree stoplight < it> in the southi entral si.uc di Michoacan, far
om the U.S. Mexico border. Hm
what happens in cities like these
i having a dramatic effect on
ibUc schools IN Orange County,
i alif., and elsewhere in the
i nited States.
In two decades, immigrants
id theii mostrj American-bom
liUdren have turned Latinos into
rgesl group of students in
public schools. I or immigrant
;-. moving in the United
Is supposed looffei ahighomeand bettei sc hoob.
Poi Latinos, however, high
, ropout rates and low achievepersist on Ixuli sides ol
inter. National and local
- in ilu' United States show
nosi Latino parents would
i c theii children to go to colbut many doubt that the)
i in achieve ii because ol poverty,
imalion and a deep mis
Handing of how schools
\,.>ik.

t k long \isii to one neighfa irhood in Sahuayo
a cnj
in that has sent so many
.mis to Orange County
i npic here call Santa Ana.
i ilii.. "Little Sahuayo" — shows
nmigrant parents' doubts
. bout schools begin In Mexico
Sahuayo is where adults learn
to believe that government aid is
S nee. Ihey learn that the pool.

en those who stud) haul, are

£

often denied even a high-school
education.
Ilu\ learn that college is a
gamble thai max never pa) oil:
nigh school students know the)
can earn more on an assembly
line in California than as hook
keepers in Sahuayo.
In California, (here are more

universities, more financial aid
and a highei average return on
a college education. But surveys
show that many lalinos are
unaware of the help available:
Financial aid. in Sahuayo,
student loans are unheard of, and
lliesuppt) ol scholarships doesn't
come close to the demand.
In California, even mediocre
students are guaranteed financial aid it ihey are in need. But
surveys in < Irange i ount) and
nationwide show that most
Latino parents knov little about
financial aid.
\, i ess to colleges. The nearest major university to Sahuayo
is about two hours awaj in
Guadalajara, a city in Jalisco state
[battend, students would have to
move there an expense many
families cannot afford. \ small
college is in the next town from
Sahuayo, but ii oilers a limited
number ol majors.
In Orange County, families live
minutes away from major universities and community colleg
es.Yel main saj the) have never
visited them.
I OM expectations \ majority
of people in Mexico never make
ii to high school, and those who

do face tough odds to graduate.
In Sahuayo, many classrooms are
i rumbling and so crowded thai
thej run In double shifts.
Coming to California doesn't
necessaril) change immigrants'
impiess.onolschools. Thousands

oi I adnos are in crowded schools
in poor neighborhoods. The)

Mine low on standardized tests,
have high dropout rales and

graduate larger) unprepared for
college.

In Mexico,education is improving. The high school graduation
rale has doubled from one gen
ci.ilion lo the next, according to
the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development,
based in Paris. Nearly one in Ii)
adult Mexican immigrants in the
United States finished college.
according lo a 2002 Study by the
Washington-based Pew I Qspanic

Rue Palmisano W Photo

(I'nle.r.

liul progress is slow. Faith in
the abOit) ol schools to help the
poorest lind a better life varies
widely, even in tight-knit neighborhoods In Sahuayo. where
brick houses run together in one
long ribbon from the plaza to the
lop ol'ascraggly hill.
Some have hope, like Maria
de los \ngeles Gil. a school janitor. Her daughter won a scholarship in high school to help COV6I
expenses. ( aulioiisly, ihey are
making plans to send her lo college.
Around the comer, a group
of boys is already planning to
drop out of school. Above all else.

COLLEGE EDUCATION IS UNATTAINABLE FOR FAMILY: Maiia de los Angeles Gil is a live-in janitor at
Arnaga Elementary in Sahuayo, Mexico, where she shares three rooms with her family. She believes in
education and pushes her children to excel in school, but lacks money for them to attend college.

Sahuayo is famous for iis haul
workers, and they include children like shoemaker lull.in ()rda/.
II. His future making SU sandals
to sell in California.
\ lew blocks uphill. Rosa
Elena Arceo, 18, has the first high
school diploma in her family
and mixed feelings about staying
here or moving to the United
Slates. Immigrants who work in
California can earn more lhan
the) can In an office in this town.

These three families have one
thing in common: Bach is related
in someone who has left for the
United stales. Immigrants cross
the border seeking a better life,
bin In California a college education for their children often
becomes as remote a dream as It
was in Sahuayo,
On both sides of the border,
work becomes the onh, sine
thing.

CUSTOM IMPRINTED HI ARABLES

A.A. GREEN REALTY, INC.
Mobile Home For SALE!
Lot 48 Parkview Mobile Home C!
2 beds, t bath. Good Condition
Priced at $6900

SCREEN PRINTING
SWEATS
HATS
TEES

•
•
•
•

WHY LATINO STUDENTS?
• Little access to major
Universities in their home areas.
• Low expectations of the culture
due to stereotypes surrounding
educational backgrounds.
• Financial aid is rarely readily
available In particular small
communities such as Sahuayo.

Education Express, LLC

EMBROIDERY
LADIES TEES
JACKETS
JERSEYS

n +o»vn for every teachers needs

rues naf Thure. 10-7; Fn I&6 Sat 10-5
Closed Sun & Mon

OPtN MON.-ERI. 10-6 P.M. TIIES. 10-5 P.M.
aacdspe@aardvarkspe.com
888-955-5075

For more information
Call Mike at AA Gieen Realty
419-352-5331 Ext 77

419-354-6686

479-354-34S5

Your source for:
Hemp Tees • Tie Dyes
Frogg Toggs

902 1, WoosriR

1039 Hiskms. Rd, BG
(in tha Falrvlaw Plaza)

i Tjiill 11 c] i i tTt I"HJ

ST.

GRAND RE-OPENING

Come experience the 0357 sound system in BG, while our Video JocKeys
create an audio-visual show featuring all of your $£W2XMM3 music videos with
/^IMVA^BBS>special effects on 2 jumbo projection screen plasma TVs!
[FRIDAY-Under
21]
der2i]

DRINK SPECIALS

COLLEGE ID NIGHT
Show your Student ID»&& save
$1 OFF Cover Charge All
Ml Night
ge
No Cover Charge
21 and Over

With the ONIYFull Service

OUTDOOR
TIKI BAR
inBG!

b

[WEDNESDAY]
$1- 16OZ Domestic Drafts
$2.50-Bombs
$1.75- Coronas
[THURSDAY]
$1.50- 16oz Domestic Drafts
$1.75-Amaretto Sours

[FRIDAY]
$1.75- Molson & Molson
Light Bottles
$1.75-Molson Light Draft
$3- Bombs

ATTRACTIONS
- Coldest Beer
• New B;
Bar
~—
r Plasma TVs
Video
VIUCU J
Jockeys
.GGlycol
|ycohCooling System
,

—

[SATURDAY]
$1.75- Corona & Corona
Lig
$1-75-Long Island
oaruraays
Saturday

WE ARE NOW OPEN ONE HOUR EARLIER from 9PM to 2:30AM every WED - SAT

238 N. Main St., BG

(419)323-7511

$J./5
CORONAS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Ohioans enjoy
their own kind
of reality show
at free fair

Ohio soldier killed in Iraq

THf
THf i^cnniTrn
ASSOCIATEO potcc
PRESS

C0I.UMBUS, Ohio - An
Ohio soldier was killed in
Iraq when a homemade
bomb went off near the
Hummer he was riding in,
his sister said Saturday.
Lt. Charles l_ Wilkins
HI. of Columbus, died
Friday, Lorin Wilkins said.
He served with the 216th
Engineering Battalion of
die Ohio National Guard,
based in Chillii-nthe.
Army officials told the
family Friday night that the
explosion killed another
soldier and wounded two
others, Lorin Wilkins said.
"They said he was

returning from an assignment." she said. ITie family was unsure of where
the explosion happened.
Charles Wilkins, 38,
deployed in tebruary, and
was looking forward to
helping rebuild Iraq, his
sister said. The family last
heard from him in lury.
"He said he was going to
be on special assignment
and said he wouldn't be
in touch with us for a little
while," she said.
Charles Wilkins enlisted in the Air Force right
after graduating from
St. Charles Preparatory
School in Itexley, where he

played football. He joined
the National Guard after
getting out of the Air Force
because he wanted to
be an officer, said Lirin
Wilkins, of Columbus.
F.ven with his hectic schedule — Charles
Wilkins worked as a transportation planner, and
attended law school at
Capital University in addition to his military obligations — he always had
time to take care of his
family.
"He made sure everybody was taken care of.
Even with his busy schedule, if you called him and

^ak

need something, he'd be
there," lorin Wilkins said.
"But even when he was
gone, he made sure the
family was taken care of
and provided for. He sent
money back home. If he
couldn't be here he made
sure things were taken
care of and we had money
to take care of things if he
couldn't take care of them
himself," she said.
Charles Wilkins quit law
school, his sister said.
"The military came
first and he'd have to quit
school or whatever. He'd
take it with a grain of salt
and do his year over," she

"Even with his
busy schedule,
if you called
him and need
something,
hed be there."
LORIN WILKINS, SISTER
said.
Charies Wilkins got his
ordertoshipaweekbefore,
so Lorin Wilkins only talked to him on the phone
before he deployed.

"He told me to take care
of his house and his cat.
I told him to be safe and
to come back soon," she
said, her voice choking
Capt. Nicole Gabriel of
the Ohio National Guard
said she could not confinn Wilkins' death or give
any other information
until the Department of
Defense released information about the death.
Wilkins is among more
than 30 Ohio soldiers and
Marines killed in Iraq
since the war started. He is
survived by his parents, a
grandmother, two sisters,
a niece and a nephew.

FAIR FACTOR, FROM PAGE 31
cates from local businesses, saitl
Audra I leadlcy, one of the event's
organizers. The final round was
scheduled for Saturday night
Kyle Turner, 18, of Perrysburg.
said winning a prize wasn't his
main motivation.
"I wanted an excuse to eat
gross stuff." he said.
Turner got his wish during the
pizza-eating portion of the con
test, when he was treated to toppings that included live worms
sardines, black olives and hot
peppers.
Headley, owner of the Front
Street Cafe in Pembervillr, ere
ated the recipes used in both
events.
T just made it up," she said.
"I'm sick."
Making matters worse, tin
womis wiggled and squirmed
as if trying to escape—ascontes
tants bit into them. Contestant
also weren't allowed to eat the
worms all at once to get them out
of the way first.
"It was horrible." said Samatha
Worthington, 14, of Dickey
"When they squirm, it's nasty."
Ryan
Frankart,
27,
ol
Pemberville, was one of the last
est in the adult division.
"Mix the womis with all the
toppings, and you can't even cast)
them," he said.

NEW SECURITY Hybrids in Yosemite Park
!H[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

DETROIT (API — Hybrid
engines using both diesel
fuel and electric power will
be used to run some buses in
Ybsemlte National Park — a
move aimed at curbing emissions in the nature preserve.
Eighteen of the new 40- foot
buses are scheduled to go into
sen u e in the park in May
2005. All will operate with
diesel-electric hybrid engines

from General Motors Corp.
The new buses offer up to
60 percent greater fuel economy and 90 percent cleaner
emissions than diesel buses.
The diesel-electric hybrids are
also quieter than traditional
designs.
Hybrids draw power from
two energy sources, typically
a gas or diesel engine combined with an electric motor.

CHINA
VILLAGE

Management Inc.

134 W. Wooster
352-0528

Welcome Back Students!

We Care About
The Water You Drink

WELCOME
STUDENTS!
THE OriLY
CHINESE RESTAURANT
DOWMTOWN

GREAT
ATMOSPHERE

• Just 30C a Gallon

PICK-UP

1

Chemical & Sodium Free
' Natural Hydration
1
Serviced & Sanitized Daily
1
Open 24 Hours
1
Tested By the State
- Self Serve - BYOB
NAMA Approved

Waiermill
Express
(Look For The Watermills)

(next to Pagliai's, BO)

DELIVERY

DIME in

M

BCiSL

Now Renting:
Running a special on a few
2 bedroom apartments and
3 bedroom townhouses
left for this year.

1045 N. Mam St. 7B
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

www.msccab0.com
Hour*: 8:00-5:00 Mon-Fri
(419)-353-5800

V\ ORSHIP: (across from McDonald Dorm Parting l.oti
■ Weekend LihirgiRK - Sat. 5p.m.: Sun. 10 & Noon. 7:00p m
• Sacrament ol Reconciliation - 4 15-4:45 Saturday or by
appointment.

VOLUNTEER SERVICE:
• Opportunity to tutor • Service in soup kitchens
• Involvement in social justice issues, etc

We will begin renting fo' next yeai
starting in November

WWW.sttoms.com/email: infn@sttoms.cnm

BGSU and Microsoft offer software at huge discounts

WIN A LAPTOP

BGSU students can purchase Office Pro for Windows or Office for Macintosh
and Windows Professional Upgrade software at discounts of 83% to 94%.
Students can purchase the software using BiG Charge at the BGSU Mam Campus

2 Convenient BG Locations
South: 989 S. Main

Serving theCuholk Community

GREAT FOOD
l m
g %

HYBRIDS & YOSEMITE
Yosemite is planning to
put 18 new hybrid buses
in the park by May 2005.

ST. THOMAS MORE
UNIVERSITY PARISH

•\

M&HmnAFPiH!,!
SURVEILLANCE: Charles Stallworth II. far right, director of the Office
of Air and Marine Operation of the U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement spoke during the dedication of the Bellham Air and
Marine Branch near the US-Canada border, the first of five planned
facilities across the northern border planned to increase securty and
surveillance of activitiwes along the border.

HYBRIDS
Hybrid cars draw power
from two energy sources,
gas or diesel engines
combined with an electric motor.

North:1058 N. Main
(next to The Pharm, BG)

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Bookstore and BGSU Firelands Bookstore. Students who purchase this software
will be entered in a drawing for a Dsll Latitude X300 Laptop with
• Pentium M Processor
• I 2 GMz with 12 1 XGA Displev
• 1024 MB DIMM
• 60GB Hard Drive

• Floppy Drive

^ ^ 4>. 4^ -^ ^ ^ 4>. ^
YOGA... PILATES

• 56K Internal Modem
• Fthernet. Wireless
•8XDVD.RW! .
• 128MB USB Storage Device

• Leather Carrying Case
• Windows XP Professional

• Office Pro for Windows
Winner will be announced at the
BGSU Tech Fair, October 21, 2004.
Students will be requited to stg/< an acceptance 'cm at
time of purchase Only one copy of each software title
and version may be purchased

in ti relaxing and well-appointed
studio setting

^fc Quest

A

322 North Drove Street
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

Fall Sessions begin August 30
10% student discount with
proof of student identification
Offering a variety of 00 going Hatha
Yoga classes, on all levels
A team of experienced and certified
Instructors
Wednesday noon "PilatM I unch Bunch"
45 minute express class
Yogilatcs. a fusion of Yoga and Pilates
combining the best of both
Customized athletic team Pilates
conditioning available

•4

What is Pilates Mat? Pilates coneenirates
on improving flexibility, posture, slamina, and
overall strength through controlled bod) toning
movements' and coordinated breathing.
Hor information:
-mail vuqinidarw aol.com or call 419-352-8668

£

4. 4>- -<k •& -& •<&-<&-&-&■

WELCOME STUDENTS
Check Out Our Selection of BGSU Merchandise!
• T-Shirts
• Sweatshirts
• Hats
• Coffee Mugs
• Jewelry Gold & Silver
•/ Pencils

BG'S BEST
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!
In house embroidery and sewn on letters.
Over 400 fabrics to choose from.

U©Y HEM
• JEWELRY AND WATCHES • FLIP FLOPS • BELTS • BODY
JEWELRY • TOTES AND PURSES (WITH ADDED PERSONALIZATION)

• Flip Flops
• Jackets
• Baby T
• Baseball T
• Charms
• Window Stickers
• ID Holders

Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise
•Baby Tees • Sweatshirts • Hats • T-Shirts • Totes
• Jackets • Shorts • Skirts
Wood Products
1
Paddles • Letters • Frames • Ana Much More!
Book your paddle party now for 20% off

Collegiate

Connection

• Stationary
• Blankets
• Mom & Dad
• Sweatshirts

531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333
Mon.-Thurs. 10-8 • Fri. 10-6 • Sun 12-5

e
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Rising tuition Campaigns reaching
unnecessary
out to younger voters

By Michael Barnett
KNIGHT RIDDER

When officials al u.s. colleges
hike tuition, they say the extra
revenue is being used to fund
academic programs. Ohio
University professor Richard
\{'(l(lci disputes these officials'
claims, and pins forth lii~ own
theory ol why tuition is increasing: private and public universities are egregiousiy inefficient
In a speech ai the I leritage
Foundation on Tuesday. vedder,
author oFGolng Broke by Degree:
Why College Costs loo Much,"
chastised colleges for exacting
from students enormous sums of
money, only to use that revenue
to fund non-academic endeavors. According to vedder's cal
eolations, onh 21 cents ol each
tuition dollar is used to fund academic programs,
I he rest of the money, lie

said. Is Instead financing quality of lile Improvements, faculty
pay raises and a bloated administrative bureaucracy tuition at
public and private universities
has skyrocketed In recent years,
with some institutions charging almost $35,000 for a year ol
study
Vedder said college officials
are able to spend money at their
discretion because most higher
education institutions are nonprofit organizations, which are
not subject to scrutiny from
investors, tinlike private companies unli shareholders.
"There tire virtually no incentives at a university to be efficient," he told the 60 people
attending the speech at the
Heritage Foundation, a conservative think tank in Washington.

I lie failure of the government
and financial markets to steer
spending priorities allows colleges to lx' 'indifferent or hostile'
to change, vedder said.
I le also brushed off suggestions that tuition is rising to combat inflation by pointing to his
rinding that paying for coflege ba
much bigger burden on a family
today than it was 10 years ago.
The evidence is crystal clear
that the cost of higher education
is rising greater than prices in
general," he said.
ForVedder, an Ohio University
economics professor, criticizing colleges does not mean he is
thumbing his unseat a wurld that
nurtured his studies and brought
him prestige.
Several times during the hourlong speech, Vedder referred to
his love fol higher education, and
said, "America is a better place
because we have universities."
But he also emphasized that
while universities always will play
an Important role, they will need
to In ■come inure efficient or risk
pricing out potential students.
In his book and at Tuesday's
discussion, Veddersuggestedsei
era! ways thai lawmakers and college officials could become more
productive and stave off even
higher tuition prices. Vedder said
the federal government should
mandate that professors leach
more classes, which will reduce
the need to hia' more Instructors, i le also suggested that state
governments eliminate subsidies
that are being used by colleges
for non-academic purposes.

k out:

BGNew
.coir
mm^x
113 Railroad St.
(behind Shed)

419-354-2016
Specializing in hair coloring
Offering full line of hair coloring,
perms, haircuts, waxing, acrylic nails,
spa manicures and pedicures

By Gavin lesmck
KHIGHt RI00ER

When incoming freshman pull
into their dorm parking lots for
the first time at the University of
California in Berkeley, they will
be greeted by a swarm of loud,
clipboard-wielding upperclassmen with one thing in mind:
registering as many students as
possible to vote in the Novei n her
election.
Kalin McKenna, who will he
a senior at UC-B in the fall, has
been active in registering both
students and citizens since her
sophomore year. This year, she
said there is an added energy
toward mobilizing the younger
population — people aged 18-24
— because in an election promising to be close, new voters
could make all the difference
"We're such an untapped
resource with so much power
behind us," she said. "We could
be the deciding factor in the
election, and that's exciting."
McKenna is not alone in her
efforts. In addition to similar
community-based programs
at college campuses across die
country this election is witness
to the largest national youth voting campaign ever. Nonpartisan
groups like Rock the Vote.
Smackdown the Vote, the New
Voters Project and others will
spend an estimated $40 million to publicize their messages.
IJkeminded groups are blanketing television, radio stations and
billboards with advertisements
and (angular Wireless customers can even liegin the registration process through their cell
phones.
Rock the Vote, one of
the largest organizations, works
to register new voters through
an alliance of hundreds of
entertainment icons preach-

ing the same message, mnning siid. "It's a close race and there's
the gamut from popular bands a lot of drama. And the cam(Aerosmith, Dave Matthews paigns are mobilizing on camBand) to actors and comedi- puses in the fall, but I anticipate
ans (Ben Stiller, David Spade) it's because many of these issues
to sports stars (Drew Bledsoe). have become salient with the
Through partnerships with MTV young voter."
BET and Time Warner, Rock the
Tedesco, though, isn't content
Vote has registered 400,000 vot- to rely on voter interest to generers so far and will register 600,000 ate record numbers at the polls.
more before the election.
He is also a regional coordinator
Washington, DC. Rock the with Uvote2004, an association
Vote Director
of 28 colleges
Hans Riemer
and universi"The
elections
are
so
saidthegroup's
ties that regefforts
are tight and the public isters voters
empowering
and engages
is so split and
young people
students in
to choose the people know that a
politics.
president.
Tedesco said
few
hundred
votes
"The electhere has been
tions are so
can swing states" no great surge
tight
and
in youth votthe public is
ing since the
so split and
age limit was
HANS RIEMER,
people know
lowered to 18
ROCK THE VOTE DIRECTOR
that a few
in 1971.Patrick
hundred votes
Mayna rd
can swing [states]," he said. "And 8/22/04 don't start a sentence
then you have a population that with a conjuntion ('but')He
can shake up the whole elec- thinks ih,a could change with
toral calculus. Seventy percent of this election.Patrick Maynard
young people who are registered 8/22/04
to vote do actually vote in the
"I think this election is going
election."
to be the turning point," he said.
Dr. lohn Tedesco, an associate "Pan of it is 9/11, part of it is
professor in political communi- the candidate's appealing to the
cation and the director of gradu- issues. But I think the efforts by
ate studies at Virginia Tech, said groups like the one I'm a part of
the movement to register new are going to be productive."
voters is coinciding with an
The New Voters Project takes
increased interest among young a somewhat different approach
people in the election. He said to the youth voting campaign.
young people are naturally tak- Rather than directing its efforts
ing an interest in the process in nationally, the non-partisan
response to events like 9/11, the group focuses on six states with
2000 election fiasco and the wai a population of more than 2 mil in Iraq.
lion potential young voters com"In general, college students bined. There, the group develreflect what we see around the oped grassroots campaigns with
country — we see the country college campuses, high schools,
more involved politically," he Internet sites and community

Black Swamp Players

Women's Color
& Highlights

1/2 off

$10.00 off

1 st Visit

1 st Visit

groups as well as door-to-door
and public event drives to target
non-students.
The group will register at least
260,000 voters in those states,
but the campaign doesn't end
there. Communications coordinator Adam Alexander said
the group will follow up with
each person they register and
make sure they plan on actually
going to the polls on Nov. 2. For
Alexander, who at 24 is a member of the age bracket he works
to recruit, the decision to vote
should be an easy one.
"I say 'Hey, look, it's ironic
we vote in the lowest numbers,
because we're affected for the
longest time by politicians and
their decisions,'" he said. "You
have an arcane tax decision or
a foreign policy decision and we
are the demographic that deals
with the ramifications of it."
McKenna, meanwhile, is
counting the days until the election. During welcome week, she
expects to register a couple thousand new voters. Then, in the
weeks leading up to the election,
student volunteers will work
each day at voting registration
booths at locations around campus. She said all of her efforts
are worth it if she helps young
people find their voice.
"This country was founded
on the idea that everyone has
a voice and unfortunately, that
hasn't always been die case. But
it is now and your vote is your
voice," she said." It's a way for you
to effect change in the community. And if you want to lobby or
advocate, they won't listen unless
you and your demographic are
voting. We need to say Took at
me, I'm a voting citizen and it's a
way to make change. It's a way to
find a voice.'"

• CM of the faj. LOO
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Bowling Green's Community Theatre

■Salon TODAY

DO YOU

SING?JMI?

4-Beds
2 Booths
ALWAYS NEW,
Top of the Line

Bulbs

GUYS!

GIRLS!

Especially GUYS!

*
*

WkLCOMt r^RtSr-tMAN!
Bring in your Student ID & receive...

*

53.00 m
Packages

Men's & Women's
Haircut

cr

Rock the Vote hopes to get votes from a different crowd

Haircuts

Services

(Discounts for Freshman Only)

THE MUSICAL
We'll be Auditioning in November and begin rehearsing
10 for our Mmry 11, II, 19,20,24,25,20,27 Show.
If interested and will have most evenings free Second Semester,
JMMIT

Call or Email Bob Hastings
352-1358 or bobhastings@woh.rr.com

fn^i.
• OwWMtolt- Owner/Stylist
rta.TwnvUL- JessicaMesser- Styliit
'
Lisa McCoy- Stylist
CUT AND STYLE INCLUDED W/ALL CHEMICAL SERVICES
SPECIALIZING IN FOILS

UCdtmtv- 529 Ridge Street. Bti

?Kav«' 419-352-6459

LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACE TO LIVE???

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE
&

UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Mercer at Clough
Short block S. of Wooster

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm
apts. 9 and 12 month leases.
Furnished Available.
UNIVERSITY COURTS
I&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment.
Furnished Available.
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER
"WALK ON OVER"

ALL LOCATIONS
• 'Tenant Friendly" Management
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance
• Time-Warner cable service included in rentals
• Central air & heat
• Convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.

(419) 352-0164
wv-universityapartments.us
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DOCTORS LEAVE ETHICS BEHIND IN MILITARY

www.bgnews.com/nation

NATION

The Defense Department issued a statement Friday
taking "strong exception" to allegations made last
week in a British medical journal. It said doctors at
Baghdad's Abu Ghraib prison falsified death certificates to hide killings, hid evidence of beatings and
revived a prisoner so he could be tortured more.

Charley victims
receive aid via
selfless citizens
By Vickie Chachere
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PUNTA GORDA, Fla. — With
a freezer lull of food about to
spoil, there was only one thing
for Nestor Tsimpedes to do after
Hurricane Charley made a shambles of his restaurant — feed people for free.
When the freezer was emptied
of ham, roast beef and turkey, he
sent his employees to buy hot
dogs.
"What was I going to do? I'm
ruined," Tsimpedes said, his eyes
becoming moist with tears as
he recounted memories of the
Greek-American kitchen where
he toiled neariy every day for the
past 10 years.
Tsimpedes is not alone in his
generosity. Hundreds of local
residents and some from across
the nation have turned out to
provide a vast array of free aid
since Charley ravaged the area
on Aug. 13.
The Federal Emergency
Management Agency said that
as of Friday 77,000 households
had registered for disaster relief
in Florida. The Red Cross is preparing 125,000 meals a day and
says an estimated 2.200 families
have been housed in shelters.
But it is the unofficial aid stations that have become a lifeline

for many people.
Hurricane victims need travel
only a few blocks on some major
thoroughfares before seeing
hand-lettered signs offering free
water, ice, sandwiches, diapers,
blankets and toiletries. Many
Good Samaritans just pull up at
the first big intersection they see
to distribute their aid.
"We are amazed by what we
see here," said Bruce Bagge, a
retired investment executive who
loaded up a pickup truck with
ice and water to take back to his
neighbors.
for several days, Audrey Brooks
of Fort Myers loaded up her minivan with bags of bread, peanut
butter and other supplies and
drove 25 miles to the damaged
area. On Thursday, she brought
25 gallons of bleach so people
could disinfect Uieir ho.nes, and
it was all snapped up in about 30
minutes.
"I am just doing what I can,"
Brooks said while her 6-year-old
son Timothy napped in her car.
"It's sad. It hit in along an area
where people don't have a lot
anyway."
With some restaurants and grocer)' stores still closed, the spontaneous showing of compassion
by ordinary people, and some
businesses, has helped many

Vaporizer lets
drinkers inhale
1 iquidJess shots
By Madison J. Gray
CHARLEY GOOD SAMARITANS: Volunteers and victims ofhffiane ""*
Charley converge on a site for supplies run by the Convoy for Hope in
Punta Gorda, Fl Thursday.

people get back on their feet.
"People are at their human best
when people are in need," said
Susan Campbell, a spokeswoman for the Red Cross. "This is a big,
big disaster, and we have big, big
Good Samaritans"
A Red Cross distribution center
just north of one of the hardest hit areas in Punta Gorda has
become a gathering spot for individual donors and volunteers. On
Thursday, it resembled a bustling
outdoor market of foods and
goods — with a flood of storm
victims eager to accept the aid.
Eunice Wiley and her granddaughter, Rori Evans, 6, collected
fresh fruit and granola bars, all
the little girl feels like eating in the
oppressive heat and humidity.
"It's a relief, it puts you at ease,"
said Wiley. "We are just thrilled
with the amount of help."
Down the street, Randy and
Sandra White took a break from
clearing debris at the trailer
park where they had kept a winter home. They welcomed the
shade of a tent, a bowl of vegetable soup and a bottle of cold
water.
"It sure is nice to come out and
get something to eat," Sandra

,@alico, 0ag,c & S'Kyme

Bowling Cn
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NORTH EDGE OF DOWNTOWN

s v r dau

• Jewelry
•Teas
• Distinctive Gifts
* Candles
•Cards
• Burts Bees Products
CORNER OF 329 N. MAIN A I IS CLAY STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OH 4.1402

White said. "We didn't have any
way to fix things or go buy food."
Harbor Nissan was badly
damaged in the storm, but by
the end of the week the dealership was offering free tire repairs
for those who got fiats from all
the nails, broken glass and bent
metal littering the street. Shop
foreman Joe Jurisko said the
dealership is losing thousands
of dollars a day, but thought it
was important to help. Among
the more remarkable volunteers
is Kc Kopaska, who was badly
disfigured and lost his fingers
in a car crash and fire when he
was 17.
Kopaska, who travels to
disasters nationwide with the
California relief group Caravan
of Hope, was in Punta Gorda
four hours after Charley hit
The group brought a trailer of
bottled water, and Kopaska said
that when they began unloading it the next morning, people
were lining up before the second pallet hit the ground.
"I can identify with people
who have lost everything, or feel
like they have," said Kopaska. "1
know what it is like to rebuild
a life."

o
®

9:10 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

fellowship
worship

NEW YORK — A machine
diat lets drinkers inhale shots
of alcohol went on display
Friday night, even as one
local lawmaker warned the
device was "a disaster waiting to happen."
The Alcohol Without
Liquid vaporizer mixes the
alcohol with pressurized
oxygen. Makers say it takes
about 20 minutes to breathe
in one shot, giving drinkers
the effect of alcohol without
the drunkenness, or hangover.
Democratic state Sen. Carl
Kruger pledged to introduce
legislation to ban its use,
calling the inhaler, manufactured in England and
distributed domestically by
North Carolina-based Spirit
Partners, a "new form of pipe
smoking" and saying it could
encourage underage drinking and drunken driving.
Attorney General Eliot
Spitzer's office said the issue
had been referred to the
State Liquor Authority, and
declined to comment. A message left with the agency was
not immediately returned.
"It becomes a whole
enforcement issue," Kruger
said. "The way we test alco-
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hol levels will be skewed and
so will all the direction we've
taken in this state to lower
blood alcohol levels."
Westchester
County
Executive Andrew Spano said
he also feared the machine
would attract underage
drinkers.
The machine went on
display for a sneak peak at
the bar Trust, in Manhattan.
But bar and lounge owners
in New York may be wary,
said Bob Zuckerman, executive director of the New York
Nightlife Association.
"We don't know if this
device is legal and in addition we don't know if it is
safe," Zuckerman said. "Our
members and most bar owners are responsible and I'm
sure they'll tread very carefully before putting a device
such as this in their establishments."
A manager who answered
the phone at Trust said it's
too early to predict the effect
of the new machine. The
manager, who would identify
himself only as Marty, said
the bar hasn't purchased the
device, and that Trust drinkers would "be responsible,
no matter how they ingest
their substances."

Shamrock Village
M Natural gas Fireplace

Beautiful

H

Central Air

I Bedroom, Ranch Style
Condominiums
For Rent

K

Den/Office in some units

Excellent Location for
BGSU Faculty/Staff
s

650-700/month
plus utilities
Oat yter

IMM

* 1 or 2 bathrooms
* Jotuzzi Tub in some units
H

(onvienent Parking

x Washer & Dryer Hook-up
* Kitchen includes dishwasher,
disposal, fridge, & stove
* No Lawn (are

minima

for more information, pleose call (419)354 0070 01 (419)3521520

HANGING /MIMfS
Uo*

NOW

IRING

Changing Times Tonning and Hair Salon

• Full service hair salon with
o Paul Mitchell educator on staff
• Monthly tanning specials
• 5 beds & 1 stand-up Sun
Capsule for the ultimate tan

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
DINING SERVICES IS NOW HIRING
BGSU STUDENTS TO WORK IN THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS.
Campus Dining Centers
Restaurants

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Convenience Stores
Snack Bars

Concession Stands
Catering

fc
16161 Worn*
Bowing Green. OH
419-354-2244

•New bulbs

is
ht

DINING SERVICES HAS
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iy

Flexible hours to tit around class schedules
One of the highest starting wages for students on campus
Opportunities for advancement and longevity pay increases
$1000 scholarships - last year three Were awarded to student employees
The chance to meet people and become a part of the campus community

from all your friaaah it

THE FLOWER BASKET
165 SOUTH MAIN
downtown B. 6.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR

fresh flowert & plants

TO APPLY FOR A POSITION CONTACT ANY DINING CENTER OR
APPLY ONLINE: HTTP://WWW.BGSU.EDU/DINING/EMPLOY

balloons

candles

cords

silk arrangements

bath & body item
stuffed animals

ipaeiil gift! for yea ■•■' your karoo
372 2563 udsc@bgsu.edu
372 2781 udsl@t>3Su edu
372 2771 udsm@bgsu edu
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MANY THINGS TO OFFER OUR STUDENT EMPLOYEES:

♦ Commons
♦ Founders
♦ McDonald

e
n
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♦ Kreischf

♦ Student Union
♦ Athletic Concessions
♦ Catering

♦ Hack, math nan!!
372.2885
372.2641
372 2597
372.7505

ud<*@bfjsu edu
iK)*u@bo<iu edu
udsac@bgsu.edu
udsu@bgsu.edu
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(419)352-6395
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Wanted

Help Wanted

Female subleaser needed. Will have
own bedroom w/ high speed internet
& cable W/D in house. Close to
campus. Avail, immed. S295 plus
util Call 419-575-1494.

Nanny w/baby care exp. needed to
care for 2 girls (2 mos. and 3
yrs.old) in our BG home. 2-4 days a
week, hrs neg . $7.50-10 hr. Can
start now. Good refs. and baby care
exp. a must. 419-353-5363.
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SUBLEASER WANTED
Year lease Aug. to Aug 336
Bentwood. $375 mo. 419-575-2456

Travel
Spring Break 2005 with STS. America's #1 Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps. Call lor group discounts Into/Reservations 1 •800-648
4849 www ststravel.com.

Services Offered
Get Slim lor School1 Lose Weight.
Feel Great With Dr Recommended.
Natural Products 1-877-537-9704
www herbal-nutrition net'tohealth
and wealth

Personals
Get your cigars
at Fidel's Cigar Store
Behind Dairy Man
Learn a skill ioi ' 'e Tdke PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com
Semester Unlimited Tanning $65
One block Irom campus
Booths S Beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889

(^9^ Dinner /?

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! 5300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Babysitter needed lor 5 mo. & 8 yr.
old. in my home. 7.30 pm - 8:30 am.
3-4 nights/wk.. some weekends.
req.
419-354-6789. leave dame & ph.no.
BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around ciasses
MAY CONTINUE IN FALL
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Call 419-861-6134 or apply al
Child Care Center in Perrysburg
now hiring part-time days, evenings
& tor relerral service Apply in person or send resume to Kidz Watch
508 Craig Dr. Perrysburg OH
43551
Child care needed pad-time
Tues.. Weds.. Thurs. P.M.
Musi have car. 419-308-7125
Excellent soccer player needed
to work out with 10-11 yr. olds.
Call 419-353-3938
Gel Paid For Your Opinions'
Earn 515 - S125 & more per survey!
www moneyforsurveys.com

Pot Roast

Availahk from 4 r>m 'nl 10 J»m
Slow-roam
richGrav)
wiih 0>rnbrt-.iJ Suifrinj: and G>lesl;tw.

S

161 South Main Streel
Scrvlnj Pint Food S.nc« 1972

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
■ Convenient on-site parking
vutwr WJ»RI
APART MIMTi
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Graphic Designer - Toledo (downtown) interactive media firm is seeking individual with experience using
Macromedia Flash and Director applications. Hours and pay are negotiable. Contact Craig at Vertigo Productions. 419-244-5756.
Gymnastics coach needed
Perrysburg Gymnastics
Call 419-874-9383
Lawn Maintenance
Full 8 Pan Time Positions
419-354-1923
Lawn mowing positions available for
Knickerbocker Lawns.
Part and lull time. Call 352-5822.
Looking for in-home babysitter
2 - 5:30. Mon. - .Fri.
352-3642
Loving, dependable nanny needed
to care for our 5 yr. old. In our BG
home. Mon.-Fri. 11-4. Own
transportation needed, references a must.
419-823-7017
Morning day care in our BG home (8
miles from BGSU) for 2 year old
boy. M-F. 8-11am. Apply for any or
all shifts. Call Cindy at 823-1891

• Patio

The Daily Crossword Fix HA TOR

Piano teacher wanted. Masters degree preferred. Call Ann , in Perrysburg at 419-872-6404.

ROWING COACH WANTED. Rowing experience in high school or college? Anthony Wayne area high
school crew team ready to lake to
the water. 53.000 per season;
$1,000 for winter conditioning. Fall
season ready to begin, so contact
us now! Phone 419-877-4000 or
email servpro8670@adelphia.net
Wait staff, kitchen help, busers,
host/hostesses Full or part-time,
flexible hrs., excellent pay Apply
within. Gourmet ol China 126
Chesterfield Ln., Maumee. Across
from Mei|er 419-893-9465.

' .'-

"Jan. 2005. Now accepting applications lor etlic & studios. Lease by
the week, month, sem. or year. All
ulil mcl. Fully furnished, cable TV.
352-1520 lor more info.
1 bdrm S 2 bdrm. apis. One block
from campus Off streel parking.
419-308-4343.
1 bedroom apt. Quiet, residential
neighborhood $400 mo & utilities.
Reference & deposit required.
Call after 6pm 419-352-5339.
2 bedroom apt. Summit Terrace, S.
Summit SI. Subleaser needed
ASAP
419-308-9300
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Muscle protein
Bronco prodder
Fair and square
Flora and launa
Sushi tish
About
E.D.S. founder
Have in mind
10ol dates
Pueblo people
Power
Save
IBM feature Irom 1981
Young sheep
Make a vow
Painful
Carolina rail
Vivarin rival
Crude crosses
With what inlention
Zhou of China
Vinegar vessel
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58
61
63
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Leopold's partner in crime
Bank seizure, brielly
Non-woody vegetation
Carpenter's groove
Larry Storch on "F Troop"
Continue
PBS news anchor
Eye part
Buddhist Thai
State as lad
The Path lo Power" author
Stout's Wolfe
Buffalo's lake
Obscuring vapors
Was familiar with
Lift in Aspen
David of "Just Shoot Me"
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or call 419.352.3568
rilfl w«xl WHSlsr lawllno Grant!

3 bedroom, 1 1/2 baths, utility with
washer/dryer hookup, garage.
Grove St.. great location Available
immed. 5750 mo. 419-352-8872

2 bdrm. w/ golf course view. Private
entrance/patio/balcony. Washer/dryer available. Fireplace/carport/extra
storage. Perrysburg. 15 min. from
BG & Toledo. Call lor specials 419666-3133.
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Pi follower
Period in a process
Paslry chef
Top room
Fatalities
Ancient kingdom on
the Nile
Public square
Moved the dinghy
Hangman's knot
Long and lean
Tied
In this place
Stray off course
Poetic globe
Ballplayer's topper

56K DlALlJP

3 bedrm. in nice house in Bradner.
15 minutes from campus. S250 mo.
plus share ol utilities 419-734-5280

K & K Properties
Available in August:
1 bdrm. npts :
130 Univ. Ln., 405 1/2 S. Grove.
625 1/2 N Main, 303 1/2 S. Mam St
2 bedroom house:
132 Ada Ave.
3 bedroom houses:
1 University Lane, 625 N. Main
5 ft 6 bdrm. houses:
622 Fifth. 630 Elm
Call or stop in lor more information
419-353-APTS(2787)
427 Clough SI. BG

38
41
46
49
51
53
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3 bdrm., den, 2 bath, cable/phone
hook-up in each bdrm.. 5th St.
$875/mo Avail Aug 352-8872.

y

[Check out www.bgnew.com |

For Rent

For Rent

Studio apt, W. Evers near Main
S300 mo. includes all.
CaM 19*353-3938

Perrysburg, easy access lo I 75.
Quiet 2 bdrm. 1 bath, water mcl.
laundry facil., security bldg $600
month 734-850-0121

Two unique 2 bedrm. apis in Vtctorian house. 427 N Main. 2nd & 3rd
llf. apts. S575 plus util.. $550 incl.
some util. Call tor more into. 386253-3687.

Roommate wanted. Quiet, clean, reliable 2 bedrm. Crim St $375 mo.
& util. Amanda 419-509-8258

5 bedroom house tor rent
Available Aug. 25
352-5822
Available Immediately
3 bdrm. apt Close lo university
Call 419-686-4651

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIALS

Room for Rent
Quiet, residential area
Single Mom with empty nest
to share with responsible female
student Own room, den & bath
w/kitchen & laundry privileges
419-352-4066

TWIN SIZE
MATTRESSES
STARTING AT...

$7900

Voted Best Pizza 12 yrs. in a Row!

3 BR unfrn.. newly remod. house
Large yard, private parking, quiet
neighborhood. Across Irom Kenwood School. 9 or 12 mo. lease
S825 + utli 353-7263 leave msg.

PISRN€LLO'S
203 N. Main "*****» 352-5166

937 Manitoba Drive
PRK I REDI < ID! The large
den in this cuslom-huilt homi'
overlooks the living room
with its brick fireplace.
Bsmt, i BR, 2.5 BA, deck.

r

FULLSIZI
MATTRESS SETS
SrARTING AT...

ANY 1 ITEM PIZZA
Your Choice:
10" Sm.
12"Med.

ta

$5.00

$6.50

14" Lg.

16"XLg.

$8.75

$11.00

Additional Items Extra
Fajita Chicken « 2 Items

5 Breadsticks Only S2.50
We Have Stuffed Breadsticks
C. ^\

plzjisp0"0'*'

925 Manitoba Drive
Clean, quality construction
,\ prrt-.tcond. 4BR.
Fenced yard, large deck,
nit e landscaping. Finished
bsmt. Lots of extras.

FREE DELIVERY
352-5 J 66

203 N. MAIN

Not Valid With Any Other Otter ■ Expires 12/31/04
A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBS!

11 Flaws on Tap

COMBO PIZZA

Beer of the Month
Labatt's 12oz. Bottle $2.00

12974 Huffman Rd.

Sm.

New siding, furnace, A/C,
windows, carpet and much
more in this country property,
not too far out of town.
Fenced yard, workshop.

■ DJ's Kehoe
$2 All Pints

TUESDAY
• Karaoke
- $2.50 Cans - 24oz.
Budweiser, Budlight, Coors
Light

■■I

3

L^

$11.00 $13.50
FREE DELIVERY

Ss

SET-UP
REMOVA
FINANCI

LIMITED AREA
352-5)66

Not Valid With Any Other Otter • Expires 12/31/04

Cygnet Newer 4 BR, 2.5 BA,
3 car gar. home with 2 stairs
lo double insulated bsmt.
Fantastic 5.1 a. country
property with 70'x32' new
barn and new 20'xl2' shed.

Eli's Chocolate Chip Cheesecake $1.25

DOUBLES
2 Cheese Pizzas
Sm.
Med.
Lg.
$8.00 $11.00 $13.50
Extra Items cTac/1 Pizza-■■
/-—•«. .75
1.00
1.25

For showings, call Tim Westhoven, Realtor
Office: 419-352-5331 •Home; 419-352-1707
Mobile: 41 ')-4()<)-1000

Hlzzcr 203
pn^MAtN
N. MAIN

A.A. GREEN REALTY, INC.
1045 NORTH MAIN STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402
419-352-5331 • www.aagreen.com

.

,-jRSOfHMIO'S
KlZZCr
203 N.

$234,900.

e*

X Lg.

Additional Items Extra Fajita Chicken = 2 Items

12370 Jerry City Rd.,

• Scott Ballard
Acoustic Jams
■ $1 Well Drinks

Any 3 Items
Med.
Lg.

$6.25 $8.25

$124,000.

WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

m

We'll Find You A New Home

HjPPy
Hour
3p!rt-9pm

■ Live Musicl
Joe mama

■

ACROSS

Home of the 40oz
FISHBOWL- $3.00!:!!

• Live Music!
DJ Baroque

..

i '
■I

N

iH

-'■'

APARTMENTS

FRIDAY

33

IB
IU ^H*4

■

■

■■

1

^H"

<-i

•

1 Find repugnanl
2 Goddess who loved
Odysseus
3 Restaurateur Shor
4 Part of TGIF
5 City on the Merrimack
6 Procedure part
7 Jewish festival
8 Numero
9 Like a movie for 17-.
10 Doctrine president
11
-friendly
12 Male affair
13 Theater award
18 Verse works
23 Nary a soul
25 Bonnie Parker's partner
27 Neutered
29 Derby hat
31 Stagnant
32 Cleansing agenl
33 Pinza ol "South
Pacific"
34 St. Louis site
35 Central part
36 Appointed time

Open Weekdays 4 P.M.»Lunch Fri. «Sat. »Sun.

= VARSITY
BBS SQUARE

• DJ Diamond D-Lee
■ $2.00 Long Island Ice
Teas, (Raspberry or
Mango)

■■

"

,i"

■

*'

'

■

■/I

^H

■ ■

n

■■

m%Y'

4

'' -.

■

'■

$5.75 Minimum

FREE HEAT

419-353-7715

"

'

175

■

For Rent
" 1 bedrm. apt. & rooms available
lor as low as 5250 mo includes all
utilities. Call 419-353-0325.

'

L/MWy I 1

Not Valid With Any Other Otter • Expires 12/31/04

■

FRE
FREEDELIVERY
352-5166

Garlic or Tom. Bread • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins

MATTRESSES, ETC
BOWLING GREEN
1234 N. MAIN
419-353-1400
FINDLAV
2025 TIFFIN AVE.
419-420-7744
STORE HOURS:
Sunday 1 S
Monday 10 7
Tu«day10 7
WednesdayC10SED

Thursday 10 7
Friday 10 7
Saturday 10 6

MAUMEE CLEARANCE CENTER
1382CONANTST.
419 482-6722
Special Hours- Call Ahead

